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Abstract
The cloud computing paradigm has raised in popularity within the industry and
the academia. Public cloud infrastructures are enabling new business models and
helping to reduce costs. However, the desire to host company’s data and services
on premises, and the need to abide to data protection laws, make private cloud
infrastructures desirable, either to complement or even fully substitute public offerings. Unfortunately, a lack of standardization has precluded private infrastructure
management solutions to be developed to a certain level, and a myriad of different
options have induced the fear of lock-in in customers. One of the causes of this
problem is the misalignment between academic research and industry offering, with
the former focusing in studying idealized scenarios dissimilar from real-world situations, and the latter developing solutions without taking care about how they fit
with common standards, or even not disseminating their results.
With the aim to solve this problem I propose a modular management system for private cloud infrastructures that is focused on the applications instead of just the hardware resources. This management system follows the autonomic system paradigm,
and is designed around a simple information model developed to be compatible
with common standards. This model splits the environment in two views that serve
to separate the concerns of the stakeholders while at the same time enabling the
traceability between the physical environment and the virtual machines deployed
onto it. In it, cloud applications are classified in three broad types (Services, Big
Data Jobs and Instance Reservations), in order for the management system to take
advantage of each type’s features. The information model is paired with a set of
atomic, reversible and independent management actions which determine the operations that can be performed over the environment and is used to realize the cloud
environment’s scalability.
From the environment’s state and using the aforementioned set of actions, I also
describe a management engine tasked with the resource placement. It is divided
in two tiers: the Application Managers layer, concerned just with applications; and
the Infrastructure Manager layer, responsible of the actual physical resources. This
management engine follows a lifecycle with two phases, to better model the behavior
of a real infrastructure. The placement problem is tackled during one phase (consolidation) by using an integer programming solver, and during the other (online) with
a custom heuristic. Tests have demonstrated that this combined approach is superior to other strategies. Finally, the management system is paired with monitoring
and actuators architectures. The former able to collect the necessary information
from the environment, and the later modular in design and capable of interfacing
with several technologies and offering several access interfaces.

Resumen
Recientemente, el paradigma de la computación en la nube ha recibido mucho interés
por parte tanto de la industria como del mundo académico. Las infraestructuras
cloud públicas están posibilitando nuevos modelos de negocio y ayudando a reducir
costes. Sin embargo, una compañı́a podrı́a desear ubicar sus datos y servicios en
sus propias instalaciones, o tener que atenerse a leyes de protección de datos. Estas
circunstancias hacen a las infraestructuras cloud privadas ciertamente deseables, ya
sea para complementar a las públicas o para sustituirlas por completo. Por desgracia,
las carencias en materia de estándares han impedido que las soluciones para la
gestión de infraestructuras privadas se hayan desarrollado adecuadamente. Además,
la multitud de opciones disponibles ha creado en los clientes el miedo a depender de
una tecnologı́a concreta (technology lock-in). Una de las causas de este problema es
la falta de alineación entre la investigación académica y los productos comerciales, ya
que aquella está centrada en el estudio de escenarios idealizados sin correspondencia
con el mundo real, mientras que éstos consisten en soluciones desarrolladas sin tener
en cuenta cómo van a encajar con los estándares más comunes o sin preocuparse de
hacer públicos sus resultados.
Con objeto de resolver este problema, propongo un sistema de gestión modular para infraestructuras cloud privadas enfocado en tratar con las aplicaciones en lugar
de centrarse únicamente en los recursos hardware. Este sistema de gestión sigue el
paradigma de la computación autónoma y está diseñado en torno a un modelo de
información sencillo, desarrollado para ser compatible con los estándares más comunes. Este modelo divide el entorno en dos vistas, que sirven para separar aquello que
debe preocupar a cada actor involucrado del resto de información, pero al mismo
tiempo permitiendo relacionar el entorno fı́sico con las máquinas virtuales que se
despliegan encima de él. En dicho modelo, las aplicaciones cloud están divididas en
tres tipos genéricos (Servicios, Trabajos de Big Data y Reservas de Instancias), para
que ası́ el sistema de gestión pueda sacar partido de las caracterı́sticas propias de cada tipo. El modelo de información está complementado por un conjunto de acciones
de gestión atómicas, reversibles e independientes, que determinan las operaciones
que se pueden llevar a cabo sobre el entorno y que es usado para hacer posible la
escalabilidad en el entorno.
También describo un motor de gestión encargado de, a partir del estado del entorno y usando el ya mencionado conjunto de acciones, la colocación de recursos.
Está dividido en dos niveles: la capa de Gestores de Aplicación, encargada de tratar
sólo con las aplicaciones; y la capa del Gestor de Infraestructura, responsable de los
recursos fı́sicos. Dicho motor de gestión obedece un ciclo de vida con dos fases, para
ası́ modelar mejor el comportamiento de una infraestructura real. El problema de la

colocación de recursos es atacado durante una de las fases (la de consolidación) por
un resolutor de programación entera, y durante la otra (la online) por un heurı́stico
hecho ex-profeso. Varias pruebas han demostrado que este acercamiento combinado
es superior a otras estrategias. Para terminar, el sistema de gestión está acoplado
a arquitecturas de monitorización y de actuadores. Aquella estando encargada de
recolectar información del entorno, y ésta siendo modular en su diseño y capaz de
conectarse con varias tecnologı́as y ofrecer varios modos de acceso.
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Chapter 1
Motivation
Cloud computing has, during recent years, gained traction both in the industry and
the academia. The widespread use of virtualization has transformed distributed
computing platforms, but the landscape is currently dominated by a few major
public cloud computing providers, which exploit economies of scale to provide elastic
platforms on a pay per use model. Public clouds enable rapid deployment with
minor initial investment costs, and feature the crucial ability to scale up and down
as needed. However, the desire to host sensible information and services inside
the organization’s premises, or the obligation to comply with data protection laws,
could force a company to use its own private cloud, either to complement public
infrastructures or on its own.
Unfortunately, private cloud operational management solutions are significantly less
evolved than the public offerings, lacking features that would be needed for an
efficient and painless management of the private infrastructure, usually a datacenter
on the company’s premises, used to realize the cloud environment. At this moment
there are several competing products designed to build and manage private cloud
infrastructures, both open-source and proprietary. They are contending for attaining
relevance and are constantly trying to surpass each other. This fact creates a climate
in which the user has the possibility of choosing between an ample offer.
However, this big catalog of solutions for building an infrastructure is paired with
a lack of a common set of standards for the management of such environments.
This fact has created a situation in which each product has to develop its own
management system, using a specific set of abstractions and possible actions, and
accessed through a specially tailored interface. Without the ability to develop better
products by building upon previous approaches and ideas, the management systems
for private cloud environments have not progressed steadily.
1
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This situation prevents a more widespread adoption of private cloud computing,
since potential users fear of being locked-in within a particular solution that in the
future might fall behind the others in terms of features or support, and a lack of
adequate management systems make the movement to the cloud complex and risky.
Vendor and data lock-in are considered two of the bigger factors that hinder the
development of cloud computing [1, 2].
One of the causes for this scenario is the misalignment of research efforts coming
from the academia and the actual solutions developed from the industry, with the
common standards problem being far from the only victim of these disparate interests. Works published in the academic literature tend to assume idealized scenarios,
where concerns and situations specially relevant for real world deployments are ignored to focus only on certain aspects. This way, companies often ignore these
research results, and instead they develop solutions more tailored with their day to
day problems. To make both industry and academia advance in the same directions
it is necessary to tackle the problems that interest the former with the tools and
practices of the latter.

1.1

Research Methodology

After noticing the described situation, I surveyed and analyzed the state of the art
of cloud computing technologies, with a focus on management of private infrastructures, to try to find some ways in which the problems already stated could be
alleviated or its impact reduced.
I concluded that the best way to proceed will be by defining an operational management system for private clouds focused on avoiding the aforementioned pitfalls.
This system could also be used as a template for future developments and serve
as a bridge of sorts between the problems of the industry and the past research
efforts from the academia. The proposed management system for private clouds
must be modular enough to work with several infrastructure solutions, and use a set
of common abstractions that could be translated to the specifics of each targeted
environment.
Cloud computing research has focused on optimizing the utilization of virtualized
platforms, in order to minimize costs, improve energy efficiency and optimize performance, leading to more sustainable cloud solutions. The preferred approach to
this matter are autonomous systems, which can dynamically change to adapt to
the mutating needs of the environment, while at the same time optimize the use of
resources, enabling a more sustainable cloud environment. An autonomic system is
2
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structured around autonomic elements, composed of sensors, effectors and a reasoning module that uses the information collected by the sensors to modify the state of
the managed system through the effectors.
Since in virtualized infrastructures, such as private clouds, the way to manipulate
the environment is through the management of virtual machines, it is only natural
that research efforts have been focused in these elements. However, I wanted to aim
my proposal around higher level elements, more relevant to the way in which clouds
are really used: applications and stakeholders.
With this in mind, I looked at the already existing and under development standards
for cloud computing, and created an information model able to establish a link
between the low-level virtual machines and the high-level cloud applications and
stakeholders. This model was designed to be as simple and compatible as possible
with other popular standards. I also divided applications in several types attending
to their characteristics, in order to better manage them.
Also, since a private cloud involves multiple actors concerned with different abstraction levels, the proposed information model views the environment in two dimensions
and is designed to support multiple tenants.
After defining this model, which will be used by the reasoning elements to make
decisions and will be populated by the sensors, I developed a series of management actions that cover the activities the actuators can perform to make changes
in the private cloud. These actions were created taking consideration to the special
characteristics of the managed elements and focusing in the real capabilities of the
infrastructure.
Having defined the managed environment’s picture that the proposed manager will
view, and the means to apply changes, I moved onto the management engine, which
must make the decisions that the effectors have to execute. Looking at the literature, I observed that most approaches only focus on purely static environments, in
which a huge batch of resources need to be assigned at the same time; or either in
purely dynamic environments, in which the requests to reserve and free resources
are constantly arriving. However, experience has shown that neither a pure static
or dynamic approach is useful for real situations.
Therefore, I designed a management engine which operates in two alternating phases,
one static and the other dynamic. This gave me the advantage to be able to use
a tested and proven solution for the static phase (linear programming) and the
freedom to develop my own approach for the dynamic phase. For the dynamic
phase I put forward an heuristic which considers the special characteristics of the
managed environment.
3
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Moreover, I divided the management engine in two layers, with the aim of honoring
the separation between stakeholders and applications that was proposed when designing the information model. This approach was also developed to make solving
the problem of resource assignment easier.
To be able to fit all these proposals into a unified whole, I defined a complete management infrastructure, with a special focus in the monitoring of the environment
(for the sensors) and the interactions with the infrastructure (for the effectors). For
the former, I proposed a monitoring architecture that instruments the multiple levels of the private cloud environment, and builds a global model of the environment’s
state. And for the latter, I designed a modular actuators architecture, able to be
accessed through different technologies, and be solution-agnostic.
Finally, after finishing the development of the listed contributions, I proceeded to
validate my proposals through the implementation of the information model, the
development of some of the core components of the architecture, the test of its features against a small private cloud, and the simulation of several complex scenarios
that the management engine had to tackle.

1.2

Document Structure

In this chapter I have introduced the motivation for the work and the research
methodology I have followed. The next chapter contains an analysis of the state
of the art of the technologies relevant to the work, and will be mostly concerned
with advances in the field of cloud computing and its operational management.
In it I discuss approaches from the industry and the academia. Based on this
knowledge, chapter 3 explains the gaps in the current approaches and presents a set
of contributions that will try to fill the aforementioned spaces. These contributions
aim to put forward an approach in which a management system based on autonomic
principles is able to manage a private cloud similar to real deployments in a modular
and application-centric way.
During the next four chapters I detail the contributions, one at a time. Chapter 4
describes the proposed information model, able to easily map between the physical an virtual worlds, support several stakeholders and application types, and solve
some of the problems of the standards already present in the literature. Chapter 5
presents a set of management actions that will define how actuators can work with
the managed infrastructure, define which actions are possible over the environment’s
elements, and serve as building blocks for high-level management sequences. As the
last chapter devoted to fulfilling the objectives, chapter 6 details an architecture
4
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where the previous contributions can fit and introduces a two-tier management engine, which provides the reasoning for the autonomic loop and uses an approach in
two phases to tackle the problem of virtual machine placement in a private infrastructure.
With every element of the work presented, chapter 7 shows how I validated the
contributions, trying to assess if they were able to fulfill the proposed objectives
through a set of experiments. Finally, chapter 8 summarizes the main conclusions
of this work, and suggests possible future research activities.

5
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Chapter 2
State of the Art
In this chapter I briefly introduce the state of the art of the technologies that are
relevant to the work performed. It is divided in two main blocks: one devoted to
cloud computing, comprising sections from 2.1 to 2.3 and the other to operational
management, comprising sections from 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6. Both blocks summarize
and analyze past and current research efforts. This survey has served as a base of
knowledge from which the contributions have emerged.

2.1

Cloud Computing Essentials

2.1.1

Cloud Computing Definition

Cloud computing is a new paradigm in IT that has emerged recently and has profoundly change the way in which systems are used and managed. But before delving
deeper into its features and characteristics, it is important to have a proper definition of what cloud computing exactly is. This is not an easy task, since there a
several different such definitions and, in fact, there is at least one work [3] completely
devoted to enumerating and comparing them. This paper also ends proposing its
own definition, which is as follows:
Clouds are a large pool of easily usable and accessible virtualized resources
(such as hardware, development platforms and/or services). These resources can be dynamically reconfigured to adjust to a variable load
(scale), allowing also for an optimum resource utilization. This
pool of resources is typically exploited by a pay-per-use model in which
7
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guarantees are offered by the Infrastructure Provider by means of
customized Service Level Agreements.
Other relevant studies in the field also propose their own definitions, like the following one [4]:
Cloud is a parallel and distributed computing system consisting of a collection of inter-connected and virtualized computers that are dynamically provisioned and presented as one or more unified computing
resources based on service-level agreements (SLA) established through
negotiation between the service provider and consumers.
Probably the most popular definition, mainly because of the the issuing organization’s importance, is the one proposed by NIST (National Institute of Standards
and Technology) [5]. It reads:
Cloud computing is a model for enabling convenient, on-demand network access to a shared pool of configurable computing resources
(e.g. networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that can be
rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort
or service provider interaction.
All these definitions, among countless other, are similar enough (even considering
their differences) that they could be used interchangeably. I have taken the liberty
of bolding some concepts in the aforementioned definition to better grasp the most
important ideas put forward by each one.
But let’s put aside this definition from the academia for a moment and consider the
industry’s perception of cloud computing. There is a strong marketing hype surrounding cloud computing, which tends to transform the term into a mere buzzword.
Some have denounced this problem [6] and have explained that cloud computing is,
in fact, two different things:
Cloud Computing refers to both the applications delivered as services over
the Internet and the hardware and systems software in the datacenters
that provide those services.
This definition is extremely important for this work, and has guided its development;
it puts forward that the true aim of cloud computing is to offer applications as
services through the management of hardware and software infrastructures, using
their capabilities to fulfill all the non-functional requirements that I bolded in the
previous definitions. To work around applications, considering its characteristics
and limitations is the main target I hope to get far from.
8
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Going back to the cloud computing definitions, whatever ends being the most popular, a set of common characteristics naturally emerge from all of them. Therefore,
for a cloud computing infrastructure to be considered as such, it must have the
following characteristics:
• A set of abstracted and interconnected resources that can be provisioned on
the fly.
• A way for using these resources when needed, scaling up and down, giving the
illusion of infinite resources.
• A Service Level Agreement that the use of these resources must comply to.
• A minimal management interface that could be used remotely and automates
as much part of the process as possible.
Other authors [7] tend to add to this characteristic another one; the “pay-as-you-go”
pricing model, but I do not believe this is intrinsic to cloud computing, since it only
applies to cloud infrastructures in which the owner and the end user are different
entities. I will elaborate more on this topic in section 4.
From now on, every reference in this document to a “cloud” means an actual system
or infrastructure whose properties match those of the cloud computing paradigm.
In other words, the sum of the hardware of a data center, and the software that
runs on top of it, providing a solution that offers the features promised by the cloud
computing model.

2.1.2

Grid and Utility Computing

Sometimes cloud computing gets mixed with other two different, although similar,
computation models: grid and utility computing. The main reason for this is that
cloud computing has been built upon the efforts of these previous paradigms.
This is only natural, since both cloud computing and grid computing aim to realize
the scenario proposed in utility computing during the 1960s [8]: to turn computing
into the fifth utility, along with electricity, water, gas and telephone. That is, to
enable a way for users to access computational resources on-demand, and be charged
based on their usage instead of a flat rate, without caring where the particular
instance of the resource they’re using comes from.
Grid computing is a distributed computing model in which heterogeneous resources
are taken from several different sources, and put to work together to achieve a
common goal. The development of grid computing was originally motivated by the
need of research institutions for scientific calculations. Pooling disparate resources
9
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was a way to achieve results deemed impossible by the traditional method of using
an expensive supercomputer.
Therefore, grid and cloud seem, in fact, very similar, but they are not exactly the
same thing. The two have been compared in the literature [9], which sees cloud
as the next iteration of grid computing, making a natural progression after the
mainframe, personal computer, networked computing, internet and grid paradigms
[10]. Moreover, grid computing advances could help to solve cloud challenges [11].
In the end, what sets cloud and grid computing truly apart are the capabilities
enabled by hardware virtualization [12] to the former. Because of this, virtualization
technology warrants its own section in this document.

2.1.3

Hardware Virtualization

Virtualization is the creation of a set of several virtual resources from real ones,
giving to the user of such virtual resources the illusion that they are real. More
particularly, hardware virtualization (also known as platform virtualization) is a
technique that enables a hardware resource to be split and shared by several users
at the same time. It began in the 1960s, when it was introduced to allow timesharing of a physical machine by more than one process [13]. Through hardware
virtualization, a single physical system can be turned into several Virtual Machines
(VM), each independent and isolated from the others, undistinguishable from a
real machine. These VMs are managed by a Virtual Machine Manager (VMM),
most commonly referred as a Hypervisor, which mediates the access to the actual
hardware [14]. Operating systems inside VMs are called guest operating systems,
while the one that is running on top of the actual hardware is named host operating
system. This architecture is shown in figure 2.1.
Although this diagram can correspond to most hardware virtualization scenarios,
there are some hypervisors that can work on “bare metal”. That is, able to work
directly on top of the physical hardware, without an operating system. Hardware
virtualization can be classified in three different types:
• Full Virtualization: In which the hardware is completely simulated. For the
guest operating system working, its host is completely undistinguishable from
a real one.
• Partial Virtualization: In which not all the hardware is completely simulated.
If used with care (for instance, without running software that uses some I/O
functions), applications can run inside the VM without modifications, while
10
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Figure 2.1: Hardware Virtualization
at the same time experiencing an increase in performance compared to a full
virtualization setup.
• Paravirtualization: Different from the other two, in this type the hardware is
not simulated. Instead of that, the guest operating system must be specially
prepared to work in this kind of environment. This architecture allows for a
simpler hypervisor and an even bigger increase in performance.
This technology has seen a great surge in use, and several hardware developments,
like multiple core microprocessors and specialized virtualization instructions inside
them, have only increased this trend. The hardware virtualization benefits that have
empowered cloud computing are the following:
• An homogeneous view and control for heterogeneous resources.
• An increase in the system usage ratio.
• The isolation of VMs as a protection mechanism.
• Multitenancy (several users using the same resource).
• The ability to relocate images.
• The separation of storage from computation resources.
11
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All this put together makes for a more sensible use of the available resources and an
easier management.
Virtualization Solutions
Hardware virtualization is a vibrant field, with several solutions in direct competition. The use and importance of these technologies has grown at the same time
as the cloud computing they have made possible. These are the most relevant ones
from the point of view of cloud computing.
KVM (Kernel-based Virtual Machine) [15] is an open source solution that provides
a virtualization infrastructure for Linux kernels on several processor architectures.
The fact that is included as part of the kernel makes using it relatively simpler than
other options. It is build on top of the QEMU processor emulator (another open
source project) and can take advantage of specific virtualization instructions in modern microprocessors. KVM supports limited paravirtualization and the commercial
solution Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization is based on it.
Hyper-V [16] is the Microsoft hypervisor. It was known previously as Windows
Server Virtualization. It can use only Microsoft operating systems as host (or work
standalone), but has support for other guest OSs. Although it was rather limited
compared with other solutions, the last version (for Windows Server 2012) shortened that gap and offered many capabilities that were previously absent, like live
migration. Hyper-V implements isolation of virtual machines in terms of a partition,
a logical unit of isolation, in which each guest OS executes. A hypervisor instance
has to have at least one parent partition with a Windows Server OS, where the
virtualization stack runs and has direct access to the hardware devices. The parent
partition then creates the child partitions.
VMware is the biggest player in the virtualization market. Through several acquisitions (the most notorious SpringSource) VMware has expanded its expertise
and is trying to get hold of the cloud market. Its products cover almost all the
virtualization needs, from desktop to enterprise. Most relevant to this work is the
product VMware vSphere, also called ESXi [17]. In contrast to other hypervisors,
like VMware Server, ESXi runs directly on the hardware, without needing an operating system. In fact, ESXi is truly a OS-less hypervisor, with a footprint of
only 150MB. VMWare has also started to provide cloud management solutions, like
vCloud and the vRealize suite.
Xen [18] started as an open source project, but it is owned now by Citrix Systems,
which offers a commercial version called Citrix XenServer. Other commercial solutions have also been created from the original Xen, most notably the Oracle VM
12
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(previously known as Sun xVM). Since 2013 the open source version of Xen is maintained by the Linux Foundation, and several companies are part of its management
board: Amazon, AMD, Bromium, CA Technologies, Calxeda, Cisco, Citrix, Google,
Intel, Oracle, Samsung, and Verizon. Xen is a hypervisor with two working modes:
paravirtualization and full virtualization. Under the first one Xen achieves a very
high performance and was, in fact, the first VMM in introducing this virtualization
type. There are Xen versions that can work on top of a traditional operating system
or bare metal.

libvirt and OVF
With this proliferation of solutions, each one with its particular advantages and
drawbacks, it is only natural for systems administrators to have a desire for a uniform
management interface, able to work with several products. At present time this is
far from feasible, since every product uses its own management console or interface.
Even the vocabularies are different, and moving between hypervisors could represent
a big time investment.
However, there are some initiatives that try to solve these problems. One of them is
libvirt [19], which began as a Xen wrapper and has matured into an abstraction layer
able to manage a set of virtual machines across different hypervisors. The goals of
this project are to provide a library that offers all necessary operations for hypervisor
management while being compatible with a big array of hypervisor technologies. The
libvirt abstraction layer does not implement the hypervisor features, but instead
offers a generic interface not tailored to a specific virtualization solution that calls
for the appropriate operation in the target hypervisor.
Libvirt is composed of a core set of APIs that can be invoked by a management
tool (several are already available), and a driver that connects with the remote
interface in the target hypervisor and transform the API operations into a language
that the hypervisor can comprehend. However, not every hypervisor has a remote
interface that can be accessed by libvirt. If that is the case, then a specific daemon
is developed and deployed in the machine that is running that particular hypervisor.
Then, libvirt connect to this daemon instead. An example of this is KVM.
But there are some cases in which even this is impossible, like with VMware ESXi
and Microsoft Hyper-V. In this situation, a more complex and specific solution needs
to be developed [19]. Figure 2.2 shows examples of these three situations. It depicts
the solution introduced in the previous section of this same document. As can be
seen, all of them are supported in one form or other by libvirt, although it is possible
that not every feature is available for every hypervisor.
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Figure 2.2: libvirt Architecture
At the time of writing this, libvirt lattest version is 1.2.11. It is frequently updated
and is well maintained, with bindings for most languages and several management
tools built upon it. In fact, it is a central part of a lot of cloud solutions, which
use this library for virtualization management. It can be made to work with solutions like Vagrant [20], which enable the definition, creation and configuration of
development environments on top of virtual machines.
Another initiative to unify virtualization solutions is the Open Virtualization Format
(OVF) [21]. This is a DMTF (Distributed Management Task Force) specification,
the first of the VMAN (Virtualization Management) standard, whose aim is to standardize as many aspects of the operational management of virtualized environments
as needed. OVF provides a universal format for packaging, distributing and describing both virtual machines and applications. Since this specification comes from
DMTF, it uses some CIM [22] concepts.
OVF is an open and secure standard, not tied to any specific hypervisor technology
and based on XML. It has been positively received by the industry. It has support
in the form of an open source implementation and has been included in several commercial hypervisor, the most prominent being VMware. It is, as today, no supported
by the open source release of Xen, but Oracle VM, a commercial hypervisor built
from Xen, implements OVF since version 3.0. Moreover, even if it is not supported
by a particular VMM solution yet, libvirt can understand this standard and convert
from and to OVF and other formats. The last version of OVF is 1.1.0, but the 2.0
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version is on the works, and a draft is already available.
The core concept of OVF is the virtual appliance. A virtual appliance is a complete
VM image prepared to work inside a virtualization platform. It contains a complete
software stack, from operating system to the uppermost layers. A virtual appliance
is designed to be deployed on top of a hypervisor. Using pre-packaged virtual
appliances, the complexity of preparing an environment for an application to run
(in practice each virtual appliance hosts just one application) is almost negated.
Building a virtual appliance is simpler and more effective than building a traditional
hardware appliance, since the application is pre-packaged with the operating system,
libraries and framework that it needs to work properly. The most typical example is
the LAMP stack (Linux + Apache + MySQL + PHP), which could be distributed
as a single entity. Using these appliances most deployment configuration problems
disappear. It is even possible for a virtual appliance to specify a set of minimum
resources for running and to include several virtual machines.
Concerning the lifecycle of virtual appliances, although the present version of OVF
only covers the packaging, distribution and deployment steps, future versions will
try to extend this scope. At the time of this writing, the management phase is
not yet covered. However, an extension named VMC (Virtual Machine Contracts)
[23] has been developed using the extensibility features of OVF. This extension
enables virtual appliances to specify a particular range of resources that they want
to consume, easing their management and enabling an improved management.
I will take both libvirt and OVF into account while designing the information model
that will be part of this work.

Containerization
Containerization [24] is an old concept that has been applied in new ways recently,
as an alternative to hypervisor virtualization. It could be considered an ultralight
virtualization, and it is often called operating system-level virtualization. Containers are entities that run on top of a operating system, in user space, and allow
applications to be deployed on top of them. The main idea of this approach is that
an application packaged to run in a particular type of container runtime can also
run in any other deployment of such runtime, independently of the real hardware or
even the OS running underneath. Containers also sandbox applications, isolating
them from each other.
Although containerization by itself does not enable cloud computing, some products
like Docker [25] provide a complete platform and set of cloud services that can close
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this gap. Docker makes use of some special features of the Linux kernel and it is a
good solution for small deployments and very densely packed environments.
The main drawback of containerization is that applications need to be created with
a particular runtime in mind, which limits portability and forces the application
developer to be conscious of the environment in which it will run.
Network Virtualization
Network virtualization has also seen its share of research in recent years [26][27],
but has been traditionally less relevant for cloud computing than hardware virtualization. However, with new requirements in privacy, security and federation, this
field of work has grown considerably in importance for cloud technologies. Its development could be useful to some important research challenges in the cloud area,
namely data transfer bottlenecks [6] and traffic management and analysis [28]. A
promising approach to these problems is to establish a comparison between network
and hardware virtualization, developing a kind of hypervisor for networks [29].
Every and hardware virtualization solution offers some kind of network virtualization, from simple approaches like a NAT schema to complex VLANs. For the scope
of this work, and for most applications, the capabilities of current solutions are more
than sufficient, providing the necessary functionality.

2.2

Deployment Models

Attending to who owns a particular cloud, and who can make use of its resources,
cloud environments can be classified into several deployment models. NIST defines
four of them:
• Private cloud: In which the cloud is owned by the same organization that
makes use of it. It might be operated by the organization itself or by a thirdparty. However, only the owning organization can make use of its resources.
• Public cloud: In which the resources of the cloud are offered by the organization
that owns it to third-parties, almost always under a pay-as-you-go pricing
model. This is the situation envisaged by the utility computing model. In this
model, the owning organization can also use some of the resources of the cloud
for its own sake.
• Community cloud: A private cloud owned by several organizations. It can be
built by putting together already existing resources from all organizations or
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be built form the ground up with this sharing in mind. It might be managed
by a third party and its resources could be restricted to the owners or offered
to external organizations.
• Hybrid cloud: A combination of two or more clouds of the previous deployment
models. The composing clouds remain independent entities but share resources
between them.
Some authors [28] remove community cloud from this classification. This is because
a community cloud can be modeled as a private or public cloud in which the owners
are several organizations instead of just one. Since this simplifies classification and
does not make any difference in the work detailed in the document, I will also remove
the community cloud deployment model from my analysis.
An important factor to consider is that all deployment models allow for both on
premises and off premises infrastructures.

2.3

Service Models and Architecture

The other classification that the NIST definition offers attends to the type of service
a cloud offers to its user: the service models. Service models are especially important
because they also define the general architecture of cloud computing. Each can be
stacked, one of top of the other and, together, provide a complete view of a cloud.
The service models, from bottom to top, are:
• (IaaS) Infrastructure as a Service: The capability offered is the provision of the
most basic resources: computation, storage, networking and other fundamental
computing resources. In this model the user has the highest possible control of
the resources, and can completely control the software stack that is deployed
on top of the virtual images. The user does not control the infrastructure
itself, and some types of resources (e.g. network) are usually transparent to
him, but he is still able to run arbitrary applications. This is the model more
similar to the traditional IT administration, but with the advantages of cloud
computing, like an illusion of infinite resources or a homogeneous environment.
• (PaaS) Platform as a Service: In this model, the capability offered is an environment in which the user can deploy applications developed by him or
acquired to third parties, without worrying by the management of the computing resources that are consumed. In a PaaS, control is traded off for an
abstraction over the complexity of lower layers. This is in most cases used to
provide a more automatic way of managing scalability and elasticity. PaaS is
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a slightly nebulous concept, and some authors describe it as the application of
SOA (Service Oriented Architecture) principles [30] to an infrastructure [31].
A PaaS can be built on top of an IaaS.
• (SaaS) Software as a Service: The capability offered is the actual software, in
the form of services and following the SOA paradigm. These services can be
accessed by other services or directly by end users, in the form of applications.
In this model the abstraction over the underlying resources is complete. The
user has absolutely no knowledge of what is going on under the hood, and
is only concerned with the application itself. SaaS applications are usually
accessed over the internet, and SaaS is usually built upon a PaaS or an IaaS.
Under all of them lies the last layer: the physical hardware. Each deployment model
is operated and accessed by different actors. From this service model the architecture
in figure 2.3 can be extracted.
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Figure 2.3: Cloud Computing Architecture
Part of the literature proposes an architectural division in five layers instead of four
[32], but they can be equated to the four suggested by the NIST service model:
applications (analogous to SaaS), software environment (to PaaS), software infrastructure and software kernel (analogous to IaaS) and hardware. Therefore, from
now on I will make reference the four layers pictured in the previous figure.
This classification offers a clear division and is almost universally accepted. However,
there is some opposition to it [6]. The reasons vary, but the most common are
the small differences between PaaS and either SaaS or IaaS. It is true that the
terminology imposed by the three service models has been expanded to define a
lot of concepts that have nothing to do with this architectural division. This is
known as the XaaS (Anything as a Service). Some examples of the “XaaS sprawl”
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are Storage as a Service, Communication as a Service, Security as a Service, or
Monitoring as a Service. This is exacerbated by the fact that several of them share
the same acronym, making in occasions very difficult to know what capability is
being referred to. However, although the exact border between IaaS and PaaS or
PaaS and SaaS is difficult to paint, it exists. This additional platform layer serves
well to properly abstract some concerns from the upper or lower layers.
The remaining part of this section will study several cloud computing solutions,
classified attending to its service model, IaaS or PaaS. I will not analyze SaaS
solutions, since my work will be more pertinent to the IaaS and PaaS layers.

2.3.1

IaaS Solutions

IaaS is the service model that has seen a higher amount of solutions being released
in recent years. This could be expected, since they are the natural evolution of
the hardware virtualization paradigm applied to datacenters. For this reason, I
divide the product survey in two subsections; one for products suitable for building
a private IaaS, and another that introduces the public IaaS offerings.
Private IaaS Solutions
All the solutions for building a private IaaS are built on top of one or several hypervisor technologies, which have been already described in this document. Of most
interest to this work are the most popular private IaaS solutions available as open
source, which are the following:
Apache VCL (Virtual Computing Lab) [33], although not labeled as an IaaS, it
has a number of features that could match those of other private IaaS solutions. It
is focused in the management of laboratories inside education centers and university
campuses. Its basic features are complemented by other capabilities, like a fairly
complete web management interface. Apache VCL is relevant for its advanced reservation capabilities, in line with what is expected from a utility designed for setting
up laboratories ahead of time. Apache VLC works with VMware hypervisors.
Eucalyptus [34] is an IaaS solution built entirely to replicate the Amazon Web
Services capabilities and interface. In fact, Amazon and Eucalyptus have agreed
to maintain compatibility between them. Therefore, the same tools used to work
with Amazon EC2, S3 and EBS can be used with Eucalyptus. Although this does
not mean that Eucalyptus offers the wide array of services and added value features
that the Amazon solutions feature. Eucalyptus supports KVM, Xen and VMware
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as hypervisors, and offers a storage service, something that other options do not
(limiting themselves to computation). Until recent times it was included with the
Ubuntu Linux distribution. One problem of Eucalyptus is that, although considered
open source, some parts of it are actually proprietary. Eucalyptus was bought by
Hewlett Packard and its latest version at the time of this writing is 4.0.2.
Nimbus [35] is a toolkit that turns the Globus grid framework into an IaaS cloud.
It is available as open source and offers an external Amazon EC2 interface. Coming from the grid world, Nimbus is also compatible with the WSRF (Web Services
Resource Framework) grid interface, has support for HPC (High Performance Computing) applications, and is able to manage heterogeneous environments. As hypervisors, it uses KVM and Xen. Nimbus has been built using the Spring framework.
OpenNebula is another open source (originated in the RESERVOIR project [36])
private IaaS cloud, which distinguishes itself from Eucalyptus by its advanced scheduler. This scheduler controls allocation and provisioning of instances, and offers to
the administrator an interface which hides most of these tasks’ complexities. However, its main drawbacks are the complex installation and configuration and the fact
that it does not support any kind of storage. In fact, it is difficult to implement this
feature since the virtual images are transient. Regarding hypervisors, OpenNebula
supports KVM and Xen. Its latest version is 4.8.
OpenStack [37] is the open source private IaaS receiving most interest at this
moment. It was initially promoted by Rackspace Cloud and NASA, but is now receiving ample support from several partners. OpenStack is divided in three smaller
subproyects: Nova (computation), Swift (storage) and Glance (VM image management). Nova supports KVM, Xen, VMware ESX hypervisors (previously also
Hyper-V), and Swift offers the same API as Amazon S3. Some of its capabilities
are still under development. OpenStack it has seen the biggest raise in usage and
development of all the open source IaaS solutions.
Apache CloudStack [38] is another open source IaaS solutions that aims to maintain compatibility with Amazon Web Services. It was initially owned by Citrix but
on 2012 it was donated to the Apache Software Foundation. It has support for the
OCCI standard and also offers an object storage solution. It is hypervisor-agnostic
and has a rich web management interface. The last version of CloudStack is 4.4.0.
There has been some competition between OpenStack and CloudStack and the latter
is gaining popularity lately, although OpenStack is more widely-used. For instance,
IBM uses this technology for its IBM Cloud Manager solution.
There are also several proprietary products, like ElasticStack Nimbula Director,
Fujitsu Cloud IaaS Trusted Public S5, Platform ISF or VMWare vCloud, but because of their closed source and commercial focus, they cannot be surveyed without
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investing in them. This fact also limits their research usefulness.
What open source solution is most popular tends to change quickly, and they are
constantly competing with each other to offer more features and better support for
standards. While developing this work the most prominent solution was OpenStack,
and this work will consider this solution as the target environment.

Public IaaS Solutions
Public IaaS clouds are almost always proprietary, and its internal characteristics,
deployment and configuration are generally unknown. They are black boxes, closely
guarded by their owners to gain a competitive advantage and surpass their competitors. However, it is still interesting to look at their capabilities and offerings,
especially considering that some of them exhibit pretty advanced features. I will
not consider in this analysis any payment schema.
Amazon Web Services, also known as AWS, is the most important solution in
the cloud computing market. It is the biggest and most popular IaaS public cloud.
AWS is so popular that is synonymous of the cloud computing term for a lot of
people, and has pioneered practices and standards that are later adopted by both
other companies and academia. AWS began as a set of internal services used by the
Amazon online store to run, but since 2006 it was open to the public. In fact, a
recent AWS shortage left a lot of companies’ web sites offline, raising some concerns
and making some notice of how many services actually worked on top of the Amazon
cloud.
The set of cloud services that AWS offers covers almost every need of IT managers,
and is constantly growing. The most relevant are EC2 (Elastic Compute Cloud),
for computing and management of virtual servers; S3 (Simple Storage Service), for
plain data storage; EBS (Elastic Block Storage), for the management of virtual disks;
RDS (Relational Database Service), for accessing data in a relational database; and
SimpleDB (Simple Data Base), for data storage in simple key-value pairs.
Supporting these features AWS offers a plethora of other services, like Elastic Load
balancing, AutoScaling or Amazon Cloud Watch. These three services in particular
enable one of the most interesting features of AWS; the automatic horizontal scaling
based on some predetermines rules. However, this service is still tied to the way in
which AWS manages the non-reserved instances: they are offered for a price that
varies depending on the demand at a given time.
Internally AWS uses Xen virtual instances, available in different combinations of
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CPU, memory and operating systems. Some special-purpose instances are also offered, like Amazon Elastic MapReduce, preconfigured to work using Hadoop. Amazon even has a marketplace where third parties can put their own solutions based
on AWS.
AWS does not offer application-level SLAs (although SLAs for EC2 and S3 are
available). Therefore, the application developer must take this fact into account,
since the only assurance that Amazon offers is an uptime of 99.5%. Anything of a
finer granularity is not considered. Concerning availability (but also for security and
legal reasons), AWS offers data centers located in several locations: United States,
Europe, Japan, Australia, Singapore and South America.
Considering all these features, is easy to see why Amazon dominates this sector.
Most other public IaaS solution are only relevant in those instances in which they
offer something that AWS does not: Flexiscale and Joyent offer vertical scalability,
GoGrid and Rackspace combines traditional hosting solutions with a public cloud,
IBM SmartCloud offers an array of SaaS services on top, and ElasticHosts
provides completely customized instances, with fine control over memory and CPU
requirements.
The only exception is the Google Cloud Platform, and Compute Engine and Storage in particular. With this solution Google is trying to take over Amazon in the
public IaaS space, offering almost all the features that Amazon has at a comparable
price. Google Compute Engine uses KVM as hypervisor and measures computational power in Google compute engine unit (GCEU). 2.75 GCEUs represent the
minimum power of one logical core (a hardware hyper-thread) based on the Sandy
Bridge platform. Google Compute Engine offers data centers located in several
locations: United States, Europe and East Asia.
Recently, Microsoft Azure has expanded from a PaaS-only solution to also encompass
an IaaS service in which the users can manage their own virtual machines. The
virtual machines can run both Windows and Linux OS. Microsoft Azure offers data
centers located in several locations: United States, South America, Europe, Oceania,
Japan and Asia.

2.3.2

PaaS Solutions

Going up in the cloud computing layered architecture, PaaS solutions offer a development environment that hides most of lower level’s complexity. The trade-off is
that the application developed must comply with a series of limitations, programming languages and frameworks characteristic to the particular PaaS that is being
used.
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Aneka, in direct contrast to the other solutions presented in this section, has its
origin in a research effort [39] and grows from the grid computing expertise. Aneka
supports the .NET programming language and presents the developer with a set of
nodes, on top of which the Aneka container, and optionally several plugins, lie. Resources are requested to a master node that choses how to distribute them. Featurewise is not a very rich environment, since it does not offer automatic scaling. Aneka
can be deployed as a private PaaS.
Google AppEngine [40] is the most popular public PaaS solution. It supports
Java, Python, Go and PHP as programming languages, but it can only run applications specifically designed for this platform. However, the biggest limitation
for traditional enterprise acceptance comes from the fact that its datastore solution
does not support proper SQL, using instead a subset named GQL (without join
statements). In fact, the preferred storage solution for AppEngine is the BigTable
NoSQL database. On the other hand, AppEngine features the most transparent
automatic scaling of all present PaaS solutions.
Microsoft Azure [41] is a very complete public PaaS solution that supports several
programming languages (Python, Java, Node.js and .NET). It is open source and
its biggest difference from competitors such as Google AppEngine, to which is very
similar, is its support for a full SQL database solution. This SQL database is also
coupled with Active Directory, fulfilling this way certain corporate needs. Finally,
Microsoft Azure also has special features that empower media services, like content
protection, encoding, streaming, and analytics.
Cloud Foundry is a recent development from VMware and boasts a huge array of
features. It is the PaaS that supports most programming languages and frameworks,
and the fact that is released as open source has opened the doors to an even bigger
support. For data storage, Cloud Foundry features several options, including both
key-value tables and traditional relational databases. It is available in both public
and private modes, and is integrated with an easy to use developer interface. Its
major drawback is that, as today, the scaling is much more manual than in solutions
like Google AppEngine. Companies like IBM (IBM BlueMix) and CenturyLink
(CenturyLink Cloud) have built their public PaaS solutions using Cloud Foundry.
Heroku [42], one of the first PaaS solutions, is a public PaaS cloud that supports
automatic scaling. It is specially tuned to the development of web applications using
Ruby on Rails, although it has been updated to support other popular languages. It
was notorious for promoting the NoSQL paradigm, while at the same time supporting the PostgresSQL database. It has been acquired by Salesforce.com, which has
integrated Heroku into its product family, more centered in the SaaS service mode.
AWS Elastic Beanstalk is the PaaS offering from Amazon. It is built on top of
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the Amazon IaaS infrastructure and makes use of AWS services like EC2, S3, Elastic
Load Balancer or CloudWatch. Although Beanstalk supports several programming
languages, each option is tied to a particular server or container. For instance,
.NET applications are deployed on a IIS Server and Java applications are deployed
on a Tomcat server. Beanstalk offers transparent scalability while at the same time
enabling the user to perform IaaS level configuration and fine tuning, if that’s his
or her desire.
Other solutions like AppScale, Apprenda, Apache Stratos, OpenShift and CloudBees
RUN@Cloud are less popular than the ones detailed before or are built on top of
them.

2.4

Operational Management

This section will detail what management in the context of this work means, including its definition, reach, dimensions, functional areas, standards and some specific
methods. Here I also provide a brief summary of business management and detail
the autonomic computing paradigm, justifying why I believe is the best approach
to fulfill the management needs of a cloud computing environment.

2.4.1

Management Definition and Dimensions

It is important to begin with the definition of what management (or administration)
is. This is a difficult question to answer in full, but one can state that management
at least covers the following topics [43]:
• Making choices and decisions about design, implementation, practice and operations.
• Provision of resources.
• Infrastructure and service design.
• Maintenance and change management.
• Verification and validation of specifications.
• Economic usage and business integration.
• More abstract concerns like security and commerce.
Hegering [44] offers another definition:
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The management of networked systems comprises all the measures necessary to ensure the effective and efficient operation of a system and its
resources pursuant to an organization’s goals.
Note that I have chosen a definition focused on the management of networked systems, since cloud computing environments fit this category.
Because both definitions are very broad in their scope, it is usual to specify which
part of a system the management is concerned with, like service management or
network management. This is called the management level, and is one of the five
management dimensions [44], represented in figure 2.4 as five axes, one for each
dimension.
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Figure 2.4: Management Dimensions
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By placing the capabilities and reach of a particular management system in this
diagram, it can be fully characterized. Each dimension has a different meaning,
which will be explained in the following subsections.

Functional Areas
This dimension describes the functionality provided by the management system.
Each element indicates a different set of features (referred together as FCAPS):
• Fault management: The capability of the management system to anticipate
faults and problems, respond in the face of them, and prevent them from
happening. Its goals include recognizing, isolating, correcting and logging the
malfunctions. To implement this functional area a monitoring infrastructure
is paramount.
• Configuration management: The broadest of all elements, configuration covers
the way in which all the elements of the managed system are set up. This element also covers changes that are produced during runtime, planning for future
configurations and the storage and retrieval of the configuration parameters
and related information.
• Accounting management: This functional area is also known as billing management, since it covers all the aspects needed for a correct billing of users of
the managed system. This includes monitoring their actions and calculating
the correct quota. However, accounting covers much more, since it also has to
control authentication, permissions and synchronization.
• Performance management: This element is concerned with the efficiency of the
managed system. It makes sure that the system fulfills its expected performance, and tries to optimize the managed environment to its fullest. This task
ties directly with the fault management dimension, since a failure to achieve
a desired efficiency can result in an error.
• Security management: The capability of the management system to protect
the managed environment from threats and attacks, both internal and external. This is a complex topic, since it has a high variability, and can cover both
hardware and software. An important aspect of this area is the anticipation
of an attack. It has direct relation with the accounting area, especially for the
attacks that come from inside the managed system.
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Stages
Every managed system has to follow a series of stages during its lifecycle. A management system can cover one or several of them:
• Planning: This is the stage in which the system is being conceived, designed
and created. This is the first stage, since it is basically the “making” of the
managed system.
• Installation: After a system is created, it needs to be deployed and provisioned
in the place and with the resources it is supposed to work with. This stage
covers the correct completion of this task.
• Operation: Usually the stage with the longest timespan, operation covers the
day to day working of the management system.
• Change: When the managed system needs to be updated because a fault has
been discovered, or upgraded to offer a new functionality, this change also
needs to be managed. All this happens during the change stage.

Information Types
Depending on the type of information that the managed system has to use and
process, the management system can radically change. The diagram shows four:
data, voice, video and multimedia, which is the combination of the previous three.
Although present for historic reasons, this dimension is not so important in today’s
systems, since most information types can be subsumed into just generic data.

Management Levels
The management levels are the different layers at which a system can be managed.
Ordered from bottom to top, they are the following:
• Network management: The management of the lowest-level network elements,
both physical and virtual. Examples of this are switches, routers and network
interfaces.
• System management: The management of the resources on top of which applications run. This could be physical nodes (for traditional datacenters) or
virtual machines (for cloud environments).
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• Application management: The management of the applications that implement
the functionality of the managed system. These are software elements that run
on top of the resources.
• Service management: When applications follow the service oriented paradigm,
that is, small units of software that expose their functionality through an
interface and can be easily aggregated, they are services. This management
level covers them.
• Enterprise management: These services are in turn aggregated into processes,
which provide higher level functionality that directly maps into business objectives. This is the topmost management level.
Concerning cloud computing, the two lowest levels (network and system) can be
mapped to the IaaS service model, while next three (application, service and enterprise) can be mapped to the PaaS service model. In some cases, enterprise management can also be mapped to SaaS.
Network Types
All IT systems operate in one or more network types, where its resources are located.
The types covered by this dimension are, in order of size: LAN (Local Area Network),
MAN (Metropolitan Area Network), WAN (Wide Area Network) and Internet. In
the cloud computing world, the applicable network types are LAN (for resources in
the same datacenter) and Internet (for public and hybrid clouds, and federation of
clouds).

2.4.2

Business Level Management

On top of all the five management dimensions introduced before lies the business
level management. Business level management comprises all other management
levels, but from a business perspective, not concerned with technical details of the
implementation. Instead, business level management focus on processes, and how a
company can reach higher quality levels optimizing those processes. This is achieved
through business process frameworks, being the most relevant two ITIL and eTOM.
ITIL (Information Technology Infrastructure Library), is a business process framework that features a set of good practices for service management. It was originally published by the UK Government’s Central Computer and Telecommunications Agency in the 1980s, which grew during the 1990s to reach more than 30
volumes. As of today, the last version of ITIL (ITILv3, also known as ITIL 2011),
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is published as a set of five core documents, each covering one stage of the lifecycle
of services: strategy [45], design [46], transition [47], operation [48], and continual
improvement [49].

Figure 2.5: ITIL Services’ Lifecycle
ITIL describes procedures, tasks and checklists that are not organization-specific,
but can be used to demonstrate a minimum level of competency. In fact, the compliance to these elements is what awards a particular certification for a company.
ITIL has some relationship with the ISO/IEC 20000 standard, which is also concerned with the management of IT services, and there is some overlap between both.
The last version of this ISO standard is also from the year 2011 [50].
One of ITIL’s parts most relevant to this work is the CMDB (Configuration Management Data Base), which stores all the information pertaining to an information
system. It is a definition and realization of what most IT companies have been
using for a long time. Inside the CMDB of a company lie the Configuration Items
(CI), their characteristics and the relationship between them. A good CMDB is
crucial in the configuration management process described inside ITIL, and can
help an organization to truly understand and manage its assets. Therefore, the way
in which information is modeled and stored is of utmost importance for a correct
management.
eTOM (enhanced Telecommunication Operations Map) [51] is a business process
framework similar to ITIL, but it comes from the telecommunication’s instead than
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from the IT’s world. It has been published by the TM Forum NGOSS (Next Generation Operation Systems and Software), and has been adopted by ITU-T as a
Recommendation and published in the M.3050.x series. Its focus is in the service
providers.
eTOM provides a layered model, with 6 levels that range from 0 to 5, from less
detail to more detail. Each of these layers covers a group of processes at more detail
than the previous one. For every level there is a graphic representation, which is
made of rows and columns.
The vertical groupings indicate end-to-end activities, while the horizontal groupings
show functionally related areas. Moving from top to bottom, these groups begin
with the customers and products supported by the underlying services, and proceeds
to the actual resources and the interaction with other entities. They intersect to
indicate specific business processes. eTOM processes always correspond to one of
the following categories:
• SIP (Strategy, Infrastructure & Product), covering planning and lifecycle management.
• Operations, covering the core of operational management.
• Enterprise Management, covering corporate or business support management.
Figure 2.6 shows these categories for the eTOM level 0.
In the field of cloud computing, there have been approaches to map the lifecycle of
cloud computing services to ITIL [52]. Also, other works [53] introduce both ITIL
and eTOM frameworks in the context of cloud computing.
Since both ITIL and eTOM do not cover the technical and implementation parts of
management systems, for the rest of this chapter I will move the focus to these two
aspects.

2.4.3

Autonomic Computing

In 2001, IBM produced a manifesto explaining how the main obstacle to progress
in IT is the complexity of software, and therefore, the inability of humans to manage it efficiently and without errors. To overcome this obstacle, IBM proposes the
paradigm of autonomic computing [54], which is defined as: ”computing systems
that can manage themselves given high-level objectives from administrators”.
The essence of autonomic computing is the autonomic management, also known by
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Figure 2.6: eTOM Layer 0
the name of self-management. Its aim is to free human administrators from the lowlevel tasks and operations needed for the management of a complex system. This is
a convoluted problem, since autonomic systems must be able to maintain their state,
adjust it against changes in components, demand, load and external conditions.
To better clarify what is actually expected from a self-managed system, autonomic
computing was initially divided in four different aspects [54]:
• Self-configuration: The act of automatically determine and perform configuration changes following a high-level policy. The kind of management actions
that this aspect covers are deployment and removal of components, or executing changes in the system characteristics.
• Self-optimization: The act of tuning the way in which resources are used and
capabilities are offered to better the way the system performs. It is important
that the system always uses its capabilities at their fullest or, if that is not
possible, reduces the expenses it incurs in for a given amount of work.
• Self-healing: The act of responding to faults in the system with the minimum
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impact on its capabilities. Ideally, a true self-healing system would be able to
respond elegantly to any problem that might arise, both internal and external.
• Self-protection: The act of protecting itself from external attacks, both known
and unknown. This covers not only the response to the hostile acts themselves,
but also the detection of the attacks and the identification of their nature and
perpetrators.
These four aspects can be directly associated with four of the five functional areas
of management that were introduced previously in this chapter. Self-configuration
maps with configuration management, self-optimization with performance management, self-healing with fault management and self-protection with securitymanagement.
Some authors [55] also support these aspects with another four enabling properties,
named self-monitoring, self-adjusting, self-awareness and environment-awareness,
but they are just basic characteristics that several types of systems need to have to
be able to realize the four aspects. However, all autonomic systems need to properly
realize these properties.
Also, a lot of other self-* aspects (self-adapting, self-critical, self-organizing, selfrecovery, self-reflecting, etcetera) have appeared in literature [56], but all of them
can be subsumed into one of the four already presented aspects, or a combination
of several. In some ways, this self-* sprawl is similar to the XaaS proliferation that
I mentioned in the previous section.
Autonomic Element
With what an autonomous system must do to be considered as such defined, it
is time to explain how this set of features can be implemented. To realize them,
researches have taken inspiration from nature; looking at how animal groups organize
themselves [57] and the human body manages to self-control [58].
The autonomic computing paradigm is based on the idea that an autonomic system
should be able to:
• Detect changes in itself and/or the environment.
• Respond to these changes by modifying its own behavior.
But an autonomic system is not just an array of sensors and actuators. There must
be something that takes the information that the sensors provide and orders the
actuators to perform the changes needed. This is the autonomic manager, which,
armed with the knowledge about the system and the information retrieved by the
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sensors, decides on a course of action that the actuators must take to achieve the
management objectives.
These three items grouped together conform entities called autonomic elements [58],
the smallest fully functioning component in an autonomic system. Therefore, autonomic elements must have:
• Sensor: to retrieve information.
• Effector: to perform changes.
• Manager: to decide the changes to perform.
These three items work in unison using a set of knowledge about the element and its
environment. This knowledge is usually expressed using previously defined models.
Therefore, autonomic computing works thanks to a closed control loop, constantly
going through the following phases:
• Sensing.
• Analyzing.
• Planning.
• Executing.
Going back to sensing after executing. Figure 2.7 shows an autonomic element, its
components and these phases.

Autonomic Computing Systems
Autonomic elements do not operate isolated. Together they built a complete autonomic computing system, which executes all operations needed to fulfill a set of
high-level directives that are specified by human operators beforehand and can be
modified at runtime.
The architecture of an autonomic system is defined in [59], and is composed of
several layers, in which orchestrating autonomic managers give orders and define
policies for touchpoint autonomic managers, each managing a resource. On top of
all of them is the management interface used by human operators to define and
impose policies.
Policies can belong to three different types, attending to how complex they are and
what information they express:
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Figure 2.7: Autonomic Element
• Action Policies: The lowest-level policies. Typically expressed using the IFTHEN form.
• Goal Policies: Describe the conditions that must be reached, but without
specifying how they are achieved.
• Utility Function Policies: The highest-level policies. Specify the relative convenience of an alternative state.

Autonomic Computing Solutions
The two most important autonomic management solutions are FOCALE [60] and
PMAC [61]. Both of them are autonomic managers controlled by policies. In FOCALE (Foundation Observation Comparison Action Learn eReason) these policies
are defined using ontologies, but the reasoning is performed over an information
model and policy model named DEN-ng. On the other hand, PMAC (Policy Management for Autonomic Computing), which puts most of its effort in efficient policy
resolution uses policies defined in the ACPL language, an XML dialect. However,
PMAC also supports other policy languages.
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Finally, there is also Accord [62], a component-based programming framework that
enables the development of autonomic applications. It offers capabilities for the
definition of the autonomic components, their context, rules and mechanism for
their composition, and an agent (sensors and effectors) infrastructure. This allows
for the composition of elements during runtime, through the injection of rules.
Autonomic Computing and Cloud Computing
There have been numerous attempts to manage cloud computing environments or
support them through the use of autonomic systems. Moreover, they could be considered a natural fit for each other. Lim et. al. [63] view the elasticity typical of
cloud environments as an opportunity to apply the knowledge developed for feedback controllers to a new domain. They perform a survey of the already achieved
milestones, with a special focus on the policies, and name the challenges they find
should be tackled. However, they work is only concerned with an autonomic system
that work outside the cloud environment, interacting with it through the available
APIs. This could prove to be an excessively restrictive approach, limiting the impact
of autonomic systems in the management of cloud infrastructures.
Paton et. al. [64] have adopted an utility function-based approach to manage
workloads adaptively. They have built an autonomic control loop and have managed
to coordinate workloads of different types, with different granularities and contextspecific goals.
Emeakaroha et. al. [65] have developed an autonomic system for the detection
of SLA violations in cloud environments, and have used that knowledge with both
transactional and HPC applications to determine optimal monitoring intervals. To
achieve this they have used knowledge databases, which is, as other authors [32]
have already explained, a critical part of a system that aims to manage a cloud
environment. This focus on the knowledge part of a autonomic system has motivated
the survey on cloud standards that I perform in section 2.6. Brandic et. al. [66] also
find that a proper taxonomy is needed to give self-managing capabilities to cloud
services.
Addis et. al. [67] put forward the argument that, although autonomic computing
has been successfully used to respond to short-term changes in demand, more longterm management aspects like availability or dependability could also benefit from
this paradigm. They propose some policies that cover this gap. I consider this focus
on long-term an important part of management, and I will try to properly address
it.
A functional area of cloud infrastructures management that could benefit a lot from
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autonomic computing is accounting (billing in particular). Several IaaS providers,
Amazon the more prominent, offer their resources at variable prices, which depend
on the demand for those resources at the marketplace at a particular moment in time.
Elaborating on this idea, Yeo et. al. [68] propose an autonomic pricing mechanism
that self-adjusts price parameters based on the user’s requirements. They have
achieved higher revenues using this solution.
Since cloud computing can be considered an evolution from the grid paradigm, some
researches have made use of autonomic systems [69] to enable the use of already
existing grid infrastructures for cloud computing environments. The autonomic
elements are specially useful in this adaptation, since grid infrastructures tend to
me much more mutable and changing than the datacenters normally used for setting
up cloud environments. Hyunjoo et. al. [70] make use of autonomic computing to
enable grid and cloud cooperation. In their proposal, a HPC job on a grid could
expand to a cloud environment to cover for a lack of resources. In fact, GermainRenaud et. al. [71] propose that autonomic, grid and cloud computing are paradigms
that are converging onto each other.
Moving even further, other authors [72] have targeted more mobile versions of the
cloud, also outside the boundaries of the classical datacenter.
Other applications of autonomic computing to the cloud include self-testing [73]
and distributed load balancing [74], proving that most capabilities can be properly
managed through the use of an autonomic feedback loop.

2.5

Cloud Management

With the topic of management already established, for this section I will put a
special focus on how management crosses with cloud computing, enumerating the
most relevant works in this field. Since the essentials of cloud computing have
already been introduced, this section will be concerned with the aspects of the
cloud paradigm that deserve an special attention from a management perspective.
I have tried to organize this section by splitting it in different topics, describing for
each of them the most relevant contributions in that particular dimension. However,
sometimes these topics overlap and the separation between them is not so clear-cut.
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2.5.1

Scalability and Elasticity

Scalability is defined as ”the ability of a particular system to fit a problem as the
scope of that problem increases (number of elements or objects, growing volumes of
work and/or being susceptible to enlargement)” [75]. Scalability can work in several
dimensions, since there is a distinction between load (the ability to make good use
of available resources at different workload levels), space (the ability to keep the
consumption of the system’s resources between acceptable levels when the workload
increases) and structural scalability (the implementation of standards that enables
the increase in the number of managed objects). Scaling can be both long and short
term, and also up and down.
There are also two types of scaling: vertical (adding more capacity to a resource) and
horizontal (adding more of the same software or hardware resources). Both are able
to realize scalability, but they can also complement each other. Most contributions
are usually devoted to one or the other approaches, and rarely to both.
There are many applications that can benefit from this feature of cloud computing.
For instance, horizontal scalability can also be used to gracefully respond to a sudden
increase in the number of users. This is a typical situation for MMOGs (Massive
Multiplayer Online Games) during their launch periods. The work of Nae et. al. [76]
explains how a cloud environment could be used to solve this particular problem.
However, it is important to consider that some applications are naturally suited
for scalability (web applications) while others are not very good fits (traditional
relational databases).
Cloud scalability is based upon three pillars: virtualization, resource sharing and
dynamic provisioning. The former two have already been established in previous
sections. Dynamic provisioning imposes the need to monitor the service performance
and automate the decisions and actions to respond to an increasing or decreasing
workload. This capability is what truly distinguishes cloud from grid. Grid, as
it is traditionally conceived, offers no mechanism for helping service developers to
scale their systems in accordance with changes in demand. In grid computing an
administrator manually detects service overloads and scales the system, relying on
performance metrics relevant to the each particular service.
On contrast, cloud computing provides virtual resources on demand, but there is no
actual sharing of these resources due to the isolation that virtual machines enable.
Virtual machines can scale vertically (adding more resources, like memory or CPU
cores to an instance, although this is not supported by all operating systems) and
horizontally (adding more copies of a particular instance). Therefore, grid and cloud
computing paradigms have different management and provisioning strategies. The
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former is concerned with the reservation and coordination of resources to complete
a task, while the latter’s job is to find and ease the use of available resources.
There are commercial solutions that offer limited scalability, like Amazon Auto Scale
or RightScale, in IaaS environments. However, true scalability in cloud computing
has, until now, only been available for applications running in PaaS environments,
and to enable that feature applications must be written and prepared with the specific cloud solution in mind. Also, in spite of the flexible provision and billing models,
the degree of automation and integration between application and the monitoring
solutions (a key component for achieving scalability) offered by cloud providers is
still very low.
Moreover, the key to effective on-demand scalability is accurate utilization metrics.
The definition of automatic scalability actions based on custom service metrics is
not currently well supported. This makes cloud-deployed applications vulnerable
to Economic Denial of Service attacks (EDoS) [77]. I will devote more space to
talk about monitoring and SLAs in cloud environments in sections 2.5.2 and 2.5.3,
respectively.
Actual solutions to manage scalability can be grouped in two big approaches: a set of
user-defined rules or an algorithm/statistical automated method. The components
necessary for the latter are a monitor, a controller and an actuator, a setup which
fits the structure of the autonomic elements typical of the autonomic computing
paradigm. This shows that the autonomic computing approach is a good fit for
cloud management.
At the time of this writing there are several open challenges for scalability in the
cloud. Cáceres et. al. [75] detail what has been already achieved and where more
work is needed. The authors have divided their analysis by cloud service models,
and can be briefly summarized as follows:
• IaaS scalability: Actual metrics are at the infrastructure level. There is limited
automation, and it is based in virtual machine rules. Therefore, there is a need
for service level metrics and better automation. Also, rules should cover the
whole service.
• PaaS scalability: There are few available techniques, but there is a great expansion potential by providing advanced development environments. Exploiting the inherent parallelism in already existing code could greatly improve its
performance while running in distributed architectures.
• SaaS scalability: Traditional development techniques are still used, and they
impose a huge burden on programmers. Services should be built on top of the
PaaS-offered scaling techniques.
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The authors also put forward their own approach to solve these problems; a service
management layer built for the RESERVOIR project that handles the service lifecycle and automatically scales services depending on service-level scaling rules and
metrics. Their approach is only concerned with the IaaS level.
The work of Chaisiri et. al. [78] differentiates between two resource types: reserved
(i.e. reserved instances in AWS) and on demand (i.e. spot instances in AWS). The
former are cheaper, but one must pay for them whether their are being used or
not. The latter are more expensive, but one must pay for them only when they are
used. The authors propose an optimal cloud resource provisioning algorithm to get
resources from several cloud providers choosing between these two resource types
from all providers. The aim of this algorithm is to achieve horizontal scalability for
a particular application in the most cost-effective way. This work is an evolution
from a previous paper [79] in which only one cloud provider was considered.
Scalable provisioning in a large-scale enterprise cloud could be achieved using a
vertical load distribution system on top of the classical horizontal approach [80]. In
this vertical load distribution the load is spread across multiple implementations of a
composite service. Each implementation might be different from the rest and might
use different services or components, or use them in different order. To achieve this,
the paper proposes a framework for request-routing and load balancing horizontally
and vertically in a SOA-based enterprise cloud computing infrastructure.
Although some of the works presented here make use of data internal to the service
being scaled, it is still not clear if having a detailed view and control of the internal
processes of the cloud-deployed applications helps to achieve a better scalability. In
fact, part of the literature [81] suggests that feedback control systems that make
scaling decisions need to be decoupled from the cloud provider.
Finally, it is important to note that the idea of achieving scalability through virtualization is also being applied in network resources [82] with promising results, even
in environments of considerable size.

Elasticity
Even when sometimes the terms ”scalability” and ”elasticity” are used interchangeably, they do not have the same exact meaning. On one hand, scalability is the
ability of an application to accommodate larger loads jut by adding resources, either making by making the existing resources more powerful (vertical scalability) or
by adding additional resources (horizontal scalability). On the other hand, elasticity
is the ability to fit the resources needed to cope with changes in load dynamically.
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Therefore, when the load increases the system grows by adding more resources, and
when the demand wanes the system shrinks back, removing unneeded resources.
Elasticity is important in a cloud environment because unneeded resources should
be freed, usually by economical reasons. From this definition follows that elasticity makes use of the features enabled by scalability (usually horizontal in actual
solutions).
With that said, not every author agrees with this approach, and therefore, this way
of distinguishing between both terms is not specially important in most situations.
All in all, I have put in this section several works that I think fit the proposed
definition for elasticity.
The work of Calinescu et. al. [83] does not explicitly name cloud computing, but
its proposed autonomic system for enabling self-adaptation based on QoS criteria is
a typical use-case for elasticity in cloud environments.
Dustdar et. al. [84] introduce the idea of elastic processes, leaving behind the
traditional focus on elasticity only concerning resource management. They put
forward that costs and quality can also exhibit elastic properties. An approach
like this allows for making trade-offs between these three pillars (resources, costs,
quality) as needed.
Chapman et. al [85] propose a syntax for elasticity rules based on event monitoring
and the actions that need to be performed when these events occur. This syntax is
compatible with the OVF standard. I will detail more about the state of the art of
monitoring in cloud environments in the following section.

2.5.2

Monitoring

As have been explained in the previous section, a proper monitoring is essential to
achieve proper scalabilit. However, monitoring of cloud computing environments is
a field that has not been thoroughly explored in scientific publications. Hasselmeyer
et al. [86] expose this problem and set the requirements for a cloud monitoring
system (multi-tenancy, scalability, dynamism, simplicity and comprehensiveness)
and propose an architecture that fulfills these requirements. This architecture is
realized using agents, offers a high level of detail, is valid for both public and private
deployment models, and can be extended if needed. However, it has not been
implemented yet and suffers from a high complexity.
More centered in the private cloud deployment model and of less complexity is
the work of De Chaves et al. [87], which ignores some of the requirements of the
previous work (like multitenancy) to build a simpler approach. It is based upon
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previous work in the field of distributed computing monitoring and has seen a basic
implementation.
In the commercial field, some public IaaS providers offer basic monitoring systems,
and they tend to control only the parameters relevant to billing. The exception to
this is Amazon Cloud Watch, which offers more information and has features like
alarms and a connection with auto scaling to automatically add or remove instances.
An aspect that is important to take into account when monitoring clouds is the high
amount of communication resources the monitoring process could take, from both
the monitored nodes and the underlying network infrastructure. The work of Meng
et al. [88] tries to solve this problem by reporting using time windows.
Another topic of interest is the opaqueness of the monitoring, that is, the advantages
and disadvantages of black box vs. white box monitoring of virtual machines. In
black-box monitoring, the information about the surveyed element is obtained from
observing only its external responses to stimulus, with the monitoring system being
oblivious at what happens inside it. This is the easiest way to implement a monitoring system, since no changes need to be performed in the monitored elements.
However, the information provided is less complete or up to date than with white
box monitoring, methods in which sensors are placed inside the managed element,
with access to its inner workings. In the fields of virtualization and cloud computing,
white box has seen only a limited usage. Sometimes this approach is more concerned
with the basic elements of a virtual machine, up to the point of being called grey
box instead [89]. A more complete white box approach could be implemented, but
will forcefully need to be application-specific.
A similar grey-box approach is proposed by Rogers et. al. [90]. They have set
up a framework for the automatic provisioning of databases in cloud environments
and have tested it with both white-box and black-box approaches. Their results
convinced them to direct further research to a hybrid strategy between these two
extremes.
To end this section, it is important to note that the challenges of monitoring in a
cloud environment are a very important concern for authors trying to tackle research
problems in the field of Service Level Agreements in cloud environments [65, 91]. I
will dig deeply into SLAs and what they mean for cloud management in the following
section.
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2.5.3

Service Level Agreements

A Service Level Agreement (SLA) is a contract between two parts: the owner of a
service (an application) and the manager of the environment in which that service
is deployed onto. This contract specifies a set of aspects that the environment must
fulfill. There is a huge breadth of possible aspects, but all specify a set of requirements, the penalties for when they are not fulfilled, and the extent of responsibility
of each part. SLAs are used to guarantee a given Quality of Service (QoS) level for
the application.
SLAs can be modeled using the Web Service-Level Agreement (WSLA) specification
[92]. Its basic building blocks are service-level parameters and metrics. Metrics are
measured following a set of directives and its relative value is computed through
functions.
The requirements for applications are expressed as a set of Service Level Objectives
(SLOs), which typically are the response time and the throughput of the user requests. The process of determining the amount of resources and their capacity to
successfully serve these requests in the time specified at peak loads is called capacity
planning [93].
The metrics for these SLOs are request rates and response rates, and together they
are called application SLAs. They differ from the lower-level infrastructure SLAs:
resource availability and time to address an issue. These are the two types of SLAs
from the perspective of application hosting, and a typical challenge, not exclusive
to cloud environment, is to properly map between the two.
The traditional mechanisms for guaranteeing a certain QoS level to an application
are load balancing and admission control. In load balancing there is a front-end
node that receives all the requests and redirects them to the node best equipped to
deal with them. This decision is taken by an algorithm that can be either classagnostic (if it is indifferent to the application it is working for) or class-aware (if its
customized to take into account the application’s characteristics).
Admission control is a mechanism that decides which requests are accepted by the
application and which are left unattended. This system kicks in when the application
is under a heavy load, and it can use two types of algorithms; session-based or
request-based.
Although SLAs are in some ways easier to fulfill in cloud environments, thanks to
their scalability, SLA management in clouds present their own set of problems. Due
to the unavailability of high-level application specifications, the cloud owners must
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treat the deployed applications (which sometimes come bundled with many thirdparty components) as a black-box. The problem with this approach was already
discussed in section 2.5.2 and, to address it, application owners are required to
follow a meticulous process for understanding and characterizing the application’s
runtime behavior [94]. In other words: it is the responsibility of the application’s
owner, not the cloud provider, to correctly characterize the application behavior.
Otherwise, cloud providers cannot understand the performance bottlenecks of a
specific applications, and therefore cannot fulfill SLAs.
Bose et. al. [94] have studied this problem and propose a lifecycle for the SLA
management of applications in cloud environments that involves five phases:
1. Feasibility: Studying the feasibility of the deployment, involving technical,
infrastructure and financial feasibility.
2. On-boarding: Moving an application to the cloud environment, testing it and
defining the policies.
3. Pre-production: Testing the application together with the policies in a simulated production environment.
4. Production: The application is deployed and working.
5. Termination: Removing the application from the cloud environment.
The on-boarding phase is specially important to solve this issue; during this phase
the application owner and the cloud provider work together to characterize the
application.
Public cloud infrastructure providers also show the limitations I have been introduced before. Usually they only offer the most basic of infrastructure SLAs: the
uptime. However, end-user services and other applications need to specify their requirements in higher-level application SLAs. Therefore, to meet this kind of SLAs,
applications themselves need to manage their own elasticity. Therefore, it is necessary to have a communication between the application and the infrastructure. Two
options are possible:
• The application monitors itself and ask the infrastructure for specific resources.
• The infrastructure retrieves runtime information about applications and automatically scale the amount of resources assigned to them.
An example of the first approach can be found in [95], where the authors propose
a framework in which application owners register specific elasticity rules and monitoring probes, from which the environment extracts the information needed to infer
how to act. The work of Enmeakaroha et. al. [91] has also targeted this problem
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and the authors have developed a framework for managing the mappings of the lowlevel resource metrics to high-level SLAs called LoM2HiS. The work of Thiago et.
al. [96] goes even one step further, involving several cloud providers. I will analyze
this tendency in more detail in section 2.5.5.
However, that does not mean that uptime as a metric is not important; in some
scenarios, a high reliability is of paramount importance. There has been research
[97] in how virtualization can hugely help to achieve this goal.
All considered, Brandic et. al. [66] point that SLA violations in cloud environments
is a common occurrence. Moreover, Yfoulis et. al. [98] recognize that the problem of
honoring complex SLAs in a cloud environment is a difficult one. They put forward
that, after surveying the existing literature, control theory concepts and algorithms
could prove to be better suited to this kind of problem that more typical heuristics.
However, their proposal has yet to be simulated and validated. On top of that, their
work only covers the resource allocation’s part of the SLA honoring problem. Other
works [65] have also covered SLA violations and how to respond to them.

2.5.4

Placement and Scheduling

Proper placement and scheduling have a very important role in achieving scalability
and fulfilling SLAs, specially in private clouds. Private cloud infrastructures suffer
an issue that public cloud offerings like Amazon Web Servies does not have to deal
with. When there is a need for a new virtual machine in a public cloud, the amount
of resources of the environment is so big that the aforementioned virtual machine can
be provisioned right away. In other words: the infrastructure resources can assumed
to be infinite. However, in a private cloud this is not the case, since resources tend
to be scarce if the environment is well sized. In this scenario there is a need for more
advanced placement and scheduling strategies. On top of that, both the advanced
reserves already performed and the SLAs of all participants must be considered.
Moreover, in some cases a private cloud might need to recourse to an external public
cloud to cope with a sudden surge in demand. It is preferable to pay the extra cost
that this incurs than to let a system crash or a SLA violation happen.
Placement Optimization
This aspect of management has seen a lot of research in recent years. This topic
was born in the field of utility computing, predating the cloud paradigm [99], and
some works [100] are concerned with the importance of separation of responsibilities
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between the infrastructure provider and the user, showing how there must be a
contract between the two. This contract is, they postulate, a kind of orchestration.
Therefore, the provider can use the set of all contracts to optimally allocate resources
to each consumer; that is, to place virtual machines inside specific physical nodes
with a certain amount of resources.
This task can be represented as the knapsack problem; a common presence in combinatorial optimization. Given a set of items, each with a weight and a value, the
knapsack problem lies in determining which items can be included in a collection
without exceeding the maximum weight and maximizing the combined value. For
the placement of virtual machines inside a datacenter the knapsack problem turns
into the Multiple Knapsack Problem (MKP). MKP is a nondeterministic polynomial
time complete (NP-complete) problem, and is a particularization of the generalized assignment problem (GAP). Algorithms traditionally used for solving knapsack
problems [101] are based on dynamic programming, branch and bound, or a hybrid
of these two. Whatever method used to solve it, this is a very hard problem with
the amount of resources of the typical datacenter [102].
Goudarzi et. al. [103] model the problem of resource placement attending to three
dimensions: computational, storage and network capabilities. Finding the problem
intractable at both the cluster and cloud levels by simple problem solvers, they have
developed an heuristic that is able to produce results near the optimal allocation.
Ozer et. al. [104] propose a different approach, in which an auction for resources
is performed. This model incorporates penalty costs to the resources that are left
unused after the auction has finished. A mechanism like this increases the utilization
ratio of resources, and therefore it is specially useful for community clouds, where
several organizations share resources, or non-profit organizations.
A very interesting approach for the topic of resource allocation can be found in the
work of Wei et. al. [105]. Their approach is built on a two step decision system, in
which each participant determines which resources it must ask for, and then a central
entity decides who receives which resources based on the aggregated information.
Recent studies have tested how much impact in application performance the placement of virtual machiness in a datacenter can have. The results indicate that provisioning variation can affect performance by a factor of 5 [106], but this is primarily
because of I/O bottlenecks and was tested with MapReduce workloads. However,
MapReduce is very sensible to the movement of data, and therefore, other types of
applications will not experience the same impact in performance.
Some approaches to the problem of placement use frameworks based in the autonomic computing paradigm. Wang et al. use a constrained non-linear optimization
technique based on the estimated application requirements [107]. Hyser et al. take
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advantage of the live migration to achieve system-wide policies [108].
In fact, live virtual machine migration, specially how and when to perform it, is a
potent enabling technology for the resource use optimization in cloud environments
[109]. Either distributing the VMs among several physical machines or consolidating
several virtual machines into the same physical node, this virtualization’s feature
have made performing this task without interrupting service feasible.
Also for the use with live migration-capable infrastructures, Bobroff et al. [110]
propose an algorithm that balances two competing factors: the underuse of resources
and the violation of SLAs in applications because of overloading. This approach is
concerned with the CPU consumption and uses forecast techniques for time series
to make its predictions and optimize the placement. The work of Song et. al. [111]
also takes advantage of virtual machine migrations to optimize the active servers in
a cloud environment.
However, the migration of a virtual machine also impacts the performance of other
VMs co-located in both the origin and destination physical machines [112]. Therefore, it might be advisable to migrate several VMs to and from the same physical
machine at the same time, if the network capacity can deal with it.
Every placement optimization solution makes some assumptions about the environment in which it has to work, some of them more real than others. In most examples
presented in this section the assumption is that the VMs are correctly isolated from
each other, with the overloading of a particular virtual machine not affecting any
other VM in the same physical node. However, the work of Choi et al. [113] postulates that this is not what happens in reality: virtual machines sharing physical
nodes with other, overloaded, VMs tend to suffer a high performance impact. To
solve this problem, the authors propose a framework which detects when a physical
machine is overloaded, an automatically relocates some of the VMs that could be
affected.
But the current tendency for placement does not lie in spreading the VMs to as
many physicals hosts as possible. On the contrary, usually there is faith in that the
hypervisor can correctly isolate the resources assigned to different VMs. This way,
physical resources can have a utilization rate near to their maximum capability.
This is important because completely unused machines can be turned off or put
in a sleep state, in which they consume much less power than in normal operation,
reducing the power costs and lowering the carbon footprint of the organization [114].
Also, expensive and power-hungry cooling systems responsible for maintaining the
temperature of these systems can also be turned off. There are works [115] that go
even one step further, and even control the power settings (like idling and throttling)
of physical machines at finer levels. Others [116] have applied this approach to
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storage nodes, extending the principles already used with computational resources.
Green Computing, an initiative born to foster the responsible use of resources and
minimize the impact of datacenters in the environment, is also concerned with reducing the energy consumption. A proper placement of virtual machines can help
hugely in attaining this goal [117]. Beloglazov et. al. [118] have also studied how a
careful resource management can reduce energy expenditure.
Some approaches, like CloudOpt [119], use performance models tracked to evaluate
the results of the deployment decisions. Thanks to this awareness, CloudOpt can find
the optimal deployment of a particular application in a specific cloud environment.
Higher in the cloud architecture lie the applications. The work presented before was
concerned mostly with the infrastructure, since the placement of several applications
inside the same VM adds a new layer of complexity. About this topic, Tang et al.
[120] propose a very efficient algorithm (based in the knapsack problem) that, even
if it is presented with a traditional datacenter in mind, could be adapted to work in
a PaaS architecture.
Also, although most research is concerned with the placement of computing nodes,
there are works [121] that see the whole datacenter in a holistic way, taking into
account also the storage virtualization nodes and the network switches. The problem
with this approach is that putting all this factors into the problem makes finding an
optimal or very good solution difficult. Therefore, this technique is better suited to
avoid hotspots and performance problems thnt for maximizing the use of resources.
To close the study on this topic, it is important to remember that due to the sheer
number of physical resources that a cloud environment can have, and the failure
rate of such components, having a hardware failure must be considered the norm
and not the exception [122].

Scheduling and Advanced Reservation
One of the most important advantages that virtualization offers is the quick placement and migration of virtual machines. This way, the assignment of resources from
the environment can be very dynamic, supporting changes and modifications during runtime. Here is where scheduling enters as an important topic. Following the
example that I put forward in the previous section; it is not only desirable to place
a virtual machine in its best spot, but also to know in advance when this placement
will need to be changed. With information about the expected future state of a
cloud environment, the resources could be put to a better use. For instance, applications that need to be executed at a certain time and inside a certain timeframe
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could have resources reserved in advance, while applications that do not have these
constraints could be run when the environment has more resources available.
Scheduling could be done with different timespans on mind. On one hand, an
immediate scheduling which considers a very short period can react to problems in
the moment they appear. On the other hand, a long term scheduling architecture
can take into account both the needs of applications that need to be run at a specific
time and predictions about the future behavior of the system.
The work of Gmach et al. [123] balances both approaches, with an architecture
composed of a workload placement controller (for future needs), and a workload
migration controller (for enabling reaction to sudden changes and needs).
The capacity of a cloud environment to allow is users the exclusive reservation of
virtual resources or physical nodes (so they can better do long-term scheduling) is
called advanced reservation. Commercial public cloud solution like Amazon Web
Services are capable of advanced reservation, but only with a coarse granularity. In
the private IaaS cloud solution world, only Apache VCL is properly suited to this
task, since it was originally developed as an university lab management tool.
However, advance reservation tends to leave resources underutilized, since in relatively small pools of resources is very difficult to work around a particular reservation. Moreover, working with VMs adds other problems: since the movement,
configuration and initialization of VMs takes a significant amount of resources by
itself, this fact should be considered for any advanced reservation [124].
Therefore, to fully take advantage of advanced reservation as it is offered in actual
cloud solutions, one must know in advance how much resources a particular setup
will use inside a virtualized environment. To help with this, Mehta and Neogi
[125] propose a tool named ReCon, capable of analyzing the historical records of an
existing environment and predict how much resources will be needed. This tool can
also help with planning for the physical capacity of a private cloud. However, its
aim is to be used for pre-deployment planning, and not for day to day placement
and optimization.
The scheduling problem can be split in two subproblems: static and dynamic
scheduling. The former is concerned with known tasks in a static environment,
and it is sometimes called prescheduling. The latter must also consider the current
system state (both tasks and environment).
Qian [126] attacks the unexpected demand spikes problem from a new angle, with
the idea of Ghost VMs. Ghost VMs are virtual machines that, although active, are
not visible from outside their network. This schema results in virtual machines with
small resource requirements that, when needed to meet the demand, can be quickly
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exposed. From the outside observer it seems as if these VMs have been activated in
just 2-7 seconds, much less time than the usual 45 seconds that a virtual machine
takes to resume from a suspended state.
Wei et. al. [127] use an evolutionary mechanism to solve the problem of scheduling
tasks while at the same time guaranteeing QoS constraints. This proposal is able to
find feasible solutions, if the system has any, and supports subtasks and communication between tasks. Although it is a simplified view, as the authors say, it could
be useful as an analytical tool.
Zhao et. al. [128] model the cloud environment as a topological space, with nodes
connected by weights, and for solving the scheduling problem this work considers
the data-flows between the nodes.
Some works aim to deal with other types of applications. For instance, Mao et. al.
[129] try to solve the scheduling problem for applications that have both deadline and
budget constraints, which are different than the typical always-on web services scenario. They consider that, even if a cloud environment can offer unlimited resources,
the user does not have an unlimited budget and must carefully choose when to lease
a resource with variable price. However, this same user cannot make a compromise
on the deadline. The authors develop a system that uses integer programming to
find the most cost-effective instance types and when to reserve them.
There is also some research [130] on the matter of scheduling in hybrid clouds, since
algorithms that are useful for private or public clouds (or even grids) have not proven
to be very efficient with hybrid environments. The authors conclude that the root of
the problem is the communication channels between the computing elements. Van
den Bossche et. al. [131] also consider a hybrid environment, but with deadline
constraints.

Linear Programming
Linear programming (LP) is a set of techniques used to optimize a linear objective
function (hence the name). This function could be maximized or minimized, and
is accompanied by a set of constraints that determines which solutions are feasible.
If no optimal solution exists, LP can also find this fact. With LP very complex
problems can be solved in polynomial time. The standard form in which LP problems
are formulated is composed of the linear function, the problem constraints and the
non-negative variables (sometimes omitted). Here is an example:
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maximize: f (x1 , x2 ) = c1 x1 + c2 x2
subject to: a11 x1 + a12 x2 ≤ b1
a21 x1 + a22 x2 ≤ b2
a31 x1 + a32 x2 ≤ b3
...
x1 ≥ 0, x2 ≥ 0

(2.1)

In the LP problems the variables are allowed to assume all nonnegative real values.
However, there are many problems where the variables must assume only integer
values. One of these is the knapsack problem, already introduced previously in
this chapter, in the literature about placement optimization in section 2.5.4. In the
formulation of this particular problem a set of variables indicates if an item is inside
the sack or not. This variable can only take the values 0 or 1, and no other value in
between. LP problems with this characteristics are called integer programming (IP)
problems. In fact, this example is a particularization of the integer programming
problem called 0-1 programming or binary integer programming (BIP) problem.
The binary constraints in these problems are as follow:

xi ∈ 0,1

(2.2)

Problems where some of their variables are restricted to integers while others can
take any value are called mixed integer programming (MIP) problems. This definition is important because IP, BIP and MIP problems are much harder than LP problems. LP problems of a size solvable in polynomial (P) time are non-deterministic
polynomial-time hard (NP-Hard) with integer variables. This is because the IP
feasible solution region is smaller than the LP feasible solution region.
One might try to solve an IP problem by considering it a LP problem and simply
rounding the answer to the nearest integer, but this approach almost never produces
a valid solution. This drawback extends, although with a less impact, to MIP
problems. Therefore, it will take the same amount of time so solve an IP problem
several orders of magnitude smaller than an equivalent LP problem.
What could be done, however, is to use an approach similar in some aspects to the
naive rounding introduced before, named linear programming relaxation [132]. With
LP relaxation we solve a 0-1 programming problem changing the binary constraints
to the following:
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0 ≤ xi ≤ 1

(2.3)

The result is a LP problem, which can be used to gain information in how to solve
the original binary programming problem. There are several algorithms that use this
method and perform well on most instances, even if they have exponential worstcase complexity. All in all, it is important to keep in mind that algorithms for IP
problems tend to not work well for all types of problems. To alleviate this issue,
sometimes custom heuristics based in LP relaxation are developed [133]. These
heuristics must take into account the nature of the specific problem at hand.
Several of the works already surveyed [102, 129, 133, 131, 96, 134, 135] relay on
the integer programming approach to solve problems related to cloud computing
environment, including resource placement and scheduling.
The work of Chaisiri et. al. [79] also uses integer programming to solve a cloud
environment-related problem; to choose between reserved and on-demand resources
for a particular application. This contribution uses a stochastic integer programming
(SIP) approach, which is different from the standard IP problem because it allows
some uncertainty. In this example, the uncertainty lies in the amount of resources
that will be needed. In the IP problem the virtual machines that the application is
going to use are known beforehand, but with SIP this amount is unknown and can
only be estimated.
Other approaches
Although a popular approach, linear programming and its variants are not the only
way to solve the kind of challenges present in the cloud computing literature. Techniques like simulated annealing has been already applied to problems like the load
balancing in multiple core architectures [136]. Since the management of cloud environments feature tasks essentially similar to this one, it stands to reason that this
technique can be also used to solve these problems [137].
Another similar technique, genetic algorithms, is also a popular approach for tackling
cloud computing research challenges. Ye et. al. [138] use a genetic algorithm to
solve the service composition problem attending to the service’s QoS characteristics,
and they seem to have got better results with this technique than with integer
programming. Zhao et. al. [128] also use a genetic algorithm, but for scheduling.
The work of Phan et. al. [80], already detailed, also uses a genetic algorithm.
Wei et. al. [127] use an evolutionary mechanism to solve scheduling problems. Mark
et. al. [139] try to solve a problem very similar to the already presented work of
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Chaisiri et. al. [79], that of choosing between reserved or spot instances, but using an
evolutionary algorithm and a demand forecaster. This approach puts the quality of
their solution near the one provided by the stochastic integer programming method,
but it is still no better.
Other authors [105] use game theory techniques to decide what resources must be
given to which application in a cloud environment. They set up a competitive
resource allocation game and combine it with an evolutionary algorithm.
I find specially interesting the work of Ozer et. al. [104], where the authors use
an auction based model for resource co-allocation and compare the quality of the
results and performance of solving the problem with MIP, simulated annealing,
threshold acceptance, neighborhood search and a genetic algorithm. They conclude
that neighborhood search and the genetic algorithm produce results in the fastest
time and their success rate is similar to that of MIP. However, more important than
this conclusion is the fact that the execution times of all alternatives are very similar,
with none of them being an order or magnitude better or worse than the others.
This fact suggests that maybe it is more important for a researcher to set on an
approach he or she is familiar with, than spending time and effort in trying a new
technique that might not increase the quality of the result or reduce the execution
time.
All in all, others [103, 110, 118] eschew the use of problem solvers, finding the problems intractable with this approach, and instead they develop their own heuristics
instead. At least one of this approaches model the dynamic nature of a cloud environment as an online bin packing problem [111]. This is the online version of the
traditional bin packing problem. An online algorithm must process its input one
by one, in a serial fashion, without having the entire input available from the start.
This makes multidimensional bin packing a very difficult problem, but there exists
some algorithms [140] that try to tackle it.
Finally, other works that look into already established technologies to find new
ideas for cloud environments suggest using a mechanism based on the DNS load
balancing [126] or mix several techniques. For instance, Li et. al. [119] combine
MIP and bin packing to obtain promising results, but their proposal cannot deal
with the appearance of new applications or other similar changes in the environment.
This kind of responsiveness would need to be modeled as an online algorithm, as
has been explained before.
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2.5.5

Federation and Cloudbursting

Cloud federation is a scenario in which several providers of cloud infrastructure
partner with each other to create a bigger pool of resources without losing their
individual autonomy in making technological and business management decisions.
It is different from a hybrid cloud; a single cloud environment with resources taken
from several partners. In cloud federation different partners are working together,
but they still manage their own environments. The RESERVOIR model [141] is
an example of such scenario. Cloud federation is sometimes called Sky Computing
[142].
The most basic and immediate use of multiple cloud providers is to just split the
workload between them [134, 135], but the benefits of federation can go further.
Cloud federation could prove to be an enabling technology in several domains, one
of them scientific computing. For instance, DIRAC, a popular platform for running
eScience applications, has been updated to work with federated hybrid clouds [143].
This platform already supported grid environments and computer clusters and was
upgraded with support for virtual machines (VMDIRAC). However, VMDIRAC is
only able to deal with minimal requirements that do not include external services,
and the necessary information needs to be manually included. This is just a token
of why advances in cloud federation are still needed.
Moreover, Green Computing postulates [117] that it is much better to properly size
private datacenters to achieve a high utilization and instead rely on public clouds
when the need for more resources arises.
CometCloud [144] aims to seamlessly integrate private clouds with public offerings
when some extra capacity is needed. This way, application components traditionally
deployed just into the company’s private datacenter can be put on public clouds to
address spikes in demand or other unexpected requirements. This is called cloudbursting, and this work achieves it through an autonomic manager and a policydriven scheduling agent connected to the company’s datacenter, public clouds and
a grid infrastructure. In fact, this work began as a way to integrate heterogeneous
grid environments with the traditional datacenter, and has just recently been extended to work with public clouds. This approach is also called cloudbridging, since
it bridges the differences between cloud solutions, both private and public, to offer
a more-or-less uniform interface.
Related to this topic, Church et. al. [145] identify a kind of applications that they
call ”embarrasingly distributed”. The defining characteristic of these applications is
that they do not require much communication between big pools of servers. These
applications could benefit greatly from the freedom to geo-localize their parts in the
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more convenient places and regions, without attending to intra-application communication considerations. The authors propose using public clouds to deploy these
applications, while Chandra et. al. [146] suggest an alternative approach: ”nebulas”
of diverse resources voluntarily offered by third parties.
Both these approaches have reliability limitations, product of their own structures,
so Endo et. al [147] puts forward a new idea, which they call distributed clouds.
What makes distributed clouds different is that a new actor, not present in the
traditional models, takes part in them. This actor, the communication provider
(usually a telco), offers to the cloud provider connectivity elements like routers
or links. In turn, the cloud provider uses these elements to offer geographically
distributed resources with communication guarantees to its users.
However, this paper explains that there is still much work to do to make this kind
of environment possible, and the authors classify the research challenges in four
categories: resource modeling, resource offering and treatment, resource discovery
and monitoring, and resource selection and optimization.
Selecting on which cloud to deploy in a federated setup could also be a tricky affair.
There is a proposal for using a min-cost model [126] to decide in which particular
region or cloud offering a service should be deployed to reduce latency to end-users.
Although this work relies on the server selection algorithm provided by DNS (something already in use by Content Delivery Networks like Akamai and Limelight or
providers like Google), it also recognizes its limitations and proposes an improvement.
Finally, standards and mechanisms for cloud interoperability are still needed to ease
the federation of disparate clouds [81]. Related to this, configuration management
is, at the time of this writing, one of the most relevant open challenges for a true
multi-cloud management[148], but the size and breadth of this issue makes imposible
for this work to properly cover it. Configuration management in multiple cloud
environments is an interesting topic by itself that should warrant future in-depth
studies.

2.5.6

Management Architectures

All the aspects already presented in this section have in common the need for an
architecture able to perform all the previously explained management operations.
Kirschnick et al. [149] propose an architecture that takes template descriptions
of services (a model of a set of resources that includes information about their
requirements, options and behaviors), and manages the creation of these resources
in a cloud environment and eases its reconfiguration after deployment.
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Sotomayor et. al [150] propose a management architecture composed of two tools; a
virtual infrastructure manager (OpenNebula) and a resource lease manager (Haizea).
The former, OpenNebula, offers a unified view of the virtual resources, allows the
configuration of resource assignment policies, and manages the lifecycle of the virtual
machines. The latter, Haizea, is a scheduling backend built upon the idea that
advanced reservation is the best way to have resources available for future highpriority requests.
Along similar lines, Song et. al. [151] introduce BlueEyes, a management software
derived from the IBM software for managing datacenters be able to work with cloud
environments. BlueEyes employs a hierarchical setup of management servers, since
even simple activities can overwhelm a single server while working with an heterogeneous and populated cloud environment. An alternative to this paradigm could
be a P2P system, but the authors affirm that this kind of architecture would incur
in complexities too difficult to model properly.
Horey et. al. [152] put forward that distributed services should be seen by the
managers as applications made up of virtual machines. To achieve this aim, they
propose an architecture called CloudGet, and complement it with standard definitions for packages that include: the features they provide, the templates used to
realize these packages, and the resources they need. However, CloudGet is strictly
focused on BigData services like Hadoop and MapReduce, and it is not designed to
work with other application types.
Phan et. al. [80] propose an architecture with a scheduler at its core. This scheduler
takes into account the available components, their SLAs as provided by the entities
which host them, and the way they can be combined. The system then finds an optimal combination of horizontal and vertical distribution for a number of concurrent
requests. This approach suggests that it pays to have the reasoning engine as the
center of a cloud management architecture.
Ye et. al. [138] divide the services that can be deployed on a cloud computing
environment in two types: application services and utility computing services. In
this work they justify that these grouping is sensible considering that each type has
different behaviors and QoS characteristics.
A notable example of the management architectures available from the industry
is Ubuntu Landscape. This is an intuitive tool that sadly can only be used with
Ubuntu solutions. In fact, most commercial products tend to be so specific and thus
not useful in other environments.
One of the most challenging issues preventing the widespread use of hybrid clouds
and portability between cloud providers is the non existence of a set of abstractions
compatible with several cloud technologies. The jclouds [153] project aims to solve
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this problem by providing a portable model that can fit several cloud providers.
Apache jclouds is an open source toolkit for Java and it is already being used by
some of the latter cloud management architectures coming from the industry, like
Apache Brooklyn.
Apache Brooklyn is an implementation of the CAMP standard (to be studied in
section 2.6) that serves as an automation platform able to easily build and deploy
applications on a wide array of cloud IaaS environments. At the core of Brooklyn is
the idea of blueprints, which define an entity that could be composed with others to
form applications. Finally, Brooklyn can also configure and manage using policies
the already deployed applications, if they are modeled using the aforementioned
blueprints. This tool, although promising, is still in version 0.7.0 at the time of this
writing.
Some authors put forward that is necessary to close the gap between application and
infrastructure [85], and to achieve that a language able to couple service requirements
and infrastructure resources is needed. Only when this definition is created one can
design and deploy an architecture. The already introduced jclouds together with
the models that will be studied in section 2.6 can be adapted to fulfill this role, but
there is still some work that needs to be done.
The amount of resources to be managed by the architecture is also important. Qian
[126] recognizes the fact that a big amount of physical machines is impossible to
manage as a whole and proposes to split the datacenter in groups of, as much, 5000
machines. He makes use of traditional load balancing schemas to split the demand
between this groups.

2.5.7

Datacenter as a Computer

In cloud computing literature there is a new paradigm that sees the datacenter as a
computer [154], or even postulate that the datacenter is already a kind of a big and
complex computer [155]. This is an approach that could be considered the inverse
of the traditional cloud computing environment, built upon hardware virtualization.
In the Datacenter as a computer model, instead of splitting physical machines into
smaller resources (virtual machines) that then are assigned to applications to fulfill
demand, all the physical resources of the datacenter are aggregated into a whole
entity, from which logical computational or storage resources are assigned when
they are needed. Instead of making virtual machines from a physical machine, the
physical machines are aggregated into a datacenter entity.
From the point of view of the applications, they are running on top of an incredibly
powerful computer, from which they take the resources in the same way as processes
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use the resources (memory, CPU cycles) of a traditional computer. There is no
placement of VMs into physical hosts in this model.
However, the tools needed to realize this new kind of computer are not ready yet.
Zaharia et. al. [156] put forward that the datacenter needs an operating system.
They propose that this operating system must not only cover the basic layer between
hardware and software, but also offer a set of tools similar to those provided by
traditional computer operating systems. This work classifies the operating system’s
functions in four big groups:
• Resource sharing.
• Data sharing.
• Programming abstractions.
• Debugging and monitoring.
The actual research challenges for each group are also detailed and the next steps
suggested.
The work of Horey et. al. [152] also takes concepts and names from the operating
system’s world to define activities and characteristics of a cloud environment. They
propose that instancing a new service should be analogous to forking a process, and
they suggest that a mechanism similar to the pipes used to communicate processes
in UNIX systems could be used to connect services in a datacenter.
Although this approach is promising, to be feasible there are advances that still need
to be realized for the physical machines that form a datacenter really turn into mere
parts of a whole. For this reason I have just glanced over this topic for this state of
the art, and my contributions will develop from the traditional model.
All in all, this trend is probably going to increase in the near future, since companies
like Intel are already thinking about how to design hardware with the cloud datacenter in mind. For instance, its Terascale processor, which receives that name because
it has broken the TeraFLOP barrier, features massive parallelism with 80 cores, and
an advanced network inside the chip itself to allow communication between them
[157]. In this processor the cores not being used in a given moment can be turned
off to save energy.
Another example of these new wave of microprocessors is the experimental SingleChip Cloud Computer, also from Intel. In this system, cache coherence between
cores is not maintained, relaying instead in a message passing system (there are two
alternatives available [158]) to implement communication between cores similar to
that of machines in a cloud computing datacenter. The Single-Chip Cloud Computer does not have a PC BIOS ROM and instead bootstrapping is performed by
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a management console embedded in the chip itself, which is also supported by an
FPGA.

2.6

Cloud Management Standards

To properly manage a system, especially if it follows the autonomic computing
paradigm, it is imperative to have a clear and concise vocabulary to work with.
This vocabulary can be taken from existing standards or created specifically with
the purpose of managing a particular environment. The former has the advantage
of being portable to other systems and capable of working with any other product
that follows the same standard. On the other hand, the latter can be more precisely
tailored to specific characteristics of the target system.
With that said, the actual cloud standards’ picture is bleak. Although several open
standards have emerged, there is not much real interoperability between different
technologies and vendors [159]. Companies like Amazon tend to think about the
product first and about standards only second. This is the reason why most open
source cloud platforms prefer to imitate the proprietary APIs rather than implement
a standard. This is natural, since the industry (instead of the academia) is the force
leading the way in the cloud computing world.
However, this situation is rapidly changing. Particularizing to management, there
are several standards organizations that are concerned with of cloud computing.
Among them the most relevant and active are:
• CSA: Cloud Security Alliance.
• OMG: Object Management Group.
• SNIA: Storage Network Industry Association.
• OGF: Open Grid Forum.
• DMTF: Distributed Management Task Force.
• NIST: National Institute of Standards and Technology.
• OASIS: Organization for the Advancement of Structured Information Standards.
From this list, CSA is very active, but it is not concerned with the topics related
to this research. CSA has focused its efforts on promoting security best practices.
OMG’s interest in cloud is very recent, and they have not developed any standard
yet. In fact, what OMG tends to offer is guidelines and best practices through
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its Cloud Standards Customer Council (CSCC). This council is composed of major
players in the cloud computing world (like IBM and Rackspace) and it proposes a
set of requirements that vendors are supposed to follow. In this way, what CSCC
offers is more inline with ITIL or eTOM.
In the next sections I will detail the standards offered by the other remaining organizations.

2.6.1

Cloud Data Management Interface

SNIA is an organization concerned only with storage technologies, so the standards
it produces are focused on cloud storage. To this aim, SNIA has created the Cloud
Storage Initiative, whose most relevant contribution is the CDMI (Cloud Data Management Interface) standard [160]. This standard defines the interface that applications use to access and manipulate data elements present in the cloud, including the
capacity for a cloud storage offering to announce its capabilities, and the way this
announcement is performed. The CDMI defines this as Data storage as a Service
(DaaS).
CDMI covers both traditional filesystems and relational databases, while retaining
compatibility with existing protocols like iSCSI, NFS or WebDAV. Its core element is the container, which represent any storage unit and can be nested inside
other containers. The characteristics of a specific storage element are then specified
through metadata. Actions over the containers can be performed through a RESTlike interface. Some of these are management actions, and are therefore usable by
management applications.
What CDMI does not offer is an elaborate model. Only the container and its
corresponding metadata are specified. At the time of this writing the last version of
CDMI standard is the 1.1, and there is a reference implementation available. CDMI
is now the standard ISO/IEC 17826:2012.

2.6.2

Open Cloud Computing Interface

OGF is an organization that arrives to the cloud computing world from the grid
computing field. It has produced the Open Cloud Computing Interface (OCCI)
standard, which is a set of specifications for the management of cloud computing
environments. This standard began as a set of remote APIs for management of IaaS
clouds but it is expanding to cover the other two cloud service models. There are
currently three finished specifications that are part of OCCI: OCCI Core (the core
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elements) [161], OCCI Infrastructure (the IaaS domain elements) [162] and OCCI
HTTP Rendering (a REST API) [163]. All three are in version 1.1 and there are
more specifications currently in progress: semantic renderings, monitoring, billing,
advanced reservation and negotiation. All OCCI specifications (except Core) are
either renderings or extensions: the former change the way in which the information
is presented and can be manipulated, and the latter add elements to the Core model
to cover specific aspects. OCCI Infrastructure is an extension and OCCI HTTP
Rendering is a rendering.
Figure 2.8 shows the main elements of OCCI Core. Resource represents any resource
exposed through OCCI. A Resource can be associated with others through the Link
element. Both of them are Entities, which can have a Kind (used for classification)
and several Mixins (used to add more capabilities at run-time). Finally, Actions
(invocable operations) can be applied to them.

Figure 2.8: OCCI Core Model
Every OCCI extension is built upon this basic model. Of special interest to this
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work is the only extension currently available, OCCI Infrastructure, which is concerned with IaaS elements. This specification realizes the IaaS resources through
three different Resource Classes: Compute, Storage and Network, as can be seen in
figure 2.9. All these resources also have a lifecycle associated with them. It is also
important to note that the Storage element is compatible with the CDMI standard
that I have summarized before.

Figure 2.9: OCCI Infrastructure Model
This is a useful division, and OCCI, although centered in management actions and
the APIs that enable them, offers a basic and concise vision of a cloud infrastructure.
However, this vision is not complete, since it is only concerned with the specific
operations that can be invoked over each resource, not providing a complete view of
the infrastructure. For instance, virtual and physical nodes are not represented, and
although Mixins enable the specification of OS details in Compute resources, there
is no relationship in this model between the cloud applications and the resources
they use.
OCCI is a very successful standard, and is supported by a wide array of vendors,
including OpenStack, CloudStack, Eucalyptus and OpenNebula, among others. As
the time of this writing, OCCI has mappings to OVF, libvirt and jclouds and a
proposal to make it work with OASIS CAMP (a standard that will be analyzed
later in this section) has been put forward.

2.6.3

DMTF Standards

DMTF offers several standards for cloud computing. One of them, OVF, has already been explained before, since it is more related to virtualization than cloud
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computing. All the standardization efforts coming from DMTF originate in the
Open Cloud Standards Incubator, which focused on, through a series of white papers
[164, 165, 166], defining a generic high-level cloud management infrastructure, specifying its actors, the way these actors interact, and the corresponding uses cases. The
aim of this work is to enable the interoperabilaty between different cloud providers,
both private and public.
This reference architecture is built upon the concept of service, which encompasses
all three cloud service models (IaaS, PaaS and SaaS). All elements specified in this
architecture relate to the services, and the model’s entities revolve around them.
The actors that take part in this architecture are the following three:
• Cloud service consumer.
• Cloud service provider.
• Cloud service developer.
These original specifications gave birth to two new groups inside the DMTF: the
Cloud Management Working Group (CMWG) and the Cloud Auditing Data Federation Working Group (CADF).
The CADF has developed an standard of the same name [167] and a reference implementation written in Python that works with OpenStack. This standard tries
to reduce the inconsistency and incompatibility problems present in the audit interfaces, technologies, and tools. CADF achieves this by defining audit events that
can be shared between cloud providers and their clients.
The CMWG is realizing the white paper’s vision through an actual management
interface: the Cloud Infrastructure Management Interface (CIMI) [168]. This interface provides a resource model that captures the artifacts needed to reproduce the
use cases previously named for one of the IaaS service model. A CIM (Common
Information Model) representation of these artifacts [169] and a RESTful HTTP
protocol for them [170] have also been developed.
Since CIMI and CIM are related and there is a CIM representation of CIMI (CIM
also comes from DMTF), it is important to note that there is an extension of CIM
named System Virtualization Profile [171] that is concerned with the modeling of
virtualized systems. This profile is highly extensive. Therefore, some of its parts
should be ignored for its use inside a cloud computing management system. Yan et
al. [172] has modeled an IaaS infrastructure using the DMTF Common Information
Model. They have also tested their model against Amazon EC2 using a generic IaaS
proxy.
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Putting everything together, what DMTF offers is a very high-level reference architecture for the management of clouds. However, this architecture is not specific
enough to be implemented as is, with a lot of gaps in the lower levels that need to
be filled. Moreover, the efforts of the DMTF to cover these aspects are still in their
infancy.

2.6.4

NIST Cloud Reference Architecture

NIST is responsible for creating the classic cloud computing taxonomy (including
the definition of the term ”cloud computing”), and fostering collaboration between
cloud computing stakeholders. They have put forward a standards roadmap and
a reference architecture [173]. This architecture is in some aspects very similar to
DMTF’s architecture and their aims are mostly the same. The main difference
between the two architectures is that the NIST architecture adds to the actors
already present in DMTF’s one the following three:
• Cloud broker.
• Cloud auditor.
• Cloud carrier.
At the same time, the NIST architecture has ditched the cloud developer role. The
problem of the overlap of these two views has been confronted by Samba [174], who
has developed a hybrid model that manages to bridge the difference between both.

2.6.5

OASIS Standards

OASIS sees cloud computing as an extension to SOA, and therefore most of its cloud
standards until this date have been about topics like identity, security and access
control, message formatting and service directories. However, OASIS has produced
two other standards that are particularly relevant to this work: TOSCA and CAMP.
TOSCA (Topology and Orchestration Specification for Cloud Applications) [175]
provides a language for defining service templates, including its topology and plans
for its orchestration, and the building blocks of these services. These building blocks
specify both their requirements and capabilities, enabling this way the application’s
portability.
Although TOSCA is more concerned with how services interact following the SOA
model, putting most of its weight in service’s orchestration, its definition of the
topology of applications is of interest to this work. In TOSCA’s topology each
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component is a node which has a type (database, web server, etc.) characterized
by a set of properties and interfaces. Nodes are connected to each other through
relationships.
OASIS has produced a reference implementation for TOSCA and it is important to
note that has it has been developed with the OVF, CIM and OCCI standards in
mind.
CAMP (Cloud Application Management for Platforms) [176] arises from the idea
that users of cloud infrastructures should not have to deal with IaaS-level resources
such as virtual machines or its placement. Instead, they should only be using higherlevel resources, such as applications and their components.
CAMP is a standard for PaaS which also tries to offer a common format that different
providers can adopt, this way reducing vendor lock-in and enabling users to move
between different PaaS providers. CAMP even suggests that a single management
console could control applications deployed in several cloud providers and choose
freely between them.
Following this approach, CAMP hides the IaaS details and uses its own DSL for the
deployable artifacts, and the platform services they need. CAMP also defines a set of
resources that encompass applications, their components, the platform components
and the platform itself. Therefore, the platform resource represents the entire cloud
infrastructure.
More importantly, CAMP’s focus lies squarely in the application, which is represented as an element with its own clearly defined lifecycle. This lifecycle can be seen
in figure 2.10 and proceeds through these stages:
• Uploaded
• Deployed
• Instantiated
• Suspended
Still, CAMP is not completely mature and at this moment has some issues that
are being discussed inside the consortium. But version 1.1 is, at the time of this
writing, almost finalized, and the standard is growing steadily. Also, CAMP does
not manage the underlying IaaS infrastructure, and an implementation of CAMP
must make use of the interfaces provided by the lower layers. This is due to the
desire of the consortium for CAMP to not be tied to a particular IaaS provider or
technology.
Concerning actual implementations of CAMP, nCamp is the OASIS’s token reference
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Figure 2.10: CAMP’s Application Lifecycle
implementation, with the minimum features needed to serve its role as a proof-ofconcept. Solum is an OpenStack project whose resource model, albeit similar to the
one proposed by CAMP, is slightly different. Therefore, Solum cannot be considered
a CAMP-compliant solution. The only product that truly implements CAMP is
Apache Brooklyn.
Before moving on, it is important to note the work of Carrasco et. al. [177], which
have used both CAMP and TOSCA to propose a relatively easy way of deploying
applications in a multi-cloud environment. They have used TOSCA to model the
application topology and orchestrate the distribution and CAMP to deploy the
application onto the target.

2.6.6

Other Cloud Standards

There are even more standard efforts for cloud computing. However, since these
initiatives cover aspects not particularly relevant to this work or are in their initial
steps, I will not detail them in this document. There are numerous surveys of cloud
standards in the literature [178, 179, 180, 181, 182] that study this topic in more
depth. These works convene that, other than the features I have already covered, it
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is imperative to develop and impose cloud standards related to metering and billing,
security, privacy, quality of service and identity.
Desirable standards include an inter-cloud metadata and data exchange format, a
standard for moving applications between different cloud platforms, a common format for the output of monitoring, auditing, billing, notification and reports from
cloud services, a cloud-independent representation for policies and governance, uniform machine-readable SLA formats and orchestration and middleware tools.

2.7

Summary

During this chapter I have surveyed the state of the art of a) cloud computing, b)
operational management, and c) how cloud infrastructures are managed. For a) I
have introduced the basic cloud computing concepts and terminology, with a special
focus on hardware virtualization and the cloud computing architecture. I have also
stated the most relevant cloud computing solutions and briefly compared them.
For b) I have summarized the management dimensions and introduced the autonomic computing paradigm. Finally, for c) I have presented the most relevant
works concerning scalability, monitoring, SLAs, management architectures, placement and scheduling, since I found these are the most important topics to consider
for the proper management of a cloud environment. I have put a special emphasis
in the placement and scheduling of virtual machines in datacenters, since the main
aim of this work is to manage a private cloud infrastructure. I have also studied
the approaches taken by other authors in the literature, trying to assess the reasoning behind their decisions. Many works surveyed focus solely on very specific
aspects or tackle idealized scenarios, although almost all offered valuable ideas and
approaches. I have also devoted some space to cloud standards, since it seems that
the lack of a widely adopted set of standards for cloud management has prevented
the development of generic management solutions.
In the following chapter, armed with the knowledge I have obtained from the aforementioned survey, I introduce the objectives of this work, which in turn will determine the contributions that will be detailed further in this document.
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Chapter 3
Objectives
The contributions of this thesis are born from the desire to define a modular autonomic management system for cloud computing environments. And more particularly; private IaaS cloud environments. This system will be focused in managing
the use of the environment’s resources. Therefore, it has to optimize the assignment
of these resources to applications already running on the environment, while at the
same time take into account new deployments scheduled for a future time. On top
of all this, the autonomic management system must be designed to be applicationcentric. That is, the system should put the application, a high-level concept, as the
center of its management architecture.
But this is a very broad definition, so I will devote this chapter to detail the objectives
and reach of the contributions.

3.1

Management Dimensions

I will begin by looking at the management dimensions defined in section 2.4, using
them to characterize the desired management system. Of the five dimensions specified, two of them are not particularly useful when talking about cloud computing
environments: network types and information types. I propose replacing both for
categories more suitable to cloud environments: the former for cloud deployment
models, and the latter for cloud service models. These new proposed dimensions
were explained in sections 2.2 and 2.3, respectively.
The first substitution is motivated by the realization that the traditional network
types do not carry much meaning in a cloud environment, with the deployment
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models conveying more useful information. Moreover, it is relatively easy to establish a relationship between the former and the new dimension: management inside
just one cloud environment can be considered as the LAN network type, while management of several federated clouds, hybrid clouds or a cloud spread into several
datacenters, can be considered as the Internet network type.
Regarding the second substitution, all information stored inside a cloud can be (and
in fact is) treated as data. This is a trend that has grown in recent years, but
highly virtualized environments make it even more noticeable. At the same time,
the service model managed (software, platform or infrastructure) rise in relevance
to become an important dimension.
This new set of five dimensions can be seen in figure 3.1. In it, and for each dimension, the levels covered by the contributions are marked in two different ways:
surrounded by a solid line if the contributions clearly target the level, or surrounded
by a dotted line if the contributions are only partially concerned with the level.

Functional Areas

Security
Performance
Accounting

Cloud Deployment
Models

Stages

Configuration
Change

Fault

Hybrid

Operation

Community

Installation

Public

Planning

Private

IaaS
Enterprise
Management
Service Management

PaaS
SaaS

Applications Management
System Management

Management
Levels

Network Management

Cloud
Service Models

Figure 3.1: Targeted Management Dimensions
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For the two new dimensions, cloud deployment and service models, I have chosen
private in the former and IaaS in the latter. Therefore, the proposed system must
be able to manage private IaaS clouds. The main reason to choose this combination
is that it features several research challenges that still need to be addressed. There
is still room for improvements in the fields of resource placement and scheduling,
which are vital to enable true scalability and elasticity in IaaS clouds.
Also, private IaaS environments cannot operate under the assumption typically made
by public solutions: an almost infinite amount of resources. In public IaaS clouds,
the smaller costs made possible by economies of scale (running a datacenter of around
50.000 servers can cost between 5 and 7 times less per machine in comparison to one
with 1.000 [183]), and the use of a bidding scheme (in which the cost of using an
instance depends on how much demand there is at a particular moment), produce a
resource placement and scheduling problem that can be tackled with relative ease. In
truth, under these circumstances other approaches might not even be feasible, since
the huge amount of machines can make reaching a solution impossible. Moreover,
public environments do not offer advanced reservation with a fine granularity. The
combination of placement in both time and space is a difficult problem when the
amount of resources is limited.
Other reasons why research on private solutions is important include law, security
or reliability issues that could force a stakeholder to build his own moderately-sized
private cloud and manage it.
When looking at the service models, higher levels aim to solve the scalability problem
by limiting the APIs the developer can use and abstracting his or her control of the
actual resources. All considered, a PaaS environment can provide scalability easier
than an IaaS cloud, but to enable this feature some concessions, undesirable in
certain cicumstances, must be made.
Concerning the management levels dimension, I have marked in the figure the following levels: systems, applications and services management. It is immediate to
see how systems management is specially relevant for a work concerned with the
management of an infrastructure. That is, how physical systems are managed to
realize the virtual resources that are then used by applications. In this particular
environment, a private IaaS cloud, these virtual resources are the virtual machines.
However, it is important to take into account that the system will not be just a
virtualization manager, but a cloud manager.
Along these lines, one could argue that, out of the three management levels, systems management is the most important for this system, but that is not necessarily
true: applications management is equally important, if not more. The management
solution needs to pay attention not just to the systems, but also to the applications
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running on top of them. These applications are the entities that will benefit from the
scalability and elasticity achieved by the system, and it is very important to focus
the efforts of these contribution on serving them. Most proposals in the literature
get blindsided by the management of the virtual resources and forget about the fact
that these resources are just parts of an application.
Since applications and their running constraints and resource consumption are in
fact what determine how the systems and their resources must be managed, it is
crucial to keep a holistic view. Finally, applications can be sometimes composed
through services, involving the services mangement level, but the contributions will
only intrude into this level very lightly and in some specific cases.
The main objective of the management system will be to make the best use of the
physical resources available to a private IaaS cloud, while allowing for the fulfillment
of the tasks assigned to such cloud. Therefore, for the functional areas dimension,
the focus of the contributions will lie squarely in the performance area. However, to
successfully perform this optimization, it is imperative that the system also performs
a limited management in the configuration and accounting areas. The former because a proper optimization needs a small foundation in configuration, and the latter
because a cloud environment has to support multiple users and their applications
at the same time.
For the final management dimension, stages, the contributions will be focused in
supporting installation, operation and change. The operation stage covers the environment optimization performed during its day to day operation, while the installation and change stages cover the deployment and retirement of both virtual
resources and the applications they realize.

3.2

Key Objective

I aim to define a management system for private IaaS clouds, focused in serving
the applications, that optimizes the use of resources available in the environment.
The management system must support several stakeholders with diverse roles. The
elements managed will be the systems that make up the environment and the applications deployed on top of them in the form of virtual machines. The management operations will be focused in optimizing the performance through the use of
resources, a feature made possible by a limited control of the configuration and accounting functional areas. This optimization process has to consider both presently
running and scheduled applications. The system must be able to work in a live environment, with applications being added, removed or changed during the execution,
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and therefore maintain an accurate view of such environment. Finally, the system
must be as modular as possible and be easily modified to work with other solutions,
possibly through a model that abstracts the environment.

3.3

Autonomic Computing Aspects

It has been already stated that, to reduce the need for a human operator, the management infrastructure has to perform its duties following the autonomic computing
model. But autonomic computing covers four different aspects: self-configuration,
self-optimization, self-healing and self-protection. Looking at the chosen functional
areas (performance and, to a lesser extent, configuration and accounting), it can be
inferred that the system needs to implement the self-optimization aspect. Following
a similar reasoning as before, self-optimization is built on the foundations offered by
self-configuration, and therefore some aspects of the latter must be implemented to
enable the former.
Concerning the other two aspects; self-healing and self-protection, they lie out of
the scope of this work. However, self-healing could be supported building upon the
contributions that will be detailed in this document.

3.4

Contributions

To implement a modular autonomic management system, several elements need to
be defined: sensors to retrieve the current state of the environment, effectors to
manipulate its resources, a manager that processes the retrieved information and
selects the management operation to perform, a way to codify all this information
in a knowledge base, and an architecture detailing all the different components and
how they fit together. This set of elements taken together form an autonomic loop.
The contributions are:
• To define an information model that captures all the relevant information about
the managed environment. This contribution must encompass both static and
dynamic information, cover the gap between applications and physical resources, and be built upon the already available public models. This contribution is detailed in chapter 4.
• To define a set of management primitives that covers all the operations needed
for the management of the environment. This contribution must be designed
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with the information model of the previous contribution in mind, and needs
to be complete for the operation, installation and change stages. For each
primitive its target and parameters must also be defined. This contribution is
detailed in chapter 5
• To define a management engine that, from the actual state of the environment
and a set of scheduled applications, can produce a sequence of management
primitives that optimize the use of the environment. This contribution needs to
be validated in a simulated environment similar to a real private IaaS cloud, to
check if it reaches an acceptable solution in a sensible time. This contribution
is detailed in chapter 6.
• To define a modular reference architecture which encompasses all other contributions. This contribution is needed for reaching a complete modular system
out of a set of models, primitives and the management engine. This contribution should include a monitoring architecture for keeping the information
about the environment up to date, an interface that translates the primitives
into actions that must be applied over the environment, and the way in which
all modules of the system are bound together. This contribution is also detailed in chapter 6.
The contributions exposed here will be validated through simulations or reference
implementations, depending on each contribution’s focus and nature. All the elements, their features and the way they achieve their stated goals are defined and
detailed in the following chapters.
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Chapter 4
Cloud Information Model
The first step for building an autonomic system is to define its knowledge base; the
information needed for managing the environment. This information is expressed
by means of a model, with a clearly defined syntax. This model will be used by all
the other elements involved in the autonomic loop, since the sensors will populate
it with the data retrieved from the environment and the management actions will
be taken on the basis of this information. Therefore, the information model must
cover all the data needed to properly characterize the managed cloud.
I have defined this model using Ecore as the metamodel. Ecore is an implementation
of the EMOF (Essential Meta-Object Facility) [184] defined by the OMG (Object
Management Group).

4.1

Cloud Stakeholders

A cloud environment, be it private or public, is accessed by several stakeholders,
each taking part in different use cases. Therefore, every stakeholder benefits from
having a different view of the environment and is concerned with different aspects
of it. Hence, before defining the information model I need to outline the actors that
will be involved in the management of a private cloud environment.
As I have already discussed in section 2.6, there are currently two standards that
define a high-level architecture for cloud environments: one developed by DMTF
[165] and another by NIST [173]. Each architecture defines a different set of actors
and use cases.
The actors that take part in the reference architecture proposed by the DMTF are
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three: cloud service consumer, cloud service provider and cloud service developer.
All of them revolve around the concept of service, which is the core element of this
standard. It is important to note that the exact role of an actor depends at which
level the service it is related to lies, since a service in this architecture can refer to
an IaaS, PaaS or SaaS feature. For instance, the same stakeholder that acts as the
cloud service consumer for a service in the IaaS layer can act as the cloud service
provider of another service in the PaaS layer.
The NIST architecture shares the same layer-dependent approach for most of the
actors defined in it. Two of them (cloud consumer and cloud provider) have its exact
correspondent in the DMTF architecture, but this standard ditches the cloud developer role and, in its place adds three other: cloud broker, which acts as intermediary
between the provider and consumer; cloud auditor, which performs independent assessments; and cloud carrier, which provides the basic access network.
Both architectures make a clear distinction between the roles and use cases of the
actors depending on which of the three cloud service models (IaaS, PaaS, SaaS)
they are operating in. Since I am designing a management system for an IaaS
cloud, I have focused my analysis in the IaaS service model. This leaves outside of
the scope of this work the roles of the cloud carrier (from the NIST architecture)
and the cloud developer (from the DMTF architecture). The former because its
responsibilities with the IaaS layer can be subsumed into the cloud provider role;
and the latter because the aim of this work is management and not development.
Also, for the sake of management interactions, I have considered cloud brokers as
both cloud providers and consumers. They are concerned with the same aspects of
the environment and perform the same activities. The only change is who is the
beneficiary of such activities.
Putting all this together, I defined the following stakeholders: IaaS provider, IaaS
provider auditor, IaaS consumer, and IaaS consumer auditor. Looking at them, I
decided to design an information model divided in two different levels, one for the
first two stakeholders: the provider level, and another for the remaining two: the
consumer level. The difference between the standard and auditor roles lies in the
extent of their control over their assets; the former has full control, while the latter
can only monitor them. Therefore, the information model will be the same for the
two stakeholders of the same level. It is important to note that these two levels are
not exclusive, as there is some overlap between elements of them.
At the consumer level, stakeholders are only concerned with the elements they are
allowed to manipulate; the virtual resources. Moreover, each stakeholder should
only be able to access the resources related to the services that particular stakeholder is entrusted to. This way, a consumer (or consumer auditor) should not have
permission to access other consumers’ resources.
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Figure 4.1: Provider and Consumer Levels
Since the service model is IaaS, the elements contained in the consumer level are
virtual machines and their corresponding virtual resources (computing, storage or
network). To properly manage them, a consumer needs both these resources’ characteristics (like number of processing cores or amount of system memory) and their
status both at the present time and during the past.
The virtual resources assigned to a particular consumer will be used to power one or
more of his or her applications. Therefore, the consumer level must include the status
of the applications that are deployed using these virtual resources. This information
should accurately represent if the application’s SLAs are being respected, so it needs
to be application specific. This suggests a partitioning of the information retrieved
not only between stakeholders, but also between cloud applications. The data from
a particular application will not be of much use to another one, even if both of them
are deployed by the same consumer.
Moving to the provider level, one must consider the tasks and use cases of the
provider and its corresponding auditor. Both need information about the structure
and status of the physical resources of the physical environment they are working
with. The services provided are the physical resources of the cloud in the form of
virtualized entities. Therefore, these stakeholders need to know what physical resources comprise the environment and their current and past states, together with
how they are assigned to consumers. These resources are the physical nodes of the
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IaaS clouds, more specifically their computing, storage and network capabilities.
This level must also include the status of these elements, the virtual machines deployed on top of the physical nodes, and the share of physical resources assigned to
them.
Although the provider level needs not to be concerned with the information related to
specific applications deployed into the cloud, it should be able to easily map between
the status of the physical and the virtual resources. Therefore, some elements of the
consumer level, namely the virtual machines and their status must also be part of
the provider level. This division is summarized in figure 4.1.

4.2

Cloud Applications

At the consumer level, to fulfill the separation of information between several consumers while keeping the focus on the application, the management system and the
information model revolve around the idea of cloud applications: any set of software
components able to be deployed into the cloud and that by working together offers a
high-level functionality. A hadoop cluster in charge of performing a particular job,
a three tier web application, or a set of virtual machines for a university lab, are
all examples of cloud applications. Each cloud application is composed of several
components, each of them associated with a virtual appliance and realized in the
form of one or more virtual instances.
Cloud applications might present huge variations between them, since the only
things they have in common is that they offer a high-level functionality and are
deployed into the cloud. Trying to group them by similar needs and features, I have
classified cloud applications into the following three categories:
• Services: Applications that provide a particular service (or set of related services) that is usually offered to clients of the cloud customer over the Internet.
Common examples of a service are web applications or Web Services. These
services typically have a start date but not an end date, since they are supposed to be always on. Also, the amount of resources that these applications
need is not fixed, but varies with the load of the application at each moment
in time. Services must respect a previously agreed SLA, and therefore the
amount of resources assigned to them should be the minimum amount needed
to fulfill the aforementioned SLA.
• Big Data jobs: Applications that, either by the nature or size of its data, or
by the processing that needs to be performed over it, require a great amount
of distributed computing power. An example of this application type are
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the processing of scientific data or the building of a result set for a search
engine. These applications are characterized by having a specific goal they
must achieve. Therefore, they do not need to continue running forever, only
until their assigned job (or set of jobs) is completed. For these applications
the end date (if it exists) is a deadline, meaning that if the execution finishes
after this ends date the results are useless. Also, these applications have an
interesting characteristic: more resources tend to make them finish sooner,
with the consequence of freeing the committed resources earlier.
• Instance reservations: Applications that need a fixed amount of resources
during a fixed time period. The most common example of these applications
is the reservation of virtual machines for a scheduled laboratory in a school or
college. Instance reservations have both a start and end time that cannot be
negotiated and a set number of virtual machines with a specific configuration.
Virtual machines with more resources or more instances do not help these
applications at all, and they do not normally ask for more resources after
starting, with the only exception being a virtual machine failure situation.
Similar to my approach, Ye et. al. [138] divided the services that can be deployed
on a cloud computing environment in two types: application services and utility
computing services. However, they only use this categorization to attend at how
services are composed. Moreover, I think my taxonomy better characterizes the
application tan can be deployed into a cloud.
A cloud manager can take advantage of the different nature and requirements of these
application categories to improve the utilization rate of the environment’s resources.
Since at its the lowest-level, the task performed by the cloud manager is to assign
resources to different applications, a better knowledge in how this assignment affects
different application types could prove very helpful.
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More
Resources
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None
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Fixed (by SLA)
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Big Data Jobs

Deadline
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Figure 4.2: Cloud Application Types
Figure 4.2 summarizes the information presented before. It characterizes application
types with four aspects: if the application type has an end date and what that date
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means; what is the target that the management systems needs to consider while
deciding how the resources are assigned to the application; if there is an absolute
minimum number of resources (other than the obvious: one virtual machine for each
component) the application needs; and finally what is the effect of assigning more
resources to applications of that type.
Before moving on, it is important to note that Big Data Jobs are special in some
regards. To begin with, their end date (a deadline) is optional, and in some cases
it might not appear. Also, the estimation of the minimum amount of resources
needed to ensure the completion before the deadline is currently a research topic
[185]. Also, on most HPC and Big Data technologies (like Hadoop) it is not clear
if resources added after the beginning of the job can be actually used. Therefore,
even though the management system’s target in this case would be to reduce the
deadline (and free the used resources), this decision must be made and the resources
assigned before the start of the Big Data Job application.

Figure 4.3: Cloud Application Model
The subset of the information model that corresponds to cloud applications as presented here is shown in figure 4.3.
The central element of this model is the cloud application. Every cloud application
has a type (which corresponds to the three categories presented before), a start date
and, optionally, an end date. This end date represents the time at which the cloud
application is no longer needed, but it is important to remember that this end date
is the deadline if the type is BIGDATA. Also, a cloud application might have an
SLA info attached, if its type is SERVICE. This is represented in the model as a
plain string, to be as inclusive as possible. The exact definition of high-level SLAs
does not fall inside the scope of this work, and there are already existing standards
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that can be used alongside the presented model, like the WSLA (Web-Service Level
Agreement) [92] specification. This would correspond in figure 4.1 to the Application
SLA box.
Every element has a unique ID that identifies it. Also, both cloud applications and
components have a status that indicates if they are available or not. The owner of
virtual appliances is also represented in the model through the owner ID attribute,
since multiple cloud consumers must be supported. Note that applications and
components do not have an owner; that would forbid scenarios in which several
users deploy their own copies of the same application or components are reused.

4.3

Physical and Virtual Cloud Environment

Cloud applications will be deployed on a cloud environment, which also needs to be
captured in the information model. Starting from the conceptual division shown in
figure 4.1 (provider and consumer levels) the model will be split in two submodels:
one for the physical environment and another for the virtual environment.
I have established this division so the IaaS consumers and IaaS consumer auditors
can work only with their slice of the virtual environment, while the IaaS provider
and any IaaS provider auditors can see the complete picture, including the physical
resources.

4.3.1

Assumptions

For the definition of the two models that correspond to the cloud environment, I
made several assumptions; simplifications which, while not having a huge impact in
the representation of the real environment, reduce the complexity in order to ease
the analyze and plan steps of the autonomic loop. These simplifications also abstract
from unneeded complexity and make the management system more modular.
The first assumption is not allowing the split of a physical CPU into more virtual
cores than physical ones it has. Allowing for that would produce heavy CPU time
slicing between virtual machines. However, a multi-core CPU can still be split into
several cores for different virtual machines, as long as the total number of virtual
cores is never more than the amount of physical cores. As Sukwong et al. [186]
have demonstrated, to not having a big impact on performance, CPU slicing must
consider not only how long a virtual machine’s process runs in a core, but also
when the process begins and ends. Therefore, this assumption is necessary for the
management system to be able to make accurate predictions. This does not imply
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that every virtual core is at all times confined to the same particular physical core,
but serves to limit the slicing to manageable levels.
Another assumption is that the throughput of physical network interfaces can be
known. In standard ethernet LANs this is not the case, since all machines connected
to the same network share the bandwidth of the channel. However, the architecture
of modern datacenters is designed (thanks to a careful topology) with the aim of
achieving uniform high capacity [28]. This means that the maximum rate of a node
to node traffic is limited only by the network interface cards’ throughput.
I have also assumed that there would be only one stakeholder fulfilling the role of
IaaS provider in a given cloud environment. It is very rare to have clouds with
several administrators and, in fact, most private IaaS cloud solutions does not offer
this feature. Several IaaS providers can still collaborate, but through federation:
with each provider managing a separate cloud.
The last assumption is that no memory overcommitting can be allowed: the memory
of all the virtual machines deployed onto a physical node put together cannot exceed
the host’s capacity. Memory overcommitting is an usual technique in virtualization
optimization, but in this context it could skew the predictions and resource assignment of the management system. Moreover, memory swapping in the host is an
expensive action, with an impact on its performance.

4.3.2

Resources and Status

For the information model I took some ideas from the standards introduced in section
2.6. In particular, from OCCI I took the concept that every manageable element
is a resource, identifiable using a unique ID, and with a lifecycle associated with it.
The lifecycle is represented in the model as a status.
This lifecycle should be as simple as possible but, at the same time, provide useful
information for the manager. Moreover, this lifecycle should be able to be extended
to support resources whose complexity lies mainly in controlling its lifecycle. Therefore, I defined a basic lifecycle containing the absolute minimum states for a working
system: active and inactive. Active is the state of a resource that is working and, if
it is virtual, assigned; inactive is the state of a resource that has been turned off or
otherwise completely deactivated.
But energy management is an important aspect of cloud environments’ management,
so it is necessary to represent the capability of some elements to enter an energysaving mode, in which they are not available, but also not completely turned off. In
this state, resources consume a very small amount of energy but, at the same time,
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can become active at a very short notice. This is represented by adding a third state
to the previous lifecycle: suspended. With resources that support this schema, the
stakeholder must decide in any given moment if it would be better to turn off the
given resource or simply suspend it, depending on its expected future usage.

Suspended
Suspend

Resume

Active
Stop

Start

Active

Stop

Inactive

Stop

Basic Status
Lifecycle

Suspend

Start
Inactive

Energy Saving
Status Lifecycle
Figure 4.4: Status Lifecycles
These two lifecycles are depicted in figure 4.4. More complex lifecycles could be
supported by the information model if needed, since these two particular cases are
not enforced by its grammar.

4.3.3

Physical Environment

The physical environment is composed of the tangible elements that are available in
the environment: the physical machines whose resources are virtualized and provided
to the cloud applications. The elements of this model are depicted in figure 4.5.
All physical elements that an infrastructure manager can control are resources. Central amongst them is the physical machine, which represents a physical node that
can be virtualized in the form of virtual machines. The only two attributes the
physical machine adds to the resource element are owner ID, which identifies the
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Figure 4.5: Physical Environment Model
stakeholder that owns the machine, and physical machine type, which indicates the
node’s intended use (i.e. general purpose, NAS, etc.).
Again, following the example of OCCI, the model divides the resources contained
in physical machines into several broad types: processing units, memory, network
interfaces and storage units.
Processing units are computing cores, in most cases the main CPU of the physical
node. They are characterized by a type, a set of supported architectures (like x86 or
x64), their speed measured in Megahertz (this attribute is optional), the number of
cores they are composed of and the number of these cores that have been assigned
to virtual machines. Following the assumption of not dividing a CPU in more cores
than it really has, the assigned attribute can never be higher than the cores attribute.
The reserved attribute shows the amount of cores reserved for the hypervisor. The
reserved cores cannot be assigned to a virtual machine. The reserved attribute is
optional, since some hypervisors do not need a dedicated CPU core to run.
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The processing unit element also represent secondary processing units and their associated memory banks, like GPUs used for stream computing and scientific applications, or other special purpose hardware like digital signal processors and FPGAs.
In particular, the use of GPUs is getting more popular with time, and some cloud
providers (like Amazon) already offer them in some of its virtual instances. Every
physical machine must always have at least one processing unit.
Memory and storage units are similar resources, and they have the same attributes.
Type classifies them, total size lists their size in Megabytes, assigned indicates how
much of this space has been given to virtual machines, and reserved shows the
amount of memory or disk that is reserved for the physical machine and cannot,
therefore, be assigned. This last attribute is optional, since some virtualization
solutions do not need to reserve memory or disk space for the host OS. While
considering the total size and assigned attributes, it is important to remember that
one assumption was to not allow memory overcommitting. Therefore, assigned could
never be bigger than total size. Special purpose memory (like graphical memory)
types are also modeled using the memory element.
The gap in latency between memory and storage units, and the fact that they are
used in different ways are reasons enough to justify this division. They also present
another important difference: every physical machine needs at least one memory
resource, but it could operate without a storage unit of its own, since it is common
for nodes to be able to boot via LAN or have a very small storage unit (like a flash
disk or SSD) that contains just the hypervisor and a basic OS (if needed). These
small storage units that cannot be virtualized do not need to be modeled.
Finally, network interface models every communication device of the physical machine. Every node must have at least one of these elements. If not, there would be
no way for it to communicate with the rest of the environment, making its management impossible. Every network interface has a type, used for classification, an
address at which it responds (formatted in the technology of the network interface,
like an IP address), and a duplex boolean attribute that indicates if the network
link is capable of duplex communications. All these attributes are mandatory. Also,
network interfaces can have the subnet and throughput optional attributes. The former identifies the subnet at which the interface belongs to, and the latter indicates
the speed at which the interface can communicate expressed in Mbps.
In figure 4.1, this model corresponds to the Physical Machine and Physical Resources
boxes.
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4.3.4

Virtual Environment

Similar to the physical environment, the virtual environment is composed of the
virtual elements that are available in the cloud infrastructure: the virtual machines
instanced from the physical machines and the virtual resources cloud applications
can make use of. The elements of this model are depicted in figure 4.6.

Figure 4.6: Virtual Environment Model
The central element of this model is the virtual machine, which fulfills a role similar
to the physical machine and has the same attributes. This is intended. In fact,
virtual machines also have resources in the form of virtual processing units, virtual
memory, virtual network interfaces and virtual storage units. These elements are
very similar to their physical counterparts, with the only difference that they do
not have any assigned or reserved attributes. As such, virtual machines represent a
collection of resources on top of which a cloud component can run.
But this model also adds two other elements: virtual instances and virtual appliances. Virtual machines and virtual instances are not the same: the former is a
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simulated hardware environment, while the latter is the software that is running on
top of that simulated hardware. Although they are separated entities one cannot
exist without the other. It could be said that a virtual instance “gives life” to the
virtual machine it is linked with. Virtual instances and virtual appliances already
appeared in figure 4.3, and their relationship serves to bridge the gap between the
environment and the cloud application models.
Every virtual instance contains a reference to a virtual appliance, which is a specific
combination of software components and configuration pre-packaged to run on top
of a virtual machine. It is a “template” that every virtual machine of a certain
cloud component will follow, and includes the initial software it is booted with. A
virtual appliance can be deployed onto several virtual machines, and each of these
deployments would correspond to a virtual instance, and that’s the reason why these
two elements are linked.
A virtual appliance also has attributes that indicate its owner (the stakeholder
responsible for it) and a description of its intended purpose. More importantly,
every virtual appliance has a set of requirements: the minimum amount of resources
of different kinds that needs to run properly. Every virtual machine that wants
to execute a virtual appliance must fulfill these requirements. As can be seen,
requirements are resources.
Of special interest is the relationship between the physical and virtual environment
models, since there are several links that map one with the other. The relationship
is depicted in figure 4.7.
Looking at the figure it can be seen that processing unit, memory and storage unit
resources have a relationship with their virtual counterparts. This is because these
virtual elements are composed of physical resources of the corresponding kind. For
processing units and memory, every virtual resource will be always composed of
exactly one physical resource (although not all cores of the physical unit need to
be assigned to the same virtual unit). On the other hand, storage units could be
created from an amalgamation of resources from different sources. This is due to the
fact that virtualization technology solutions allows for the aggregation of disk space
from several sources (even several physical machines), and making them appear as
a unified resource is an established practice.
There are also relationships in the opposite direction, with several virtual memory
resources assigned to the same physical memory, several virtual storage units occupying the same physical storage, and several virtual processing units pooling from
the same physical CPU. This fact is also indicated in the assigned and reserved
attributes of processing unit, memory and storage unit resources.
A relationship like this does not exist between the physical and virtual network
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Figure 4.7: Relationship between Physical and Virtual Models
interfaces, since there is no correspondence between them. Sometimes the use of
virtual interfaces consumes the throughput of physical ones, but that is not always
the case and the usage cannot be easily correlated. For instance, in some cases, the
communication between two virtual machines hosted in the same physical node does
not produce real network traffic.
Finally, it is important to note that although all IaaS consumers and IaaS consumer
auditors use the virtual environment model, their instances of the model are not
populated in the same way, nor contain the full picture of the virtual environment.
Since each of these actors is concerned only with some of the applications deployed
into the cloud, their model will be filled only with the information pertaining to the
application they have a stake in.
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In figure 4.1, the virtual environment model corresponds to the Virtual Machine and
Virtual Resources boxes.

4.4

Environment Status Model

The already introduced models capture the static information of the environment.
For the dynamic information (the resources’ status) I have defined another submodel.
Its most relevant elements are depicted in figure 4.8.

Figure 4.8: Environment Status Model
To build this model I have taken some of the terminology and structure from the
CIM Metrics Model [187], a standard designed to represent the information captured
from applications at runtime. I have simplified some of its aspects and added the
concepts needed to fit the two previously defined levels and the peculiarities of a
cloud computing environment.
The core of this model is the entry element, which represents all the measurements
taken over a particular resource in a specific instant of time. As such, it points to
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a resource element, has a type attribute, and contains inside one or more measurements. All the measurements of an entry share the same timestamp (the time at
which the measures were taken) and optionally a duration (for how long they were
relevant. All measures of the same entry represent several related values. Even if a
measurement shares a timestamp and a resource with other, unrelated ones, it must
lay inside a different entry element.
The complexity of the information captured in a measurement can vary wildly,
depending on its purpose. For instance, if the aim is to enable a runtime optimization
algorithm to improve the state of the system, simple and concrete information is
represented. On the other hand, if the data retrieved is going to be used for more
complex processes, like a detailed profiling, the information will be more complex.
This is the reason why I have made a distinction between the entry and measurement
elements. For this same reason, each measurement has its own data type and units
values. Both are codified using the same terminology as the CIM Metrics Model, and
the retrieved information itself is stored into the value attribute. If it is necessary to
indicate the measures that precede a given one in a series, this information can be
captured in the optional antecedent reference that points to another measurement.
Entries are collected into journals that can be of two different types: virtual journals
for a virtual instance realizing a particular component, and physical journals for a
physical machine. Physical Journals contain a reference to the physical machine they
monitor; while virtual journals point to both a virtual instance and the component
that instance corresponds to. Also, virtual journal are collected into application
reports that contain all the information for a particular cloud application, separated
by component.
Journals always have a start date, with an optional end date if the journal points to
a past execution and is not retrieving information at the moment.
The status model corresponds in figure 4.1 to the boxes in the Dynamic Info column.
The existence of the two journal subclasses, the link assigning resources to entries,
and the relationships between resources themselves, enable the mapping between
the two levels (consumer and provider) and the two information types (static and
dynamic). This correlation is fundamental, since it enables the building of a true
global image of the environment, while at the same time separating between the
consumer and provider concerns.
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4.4.1

Alarm Model

The environment status model also includes the alarm model. This submodel covers
a very specific part of the dynamic information of a resource: its alarms and the
thresholds at which they are activated. This model is shown in figure 4.9.

Figure 4.9: Alarm Model
This might look like an excessively specific aspect to model, but it is very important
in the context of infrastructure management, since it specifies the points at which a
resource has failed to behave properly and a corrective action is needed.
The central element of this model is the threshold: a value that, if reached while
taking of a measurement, mandates a response in the form of an alarm. Therefore,
an alarm is composed by one or more thresholds. An alarm also has a level that
indicates the severity of the problem, and can be of the two following types: WARNING, if a soft limit has been surpassed, and CRITICAL, if a failure has occurred
and a response should be taken immediately. Every alarm points to a resource, so
both physical and virtual elements can be tracked using this model.
Thresholds have a measurement name, that points to the names of the measurements
(see the model in figure 4.8) this limit should be applied to. Similar to the measurements, thresholds have data type and units attributes, which again follow the CIM
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Metrics Model terminology. The threshold itself is stored in the level attribute. It
is modeled as a text string so it could cover every unit type.
A threshold can be of two different types: Minimum or Maximum. The former
is used when the level indicates the minimum acceptable value (measures must be
higher), and the latter when it depicts the maximum acceptable value (measures
must be lower). If both minimum and maximum are needed they must be specified
using two different threshold elements in the same alarm. It is also important to
not activate an alarm due to sudden spikes that do not imply a malfunctioning.
To achieve this, the threshold element has several optional attributes: hysteresis
indicates that the level that has to be surpassed is different if going upwards or
downwards, and stores this new level; min repetitions marks the minimum amount
of times a threshold needs to be surpassed in consecutive measures for an alarm to
be produced. Finally, min period defines the minimum time span during which a
threshold needs to be surpassed to be considered.
But it could also happen that measurements stop coming from a resource, indicating
that the whole resource (or at least its monitoring agent) has stopped working. This
is modeled through the max age attribute, which marks how old the last measurement can be.
When a threshold is surpassed, a violation is generated. A violation points to
the threshold that has produced it and has a reason that indicates if it has arisen
due to an invalid level (LEVELEXCEEDED) or a long time without measurements
(STALE). Violations store the level that produced them (or the last level if the
reason is STALE), the timestamp, and optionally the number of repetitions and the
period in which it was produced.

4.5

Summary

During this chapter I have detailed an information model for the management of
private cloud infrastructures that has the cloud application element as its focus.
This model has, in order to maximize compatibility, reused some ideas of the cloud
standards surveyed in chapter 2, and has been designed to support several cloud
stakeholders operating at the same environment. Such stakeholders are the different
entities involved in operations over a private infrastructure, and to support their
different needs I divided the model in two levels (provider, with a view of the physical environment, and consumer, concerned with the virtual environment) and two
information dimensions (static, focused on resources, and dynamic, with a set of
alarms and journals).
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As has already been mentioned, the focus of the information model is the cloud
application. Hence, I have also classified cloud applications in three broad categories
(Services, Big Data Jobs and Instance Reservations), explained their peculiarities,
and enumerated which aspects of each need to be managed.
It is important to note that, although the proposed model enables a separation of
concerns between the physical and virtual environments, there is still a relationship
between both views that makes traceability possible. The described model is divided
in five sub-models: cloud applications, physical environment, virtual environment,
environment status and alarms.
Since I have defined the information model, and thus the environment’s characteristics, I will devote the next chapter to the management actions that can be executed
over such environment.
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Chapter 5
Management Actions
With the information model properly specified, it is time to delve into the primitives
that will enable the management of the private IaaS environment. This chapter is
concerned with these management actions, and they are all the elemental operations
that the management system can perform over the elements of a cloud environment,
both physical (figure 4.5) and virtual (figure 4.6). The aim of these actions is to serve
as building blocks for sequences able to fulfill one or more high-level management
objectives. For the management actions to serve as these building blocks they must
be:
• Atomic: Actions must reach completion or leave the environment in its original state.
• Reversible: It must be possible to build an opposite action for each action.
• Independent: The execution of an action cannot force the subsequent execution of other actions. An action must not have cascading effects.
Of these properties, atomicity can only be achieved by a proper implementation
of the actions, but the other two (reversibility, independence) are granted by the
actions’ descriptions themselves. Later in this chapter there is a reversibility table
(table 5.49) that shows the reverse for each action.
When all actions have these properties, the management system is able to build
higher-level sequences out of them. Each step can be trusted and the system knows
how to reverse it.
During this chapter, if a text appears written in italics, it makes reference to an
element of the model introduced in chapter 4. In a similar way, if a text appears
“quoted”, it makes reference to a lifecycle state.
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For the sake of completeness, this chapter presents all actions that could be conceivably performed over the elements defined in chapter 4. This does not mean that
the management engine described in chapter 6 must make use of every action. In
fact, some actions are not fully supported (or supported at all) by some virtualization solutions. However, I believe that the unsupported actions should still be
present, since virtualization solutions are moving towards implementing them, and
it is possible that they will be available in the foreseeable future.
This chapter follows a top-down structure, beginning with an explanation of the
management actions for cloud applications, and going downwards from there, to
the cloud components, the physical machines and virtual machines, and finally the
physical and virtual resources. Then, the chapter proceeds with a description of the
actions related to monitoring elements, and finishes with several classifications and
extended explanations, which cover the reasoning behind some actions.
All management actions of this chapter are presented in table form, for ease of
reference and comparison. Additional comments to these tables are also included.
The definition of each action includes its name, target, parameters, prerequisites,
intended result, other possible results, and the state changes, if there is any.

5.1

Cloud Applications

Since one of the main objectives of this work is to manage clouds attending to the
applications running on top of them, it is necessary to define a set of management
actions that control the state of the cloud application elements. As presented in
figure 4.3, cloud applications have a status, which in this case is of the basic type
(see figure 4.4). This means that a cloud application must be either in the “Active”
or “Inactive” state. Any cloud application can be in the “Inactive” state, but for it
to be in the “Active” state some criteria must be fulfilled:
• All its cloud components must be in the “Active” state.
• To be in the “Active” state, a cloud component must have at least the amount
of virtual instances specified in its MinInstances field with their corresponding
virtual machines in the “Active” state.
• These virtual machines must have at least the virtual resources specified in
the requirements of the corresponding virtual appliance in the “Active” state.
If any of these conditions is not fulfilled, a cloud component cannot work, and
therefore neither the cloud application itself can work. Cloud components also follow
the basic status type.
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It is important to clarify that a cloud component can have more instances than the
minimum specified, and that they could be in a mixture of states and have different
amounts of virtual resources assigned. This does not prevents the cloud component
to be in the “Active” state if the previously stated conditions are fulfilled.
The CAMP standard [176], as explained in section 2.6, is also concerned with the
management of cloud applications, and models their lifecycle. The application’s
lifecycle put forward by CAMP is composed of four stages (“Uploaded”, “Deployed”,
“Instantiated” and “Suspended”) and its transitions can be seen in figure 2.10. Since
CAMP is a growing standard, it is important to establish an equivalence between
its application lifecycle and my proposal. A mapping between both approaches is
depicted in table 5.1.
CAMP state

Cloud Application State

Uploaded

-

Deployed

Inactive

Instantiated

Active

Suspended

-

Table 5.1: Applications Lifecycle Comparison
Even if CAMP supports it, I put forward that there is no need for a “Suspended”
state for applications, since there would be no physical different between “Inactive”
and “Suspended” if both existed; the cloud application element does not represent
any physical item that could be put in a power-saving state. In fact, there is a
proposal inside OASIS that agrees with this vision, suggesting that the “Suspended”
state should be removed [188].
Finally, in CAMP’s lifecycle, “Upload” describes an application that has been properly defined to run on the managed environment, but it is still not present in the
environment itself. In comparison, “Deployed” indicates that the application is set
up in the environment and it is ready to be started. From this distinction, it can be
seen that “Deployed” corresponds to “Inactive”. Also, “Upload” does not have an
equivalent in the proposed model, since in this state the application is still outside
the environment.

5.1.1

Cloud Applications Management Actions

The management actions that target cloud applications are the following:
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• CreateCA: table 5.2.
• StartCA: table 5.3.
• StopCA: table 5.4.
• DestroyCA: table 5.5.
There are some aspects about these actions important enough to be commented on,
since for space’s sake they could not be included in the tables themselves. These
comments are specially useful for a proper implementation of the actions.
CreateCA: The cloud components created do not have any virtual instances attached to them. It is still necessary to create virtual machines, assign them to the
cloud components, and activate them, until the MinInstances requirement of the
cloud component is reached. If not, the cloud components will not be able to reach
the “Active” state. Therefore, after its creation, a new cloud application is not yet
ready to be activated, and neither are its cloud components. It is still necessary to
create new virtual machines with the CreateVM (table 5.13) action, attach them
using the AttachVM (table 5.8) action, and activate them with the StartVM (table
5.14) action.
StartCA: It is important to note that the change from “Inactive” to “Active” of a
cloud application can have high-level implications that, although not modeled in the
action itself, must be considered. Some examples could be the advertisement of the
new application or service in a registry or the billing to the relevant stakeholders.
Also, this action requires for all cloud components of the cloud application to be
“Active”. Note that the StartCC actions (table 5.6) might be suggested, but never
enforced.
StopCA: The state change of a cloud application from “Active” to “Inactive” does
not imply a state change for its cloud components, which could continue to be
“Active”. This has the physical meaning of retiring the application from public
service while its individual components are still working. This action, in the same
manner as StartCA, has some high-level implications not modelled in the action
itself.
DestroyCA: Since all the management actions must be atomic, I have imposed onto
this action the condition that the cloud components of the targeted cloud application
must be in the “Inactive” state and without any virtual machine attached to them.
This allows for an ordered withdrawal of the involved elements. Therefore, for the
execution of this action it might be necessary to perform other actions that affect
cloud components or virtual instances (StopCC and/or DetachVM) first. This action
implies the destruction of both the cloud components and the cloud application, and
as such, it is important to consider the high-level implications.
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CreateCA
Description

Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result

This action creates a new cloud application in the environment. The cloud application is initially left in the “Inactive”
state.
None.
A cloud application, including its cloud components and the
corresponding virtual appliances.
None.
The cloud application is created and put in the “Inactive”
state.
The cloud components are created and put in the “Inactive”
state. No virtual instance is initially attached to these cloud
components.
If the virtual appliances did not exist in the environment yet,
they are created.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.

Old state

None.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.2: CreateCA Action
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StartCA
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result

This action changes the state of a cloud application from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” cloud application.
None.
All the cloud components of the cloud application must be
“Active”.
The cloud application is put in the “Active” state.
The Start Date of the cloud application is updated to reflect
the actual date.

Other results

If the cloud application cannot be activated because any of its
cloud components is “Inactive”, a set of StartCC actions (see
table 5.6) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the cloud
application is left in the “Inactive” state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.3: StartCA Action
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StopCA
Description
Target

This action changes the state of a cloud application from “Active” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” cloud application.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result

The cloud application is put in the “Inactive” state.
The End Date of the cloud application is updated to reflect
the actual date.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, the cloud
application is left in the “Active” state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.4: StopCA Action
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DestroyCA
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action removes an existing cloud application from the
environment.
An “Inactive” cloud application.
None.
All the cloud components of the cloud application must be
“Inactive”.
The cloud components must not have any virtual machine attached to them.

Intended result

The cloud application is removed from the environment.
The cloud components are removed from the environment.
If any virtual appliance has been left without any cloud component linked to it, it is removed from the environment.

Other results

If the cloud application cannot be removed because it is “Active”, a StopCA (see table 5.4) action with the appropriate
target might be suggested.
If the cloud application cannot be removed because any of
its cloud components is “Active” or has virtual machines attached, a set of StopCC (see table 5.7) and DetachVM (see
table 5.9) actions with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

None.
Table 5.5: DestroyCA Action
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5.2

Cloud Components

Before looking at the management actions for cloud components it is necessary to
understand the meaning of the virtual instance element, and the relationship it has
with the virtual appliance and virtual machine elements. In section 4.3.4 I explained
that virtual instances represent the software running on top of the virtual hardware
of the virtual machines, while the virtual appliances act as a template and initial
software configuration.
On top of that, virtual instances also indicate an aspect specially relevant for the
management actions: they act as the link between virtual machines and cloud components. Therefore, when we say that we are attaching a virtual machine to a cloud
component, the element that is really being attached is the virtual instance.
Since a virtual instance represents the software running in a virtual machine, and
this software has to follow the template specified by a virtual appliance and work in
coordination with other virtual machines of the same cloud application, it makes no
sense to have a virtual machine with a virtual instance outside of a cloud component.
For this same reason, to attach and detach a virtual machine to a cloud component,
the virtual machine must be “Inactive”.
The management actions that target cloud components are the following:
• StartCC: table 5.6.
• StopCC: table 5.7.
• AttachVM: table 5.8.
• DetachVM : table 5.9.
There are some aspects about these actions important enough to be commented on,
but not included in the tables themselves. These comments are specially useful for
a proper implementation of the actions.
StartCC: The change of state of a cloud component from “Inactive” to “Active”
does not imply a change of states for its cloud application, which will continue to
be “Inactive” until an StartCA executed. A cloud application could be “Inactive”
because more than one cloud component is “Inactive”. Also, for a cloud component
to be in the “Active” state, it must have at least the amount of virtual instances
specified in its MinInstances field, and these virtual machines must be “Active”.
Note that only StartVM (table 5.14) and ResumeVM (table 5.17) actions might be
suggested, since their target and parameters can be easily inferred. If there are not
enough “Inactive” virtual instances that could be started or resumed, the operator
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must create new virtual machines that fit the corresponding virtual appliance using
the CreateVM action (table 5.13).
StopCC: It has been already stated that a cloud application can be “Inactive”
while some or all of its cloud components are still “Active”. The opposite, however,
is not true: a cloud component cannot become “Inactive” if its cloud application
is in the “Active” state. A change like this would make impossible for the cloud
application to remain “Active”, and therefore would have cascading effects. However,
this action does not force any state change in any virtual instance attached to the
cloud component.
AttachVM: A virtual machine cannot be attached while in the “Active” or “Suspended” states. Therefore, for a new virtual machine to truly join a cloud component, it must be first attached with AttachVM (table 5.8) and then started using
the StartVM action (table 5.14). This restriction is not imposed on the cloud component, which can be in any state during the execution of this action. If not, it
would be impossible to add more virtual machines to a running cloud application
(since an “Inactive” cloud component implies an “Inactive” cloud application), and
the environment would not be able to support horizontal scalability. Note also that
this action has the high-level implications of performing a pre-boot configuration of
the targeted virtual machine.
DetachVM: The detachment of a virtual machine does not imply that it is removed.
The virtual machine could be kept in an “Inactive” state, waiting to rejoin the cloud
component in the future. However, a virtual machine cannot reach the “Active”
state again if it is not reattached to a cloud component. Finally, an “Active” or
“Suspended” virtual machine cannot be detached, since this would imply losing its
internal state due to the severing of the link to the virtual instance. Note that it
is impossible for a cloud component to become “Inactive” due to this action, since
only “Active” virtual machines are considering for the fulfillment of the requirements.
Finally, any virtual machine whose virtual instance is being monitored by a virtual
machine must have it removed using the DestroyVJ action (table 5.42) previously
to the execution of DetachVM.
Finally, there are no CreateCC or DestroyCC actions, since they are not necessary.
The creation and destruction of cloud components is done as part of the CreateCA
(see table 5.2) and DestroyCA (see table 5.5) actions, respectively. I made the decision to subsume the creation and destruction of cloud components into these actions
because it is impossible for a cloud component to exist outside a cloud application,
and the amount of cloud components of a cloud application can neither be changed.
These reasons are also the motivations for not having AttachCC and DetachCC
actions.
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StartCC
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result
Other results

This action changes the state of a cloud component from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” cloud component.
None.
The cloud component must have at least as many “Active”
virtual machines as its MinInstances attribute.
The cloud component is put in the “Active” state.
If the cloud component cannot be activated because it does
not have enough “Active” virtual instances, a set of StartVM
or ResumeVM actions (see tables 5.14 and 5.17) with the appropriate targets might be suggested, depending on the state
of the virtual machines (“Inactive” or “Suspended”, respectively).
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the cloud
component is left in the “Inactive” state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.6: StartCC Action
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StopCC
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result
Other results

This action changes the state of a cloud component from “Active” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” cloud component.
None.
The cloud application linked to the cloud component must be
“Inactive”.
The cloud component is put in the “Inactive” state.
If the cloud component cannot be deactivated because its cloud
application is “Active”, a StopCA action (see table 5.4) with
the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the cloud
component is left in the “Active” state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.7: StopCC Action
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AttachVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action attaches a virtual machine to an existing cloud
component.
A cloud component.
An “Inactive” virtual machine to be attached.
The virtual machine must implement the correct virtual appliance for this cloud component.
The virtual machine cannot be already attached to a cloud
component.

Intended result

A new virtual instance is created and added to the cloud component.

Other results

If the virtual machine is “Active” or “Suspended” a StopVM
action (see table 5.15) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If the virtual machine is already attached to another cloud
component, a DetachVM action (see table 5.9) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
instance is not created and the environment is unchanged.

Old state

No change.

New state

No change.
Table 5.8: AttachVM Action
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DetachVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action detaches an existing virtual machine from a cloud
component.
A cloud application.
An “Inactive” virtual machine to be detached.
The virtual machine must be attached to a cloud component.
The virtual instance of the virtual machine cannot be monitored by a virtual journal.

Intended result

The virtual instance is removed and the virtual machine is
detached from the cloud component.

Other results

If the virtual machine cannot be detached because it is “Active” or “Suspended”, a StopVM action (see table 5.15) with
the appropriate target might be suggested.
If the virtual machine cannot be detached because its virtual
instance is being monitored by a virtual journal, a DestroyVJ
action (see table 5.42) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.

Old state

No change.

New state

No change.
Table 5.9: DetachVM Action
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5.3

Virtual Machines

Although all resources are managed, there is one kind that is especially relevant for
the management architecture: the virtual machine. There are several reasons for
this. The most immediate is the fact that every resource of the virtual model is
either a virtual machine element or must belong to one. Therefore, for any virtual
resource other than a virtual machine to be “Active”, it must be attached to a virtual
machine first.
Therefore, the lifecycle of virtual machines deserves to be looked at with a little
more detail. Libvirt defines a lifecycle for domains (virtual machines on the libvirt
jargon) which is composed of 5 states. These states and the available transitions
between them are presented in figure 5.1 and described in table 5.10.

Saved
Suspended
Undefined
Inactive

shutdown
create

define

save

Running
Active

undefine
shutdown

Defined
Inactive

restore

start

suspend

migrate

resume

Paused
Suspended

Figure 5.1: Virtual Machine Lifecycle
Not all implementations of libvirt support all 5 domain states. For instance, it is
usual to leave the “Saved” state out, since it is assumed that the internal state of
a particular virtual machine is not relevant, and any important information’s (like
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Name

Description

Undefined

The domain has not been created yet. Its characteristics
are not yet specified.

Defined

The domain characteristics have been specified, but it is
not deployed yet.

Running

The domain has been deployed into physical resources
and is active.

Paused

The domain has been temporarily suspended and its
state has been saved.

Saved

The same as “Paused”, but with the state saved in an
external persistent storage.
Table 5.10: libvirt Domain States

database files) persistent storage is controlled by the running application itself.
I have defined a mapping, which can be seen in figure 5.1, between the energy
saving status lifecycle (in italic and bold) proposed in figure 4.4 and the libvirt
states (in a plain font). This mapping subsumes the “Saved” and “Paused” states
into “Suspended”, and “Undefined” and “Defined” into “Inactive”. “Running” has
a direct mapping with “Active”.
For “Saved” and “Paused”, I put forward the same arguments that some implementations use to ditch the “Saved” state: there is little value in storing persistent
information at the virtual machine management level, and its support introduces
added complexities, like the set-up and management of another storage system.
Concerning “Defined” and “Undefined”, all virtual machines managed by the proposed architecture must have been previously modeled and characterized. Therefore,
“Undefined” would correspond to a state outside of the lifecycle. In the proposed
architecture, every resource created begins existence in the “Inactive” state.
This trimming leaves 5 transitions, which are compared to the ones defined in figure
4.4 in table 5.11.
As can be seen, there is a one-on-one correspondence for every transition, with the
exception of “Migrate”. There is a reason for this: in the proposed model, the act
of migrating a virtual machine is modeled as a change in the elements linked to the
virtual machine resource itself and not through an additional state. I have decided
to represent this change as a management action named MigrateVM, which will be
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libvirt transition

Status lifecycle transition

Shutdown

Stop

Start

Start

Suspend

Suspend

Resume

Resume

Migrate

-

Table 5.11: Transitions Comparison
explained in detail in section 5.3.1.
Note also that figure 5.1 does not feature any transitions between the “Suspended”
and “Inactive” states. I have extended the lifecycle of virtual machines to include
these transitions, as featured in figure 4.4.

5.3.1

Virtual Machine Migration

Virtual Machine migration is a tricky concept that deserves special attention. At
its essence, to migrate a virtual machine is to move it from its actual physical host
to another one. This differs from the straight destruction of the aforementioned
virtual machine and the creation of a new one in the fact that the internal state of
the virtual machine must be kept intact. The virtual machine can be suspended,
and the service it offers stopped for a certain amount of time, but from the point of
view of the virtual machine’s operating system or the processes running inside it, it
will seem as if nothing has ever happened.
There are two types of virtual machine migration schemes:
• Standard migration: The service that the virtual machine is providing will
be made temporarily unavailable. This does not happen because the software
running inside the virtual machine is stopped, but because the virtual machine
itself is suspended.
• Live migration: The service that the virtual machine is providing will be
available during the whole migration process, without any interruption.
Sometimes the terminology is not exactly the same as presented here, since several
solutions have different names for the same functionality. Another way of referring
to live migration is “seamless live migration”, to emphasize its defining feature.
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I model a virtual machine migration with the MigrateVM action (see tables 5.19 and
5.20). To enable migration in the context of the previously introduced information
model, an “Inactive” destination virtual machine must be created beforehand. This
virtual machine will host the already running virtual instance when the migration
is completed.
With that said, a migration is defined as:
• The severing of the link between the origin virtual instance and its virtual
machine.
• The severing of the link between the destination virtual instance and its virtual
machine.
• The creation of a new link between the origin virtual instance and the destination virtual machine.
• The creation of a new link between the destination virtual instance and the
origin virtual machine.
• The change of state of the destination virtual machine to the state in which
the origin virtual machine was.
• The change of state of the origin virtual machine to “Inactive”.
The following requirements must be fulfilled for this migration to be possible:
• Both origin and destination virtual instances must be part of the same cloud
component.
• Both origin and destination virtual instances must implement the same virtual
appliance.
• The origin virtual machine must be “Active” or “Suspended”.
• The destination virtual machine must be “Inactive”.
• The destination virtual machine must have enough virtual resources (and in
the proper state) to replicate the origin virtual machine’s state (“Active” or
“Suspended”).
The process is depicted in figure 5.2. The modified links are shown with dotted
lines. The physical meaning of this process is that the internal state of the origin
virtual machine is copied into the destination virtual machine. The destination
virtual machine must be “Inactive” immediately before the migration, and therefore
there is no need for its internal state to be preserved.
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Virtual Machine A
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Deployed

Virtual
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Deployed
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(Destination)
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Runs in
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template
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Deployed
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Virtual
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Virtual Machine B
(Destination)
ACTIVE/SUSPENDED
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Virtual instance A
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Virtual Instance B
(Destination)

Runs in

Runs in

Figure 5.2: Virtual Machine Migration
This setup assumes that the destination virtual machine has already been created,
supplied with the necessary virtual resources and attached to the corresponding
cloud component. Also, the migration does not destroy the the origin virtual machine
after the process has been completed. However, in most cases the origin virtual
machine will immediately see its resources detached (through several DetachVR
actions) and itself destroyed (trough a DestroyVM action), since it is no longer
needed.
It might seem strange that the destination virtual instance must be linked to the
origin virtual machine, instead of just being destroyed. This is done so the origin
virtual machine can still exist, since every virtual machine must have a virtual instance linked to it. As will be explained later, previous to the destruction of a virtual
machine its virtual resources must be removed. Therefore, if the migration would
force the destruction of a virtual machine and the detachment of its resources, it
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would be difficult to make the MigrateVM action reversible and independent. This
is the same reasoning behind the fact that the destination virtual machine must
exist beforehand and is not created during the migration.
The proposed management system must support both standard and live migration.
This ties directly with the lifecycle’s state in which the origin virtual machine is,
since this determines which kind of migration is performed. This is summarized in
table 5.12.
Origin VM state

Migration type

Inactive

-

Suspended

Standard

Active

Live

Table 5.12: Type of Migration Depending on State
In the traditional migration the virtual machine needs to be temporarily stopped,
and that is the reason why the virtual machine must be in the “Suspended” state.
However, the more advanced live migration requires the software inside the virtual
machine to continue running, and therefore the virtual machine needs to be in the
“Active” state. It makes no sense to perform a migration over an “Inactive” virtual
machine, since there is no internal state to preserve. Therefore, there is no migration
type associated with this situation.
The mechanism actually used to perform the copy of the internal state varies depending on the virtualization technology chosen. Pre-copy [189] and post-copy [190]
are the two most popular approaches.

5.3.2

Virtual Machines Management Actions

As explained before, virtual machines are the elements with the biggest repertoire
of management actions. But before looking at them, it is important to clarify one of
virtual appliance element’s purposes: to serve as a template for a virtual machine.
Virtual appliances, although not linked with a specific cloud application (because
several cloud components can reference the same cloud application), are created and
destroyed, if needed, during the CreateCA and DestroyCA actions (see tables 5.2
and 5.5), and they cannot be modified after their creation.
Since the purpose of every virtual machine is to join a cloud component and work
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within its boundaries (an isolated virtual machine can never be “Active”), it is imperative for every created virtual machine to implement a specific virtual appliance.
Therefore, for a virtual machine to be able to work in a cloud component, it must
implement the appropriate virtual appliance. And that is the reason why virtual
appliances contain a set of requirements that every virtual instance that implements
them must fulfill, to enforce that the virtual machine will be fit for its role inside
the cloud application.
From the virtual machines lifecycle I have defined the following management actions
that target virtual machines:
• CreateVM: table 5.13.
• StartVM: table 5.14.
• StopVM: table 5.15.
• DestroyVM : table 5.16.
• ResumeVM : table 5.17.
• SuspendVM : table 5.18.
• MigrateVM : tables 5.19. and 5.20
• AttachVR : table 5.21.
• DetachVR : table 5.22.
There are some aspects of these actions important enough to be commented on, but
not included in the tables themselves. These comments are specially useful for a
proper implementation of the actions.
CreateVM: The virtual machine is created in the “Inactive” state. Moreover, the
virtual machine is not linked to any virtual instance yet; this means that the virtual
machine is not yet part of a cloud component. Therefore, an AttachVM action (table
5.8) should be performed over the virtual machine before activating it. However,
the new virtual machine is linked to a virtual appliance. It is important to note that
the virtual machine does not need to comply with the requirements of the virtual
appliance until it is attached to a cloud component using the AttachVM action. In
fact, at this point that would be impossible, since the virtual machine has no virtual
resources attached yet, because it has been just created.
StartVM: This action can only be performed over virtual machines attached to
a cloud component. On top of that, the physical machine the virtual machine is
linked to must be “Active” itself for this action to be executed. It is impossible
to run a virtual machine inside a host that is “Suspended” or “Inactive”. It is also
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important to note that this action only requires the virtual resources specified in the
requirements to be “Active”. This means that not every virtual resource of a virtual
machine needs to be “Active”, and some of them might be “Suspended”, or even
“Inactive”, providing the requirements are still met. Note that only StartVR (table
5.29), ResumeVR (table 5.32), StartPM (table 5.23) and ResumePM (table 5.25)
actions might be suggested, since their target and parameters can be easily inferred.
If there are not enough “Inactive” resources that could be started or resumed, the
operator must create more through the CreateVR action (table 5.28).
StopVM: This action can only be performed over virtual machines attached to a
cloud component. The stopping of a virtual machine does not necessarily force an
“Active” cloud component to become “Inactive”, and that is why this restriction
was not added to this action. However, this could still happen if, after the StopVM,
the remaining amount of “Active” virtual machines of the cloud component were
not equal to or higher than the MinInstances parameter. Under this situation, the
StopVM action would fail. Stopping a virtual machine has no implications in the
states of any virtual resources attached to it. This action incurs in the loss of the
internal state of the virtual machine, so any data not saved will be lost. Note that an
“Active” virtual machine can be attached to an “Inactive” cloud component. Finally,
one of the prerequisites of this action is that the virtual machine must be attached to
a cloud component. However, this is only specified for the sake of clarity, since it is
impossible for an “Active” virtual machine not to be attached to a cloud component.
DestroyVM: A virtual machine can only be targeted by this action if no virtual
resources are still attached to it. It is important to remember that the virtual
resources themselves must also be removed, using the DestroyVR action (see table
5.31). There is no specific order for this sequence of actions: virtual resources could
be destroyed before or after the virtual machine, providing they have been previously
detached using the DetachVR action (table 5.22). Also, the virtual machine targeted
cannot be attached to a cloud component.
ResumeVM: A “Suspended” virtual machine can have its virtual resources in any
state, but at least the amount specified in the requirements of its virtual appliance
must be “Active” for the virtual machine to be resumed. However, the physical machine of a “Suspended” virtual machine can only be in the “Active” or “Suspended”
states, never “Inactive”. This is why the StartPM action (table 5.23) might not be
suggested. Also, it is entirely possible that not enough existing virtual resources
could be put in the “Active” state for the requirements to be fulfilled. If that is
the case, then one or more virtual resources need to be created using the CreateVM
action (table 5.13) beforehand. This action cannot be suggested, since that target
and parameters cannot be inferred automatically. Again, note that, although specified as a prerequisite, it is impossible for a “Suspended” virtual machine not to be
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attached to a cloud component.
SuspendVM: This is a special action, with characteristics from both the StartVM
(table 5.14) and StopVM (table 5.15) actions. To begin with, the target of SuspendVM could be either an “Inactive” or an “Active” virtual machine. Moreover,
a “Suspended” virtual machine can be hosted either in a “Suspended” or an “Active” physical machine. If this condition is not fulfilled, the action will suggest the
SuspendPM action (table 5.26) if the physical machine supports suspension, or the
StartPM action (table 5.23) if not. Note that a “Suspended” virtual machine still
needs to fulfill the requirements of its virtual appliance, although is allowed to do
do with “Suspended” resources. More details about this behavior can be seen in
section 5.5.2.
MigrateVM: An extended explanation of the meaning of this action can be found
in section 5.3.1. Note that, after this action is performed, the origin virtual instance
and virtual machine still exist. Also, it is important to take into account that this
action has the physical meaning of copying the internal state of the virtual machine,
and this could involve changes in the configuration of the cloud component or cloud
application.
AttachVR: Although similar in concept to the AttachVM action (table 5.8), this
action works in a slightly different way. The virtual resource to be attached must be
in the “Inactive” state, but this is not the case for the virtual machine the resource
is being attached to; the virtual machine can be either in the “Suspended” or the
“Active” states. This requirement has been removed because newer virtualization
technologies support this “hot” adding and removal of resources like memory or hard
disc units. However, not all of them do, and if that is the case the manager must
forbid the use of this action under these circumstances. Note that, for a virtual
resource to be activated, it must be attached to a virtual machine. This action lies
at the core of vertical scalability.
DetachVR: Similarly to the AttachVR action, for a virtual resource to be detached, it must be “Inactive”. However, there is no such requirement for the virtual
machine itself. Finally, the detachment of a virtual resource from an “Active” or
“Suspended” virtual machine cannot reduce the resources of that virtual machine
under its requirements. Again, more details are provided in section 5.5.2.
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CreateVM
Description

This action creates a new virtual machine in the environment.
The virtual machine is initially left in the “Inactive” state.

Target

The virtual appliance that the virtual machine will implement.

Parameters

A virtual machine.
A physical machine that will host the virtual machine.

Prerequisites
Intended result

None.
The virtual machine is created and put in the “Inactive” state.
The virtual machine created is linked to the virtual appliance
and physical machine.
No virtual instance or virtual resource is initially linked to this
virtual machine.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.

Old state

None.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.13: CreateVM Action
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StartVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual machine from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” virtual machine.
None.
The virtual machine must be attached to a cloud component.
The resources specified in the requirements of the virtual appliance linked to the virtual machine must be “Active”.
The physical machine linked to the virtual machine must be
“Active”.

Intended result
Other results

The virtual machine is put in the “Active” state.
If the virtual machine cannot be activated because any of its
resources is “Inactive” or “Suspended”, a set of StartVR or
ResumeVR actions (see tables 5.29 and 5.32) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If the virtual machine cannot be activated because the hosting
physical machine is “Inactive” or “Suspended”, a StartPM or
ResumePM action (see tables 5.23 and 5.25) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
machine is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.14: StartVM Action
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StopVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual machine from “Active” or “Suspended” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” or “Suspended” virtual machine.
None.
The virtual machine must be attached to a cloud component.
The cloud component must be “Inactive”.
OR
The stopping of the virtual machine must not reduce the number of “Active” virtual machines of a cloud component under
its MinInstances attribute.

Intended result

The virtual machine is put in the “Inactive” state.
The internal state of the virtual machine is lost.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
machine is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Active or Suspended.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.15: StopVM Action
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DestroyVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action removes an existing virtual machine from the environment.
An “Inactive” virtual machine.
None.
The virtual machine must not be attached to a cloud component.
The virtual machine must not have any virtual resources attached to it.

Intended result

The link between the virtual machine and the host physical
machine is severed.
The virtual machine is removed from the environment.

Other results

If the virtual machine cannot be removed because it is “Active”, a StopVM (see table 5.15) action with the appropriate
target might be suggested.
If the virtual machine cannot be removed because it is attached to a cloud component, a DetachVM action (see table
5.9) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If the virtual machine cannot be removed because it still has
virtual resources attached, a set of DetachVR actions (see table 5.22) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

None.
Table 5.16: DestroyVM Action
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ResumeVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual machine from “Suspended” to “Active”.
A “Suspended” virtual machine.
None.
The virtual machine must be attached to a cloud component.
The resources specified in the requirements of the virtual appliance linked to the virtual machine must be “Active”.
The physical machine linked to the virtual machine must be
“Active”.

Intended result
Other results

The virtual machine is put in the “Active” state.
If the virtual machine cannot be activated because some of
its resources are “Inactive” or “Suspended”, a set of StartVR
and ResumeVR actions (see tables 5.29 and 5.32) with the
appropriate targets might be suggested.
If the virtual machine cannot be activated because the hosting
physical machine is “Suspended”, a ResumePM action (see
table 5.25) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
machine is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Suspended.

New state

Active.
Table 5.17: ResumeVM Action
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SuspendVM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual machine from “Active” or “Inactive” to “Suspended”.
An “Active” or “Inactive” virtual machine.
None.
The virtual machine must be attached to a cloud component.
The resources specified in the requirements of the virtual appliance linked to the virtual machine must be “Active” or “Suspended”.
The physical machine linked to the virtual machine must be
“Active” or “Suspended”.
The cloud component must be “Inactive”.
OR
The suspension of the virtual machine must not reduce the
number of “Active” virtual machines of a cloud component
under its MinInstances attribute.

Intended result
Other results

The virtual machine is put in the “Suspended” state.
If the virtual machine cannot be suspended because the hosting physical machine is “Inactive”, a ResumePM or StartPM
action (see tables 5.25 and 5.23) with the appropriate target
might be suggested, depending on which lifecycle type the offending physical machine supports.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
machine is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Active or Inactive.

New state

Suspended.
Table 5.18: SuspendVM Action
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MigrateVM
Description

Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action migrates a virtual machine. The origin virtual
machine must be in the “Active” or “Suspended” states. If it
is “Active” a live migration will be performed
An “Active” or “Suspended” virtual machine. The origin.
An “Inactive” virtual machine. The destination.
Both virtual machines must implement the same virtual appliance and be attached to the same cloud component.
If the origin virtual machine is “Suspended”, the destination
virtual machine must be linked to a physical machine in the
“Suspended” or “Active” states.
If the origin virtual machine is “Active”, the destination virtual machine must be linked to an “Active” physical machine.
The destination virtual machine must have at least the virtual
resources specified in the requirements of its virtual appliance
in the “Active” state.

Intended result

The memory state of the origin virtual instance is copied to
the destination virtual instance.
The origin and destination virtual instances are unlinked from
their respective virtual machines.
The origin virtual instance is linked to the destination virtual
machine.
The destination virtual instance is linked to the origin virtual
machine.
The destination virtual machine is put in the same state the
origin virtual machine was (“Active” or “Suspended”).
The destination virtual machine is put in the “Inactive” state.
Table 5.19: MigrateVM Action (I)
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MigrateVM
Other results

If the origin virtual machine is “Active” or “Suspended” and the
migration cannot be performed because the destination physical
machine is “Inactive”, a StartPM action (see table 5.23) or a
ResumePM action (see table 5.25), respectively, with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If the origin virtual machine is “Active” and the migration cannot be performed because the destination virtual machine does
not have enough “Active” virtual resources, a set of StartVR
and ResumeVR actions (see tables 5.29 and 5.32) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, nothing is
changed and the environment is left in the initial state.

Old state

The origin can be “Active” or “Suspended”.

New state

The origin is “Inactive”
Table 5.20: MigrateVM Action (II)
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AttachVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result
Other results

This action attaches a virtual resource to an existing virtual
machine.
A virtual machine.
An “Inactive” virtual resource to be attached.
The virtual resource must not be already attached to a virtual
machine.
The resource is attached to the virtual instance.
If the virtual resource is “Active” or “Suspended” a StopVR
action (see table 5.30) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If the virtual resource is already attached to another virtual
machine, a DetachVR action (see table 5.22) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is modified and the environment is unchanged.

Old state

No change.

New state

No change.
Table 5.21: AttachVR Action
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DetachVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action detaches an existing virtual resource from a virtual
machine.
A virtual machine.
An “Inactive” resource to be detached.
The virtual resource must be attached to the target virtual
machine.
The detachment of the virtual resource from an “Active” virtual machine cannot reduce its total amount of “Active” virtual resources under the virtual machine’s requirements.
OR
The detachment of the virtual resource from an “Suspended”
virtual machine cannot reduce its total amount of “Active”
or “Suspended” virtual resources under the virtual machine’s
requirements.

Intended result
Other results

The resource is detached from the cloud component.
If the virtual resource is “Active” or “Suspended” a StopVR
action (see table 5.30) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is changed and the environment is left in the initial
state.

Old state

No change.

New state

No change.
Table 5.22: DetachVR Action
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5.4

Physical Machines

Physical machines support a different (more limited) set of management actions
than virtual machines, and the effects of the actions are differ slightly.
Creation, destruction and similar changes over physical elements are out of the scope
of this work. This does not mean that the management system does not need to have
an updated view of the physical environment, since this information is necessary to
have a proper view of the complete picture. However, activities like creating or
destroying physical machines and their associated resources are impossible for the
system, since it does not have this kind of control over physical boxes. These kind
of operations must be performed by a system administrator.
I have defined the following management actions that target physical machines:
• StartPM: table 5.23.
• StopPM: table 5.24.
• ResumePM : table 5.25.
• SuspendPM : table 5.26.
In particular, note that there are no AttachPR or DetachPR actions, since the relationship between a physical machine and its resources is determined by the hardware
itself, and cannot be modified without physically adding or removing actual hardware elements.
There are some aspects about these actions important enough to be commented on,
but not included in the tables themselves. These comments are specially useful for
a proper implementation of the actions.
StartPM: This action requires that at least some physical resources of the physical
machine are “Active”. These minimum resources are at least one of each type: a
processing unit, a memory, and a network interface (see figure 4.5). These prerequisites are present to ensure that the physical machine is able to boot, since there
is no equivalent in the physical view of the environment to the requirements that
characterize a virtual appliance. Also note that, as I explained in section 4.3.3, a
physical machine does not need to have one or more storage units attached to be
able to run.
StopPM: This action cannot target a physical machine if it has any “Active” or
“Suspended” virtual machine attached. Otherwise, a cascading effect will happen,
and the hosted virtual machine(s) would also be stopped or suspended.
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ResumePM: Again, a modicum of physical resources need to be in the “Active”
state for this action to be executed. Check the commentary on the StartPM action.
SuspendPM: Note that a “Suspended” physical machine does not need to have
any “Active” or “Suspended” physical resource attached.

StartPM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

Intended result
Other results

This action changes the state of a physical machine from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” physical machine.
None.
The physical machine must have at least one of each of the
following physical resources in the “Active” state: a processing
unit, a memory, and a network interface.
The physical machine is put in the “Active” state.
If the physical machine cannot be activated because any of
the required physical resources is “Inactive” or “Suspended”,
a set of StartPR or ResumePR actions (see tables 5.37 and
5.39) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical machine is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.23: StartPM Action
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StopPM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result

This action changes the state of a physical machine from “Active” or “Suspended” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” or “Suspended” physical machine.
None.
The physical machine must not have any “Active” or “Suspended” virtual machine attached.
The physical machine is put in the “Inactive” state.
The internal state of the virtual machine is lost.

Other results

If the physical machine cannot be stopped because it hosts one
or more “Active” or “Suspended” virtual machines, a set of
StopVM actions (see table 5.15) with the appropriate targets
might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical machine is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active or Suspended.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.24: StopPM Action
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ResumePM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

Intended result
Other results

This action changes the state of a physical machine from “Suspended” to “Active”.
A “Suspended” physical machine.
None.
The physical machine must have at least one of each of the
following physical resources in the “Active” state: a processing
unit, a memory, and a network interface.
The physical machine is put in the “Active” state.
If the physical machine cannot be activated because any of
the required physical resources is “Inactive” or “Suspended”,
a set of StartPR or ResumePR actions (see tables 5.37 and
5.39) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical machine is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Suspended.

New state

Active.
Table 5.25: ResumePM Action
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SuspendPM
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result
Other results

This action changes the state of a physical machine from “Active” or “Inactive” to “Suspended”.
An “Active” or “Inactive” physical machine.
None.
All the virtual machines linked to the physical machine are
“Inactive” and “Suspended”.
The physical machine is put in the “Suspended” state.
If the physical machine cannot be suspended because any
hosted virtual machine is “Active”, a set of SuspendVM or
StopVM actions (see tables 5.18 and 5.15) with the appropriate target might be suggested, depending on which lifecycle
type the offending virtual machine supports.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical machine is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active or Inactive.

New state

Suspended.
Table 5.26: SuspendPM Action
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5.5

Virtual Resources

Even when both physical and virtual resources are represented by the same element
in the model, the management actions that can target each category differ. The
reason for this disparity is that certain actions over physical resources, like creation
or destruction, are out of the scope of the management system. The only changes
that the management system is allowed to perform over physical resources are small
modifications (state changes). This section is devoted to virtual resources, and
management actions over physical resources will be introduced in the next section.
The virtual resources that can be targeted by the actions described in this section
are the following:
• Virtual processing unit.
• Virtual memory.
• Virtual storage unit.
• Virtual network interface.
Note that virtual machine elements are excluded, since they have already been the
subject of their own section (5.3).

5.5.1

Virtual Resource Modification

Modifying a resource is changing its capacity, either to increase or decrease it. What
capacity means in the context of each resource type will be studied in section 5.6.1.
The modification of an already existing virtual resource is conceptually similar to the
already presented MigrateVM action (tables 5.19 and 5.20), since it might involve
changing the links between a virtual resource and one or more physical resources.
Therefore, like with the virtual machine migration (section 5.3.1), I will divide the
modification of virtual resources in two different schemes or modes:
• Suspended modification: The resource that is being modified is in the
“Suspended” state. This means that whatever information stored inside the
targeted resource will not change during this process. As could be expected,
only resources that support the energy saving status lifecycle (figure 4.4) can
be part of a suspended modification.
• Active modification: The resource that is being modified is in the “Active”
state. This means that a special care has to be taken so no information
stored inside the targeted resource is altered or otherwise corrupted during the
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process. This mode is not supported by all operating systems or virtualization
technologies.
If a virtual resource is in the “Inactive” state, a modification is effectively the same
as a sequence of DetachVR, CreateVR and AttachVR actions, so the ModifyVR
action does not need to support an “Inactive” resource.
None of these situations imply anything about the state of the virtual machine that
contains the virtual resource. In other words: the system does not care in which
state the linked virtual machine is, as long as the virtualization technology supports
the resource modification, and the requirements specified in the virtual appliance are
still honored.
When looking at the four virtual resource types covered in this section (virtual
processing unit, virtual memory, virtual storage unit and virtual network interface)
in figure 4.7, it is immediate to see that virtual network interfaces are different to the
other resources in the sense that they have no relationship with any physical resource.
This means that they cannot be targeted by a ModifyVR action. This is only
natural, since the modification of virtual network resources never implies a change
of relationship with any underlying physical resource. Therefore, the only way to
change the characteristics of an already existing virtual network interface is through
a sequence of StopVR, DetachVR, CreateVR, AttachVR and StartVR/SuspendVR
actions.
Also, it is important to check if the modification of a virtual resource involves only
physical resources already linked to the target virtual resource. If that is the case,
then the modification action is very simple, since it consists only of an adjustment
of the capacities of involved resources (as will be explained in section 5.6.1), and/or
the removal of links with physical resources.
However, when the modification brings to the table physical resources without a
previous relationship with the virtual resource, some links will also need to be created. The more complex case will be the one that involves the creation of one or
more new links and the removal of already existing ones. A situation like this is
depicted in figure 5.3. This scenario can be formalized as this set of changes:
• The severing of the links between the virtual resource and one or more physical
resources.
• The creation of new links between the virtual resource and one or more physical
resources.
• The copy of the information stored in the previously linked physical resources
to the newly linked physical resources.
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Physical Resource A
ACTIVE/SUSPENDED

Virtual
Resource

Physical Resource B
ACTIVE/SUSPENDED

Physical Resource A
ACTIVE/SUSPENDED

Virtual
Resource

Physical Resource B
ACTIVE/SUSPENDED

Stored Information

Figure 5.3: Virtual Resource Modification
The state in which any newly linked physical resources must be varies, depending
on their support for the energy saving lifecycle and the state of the original physical
resources (not the virtual resources). Possible combinations are shown in table 5.27.

Original Resource State

Supported Lifecycle

New Resource State

Suspended

Basic

Active

Suspended

Energy-Saving

Suspended

Active

Any

Active

Table 5.27: Physical Resource State Requirements for Modification
Any physical resource which was already linked to the virtual resource does not need
to change its current state.
What happens with the information previously stored in the now-unlinked physical resources, if it does not fit inside the new physical resources, is left for the
virtualization solution to decide. This might vary depending on the resource type.
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5.5.2

Virtual Resources, Virtual Machines and Requirements

In order to clarify some aspects of the relationship between virtual resource and the
requirements they fulfill, I have devoted some space to talk about how many virtual
resources must be attached to a virtual machine in order to satisfy the imposed
requirements. In any given moment, these rules must be honored:
1. An “Active” virtual machine must have attached as many virtual resources in
the “Active” state as needed to fulfill the requirements of the virtual appliance
it is linked to.
2. A “Suspended” virtual machine must have attached as many virtual resources
in the “Active” or “Suspended” states as needed to fulfill the requirements of
the virtual appliance it is linked to.
A virtual machine, regardless of its state, can have virtual resources attached in any
state (even “Inactive”), as long as these two conditions are fulfilled.

5.5.3

Virtual Resources Management Actions

The management actions available for virtual resources are the following:
• CreateVR: table 5.28.
• StartVR: table 5.29.
• StopVR: table 5.30.
• DestroyVR : table 5.31.
• ResumeVR : table 5.32.
• SuspendVR : table 5.33.
• ModifyVR : tables 5.34 and 5.35.
There are some aspects about these actions important enough to be commented on,
but not included in the tables themselves. These comments are specially useful for
a proper implementation of the actions.
CreateVR: Depending on its type, a virtual resource can be linked to zero, one,
or several physical resources. These relationships can be seen in figure 4.7. For
instance, a virtual network interface is not linked to any physical resource, while
a virtual processing unit is forcibly linked with exactly one processing unit and a
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virtual storage unit must be linked to one or more storage units. This must be taken
into account while processing this actions. The management system must check if
the parameters provided are compatible with the type of virtual resource created. It
is also important not to forget that any physical resource linked to the new virtual
resource must be updated to indicate the newly committed capacity. The exact way
in which the capacity for different resources is managed is detailed in section 5.6.1.
Also note that a newly created virtual resource is not initially linked to any virtual
machine, and must be attached through an AttachVR action (table 5.21).
StartVR: For a virtual resource to be in the “Active” state, all its linked physical
resources must also be in the “Active” state. The opposite is not true, since a
physical resource can be “Active” while having one or more of its linked virtual
resources in other states. This is because virtual resources make use of the physical
resources’ capacity to work. Also, for a virtual resource to be “Active”, it needs to
be attached to a virtual machine. It makes no sense to have an “Active” virtual
resource by itself.
StopVR: Since a minimum amount of virtual resources is always needed for a virtual
machine to work (that is, to be in the “Active” or “Suspended” states), it is not
possible to execute a StopVR action over a resource if that execution would make
the virtual machine unable to fulfill the requirements specified in its linked virtual
appliance. To stop one of these virtual resources a StopVM (table 5.15) action must
be executed over the virtual machine beforehand. Note that StopVR does not imply
or require any state change in the physical resources linked to the virtual resource.
Finally, one of the prerequisites of this action is that the resource must be attached
to a virtual machine. However, this is only specified for the sake of clarity, since it
is impossible for an “Active” or “Suspended” virtual resource to not be attached to
a virtual machine.
DestroyVR: A virtual resource attached to a virtual machine cannot be removed.
It must be previously detached using the DetachVR (table 5.22) action. How the
attributes of any physical resources linked to the removed virtual resources must be
updated is detailed in section 5.6.1. Note that before the execution of this action
over a resource monitored by an alarm, a DestroyAL action (table 5.46) must be
invoked first.
ResumeVR: A virtual resource must support the energy saving lifecycle (as depicted in figure 4.4) to be targeted by this action. However, not all physical resources linked to the virtual resource need to support this lifecycle; some of them
can support the basic lifecycle instead, see section 5.12 for more information about
this topic. All linked physical resources must be “Active” for this action to be
available. Again, although the prerequisites indicate that the virtual resource must
be attached to a virtual machine, it is impossible to have a “Suspended” virtual
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resource not linked to any virtual machine.
SuspendVR: This is an action that has characteristics from both the StartVR and
StopVR actions, since the targeted resource could be either “Active” or “Inactive”.
Also, a virtual resource must support the energy saving lifecycle (as depicted in figure
4.4) to be targeted by this action. Again, not all physical resources linked to the
virtual resource need to support this lifecycle; see section 5.12 for an explanation.
For this action to be possible, all the linked physical resources must be in the
“Active” or “Suspended” states. Also, since a minimum amount of virtual resources
is always needed for a virtual machine to be in the “Active” state, it is not possible
to execute a SuspendVR action over a resource whose virtual machine is “Active”
if that execution would make the virtual machine unable to fulfill the requirements
specified in its linked virtual appliance. If that would happen, a SuspendVM (see
table 5.18) action must be executed over the virtual machine beforehand. Note that
SuspendVR does not imply or require any state change in the physical resources
linked to the virtual resource.
ModifyVR: An extended explanation of the meaning of this action can be found
in section 5.5.1. Note that this action assumes that whatever information might
be stored inside the targeted virtual resource is not lost. The physical resources
that will host the virtual resource and are passed as parameters of this action could
be already linked to the target virtual resource. If they are not, new links will be
created. For detailed information about how resource capacity works check section
5.6.1.
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CreateVR
Description
Target
Parameters

This action creates a new virtual resource in the environment.
The virtual resource is initially left in the “Inactive” state.
The physical resource(s) that will host the virtual resource.
A virtual resource.

Prerequisites

The physical resource(s) targeted must have enough available
capacity to support the virtual resource.

Intended result

The virtual resource is created and put in the “Inactive” state.
The virtual resource created is linked to the targeted physical
resource(s).
The capacity of the physical resources affected is updated.
No virtual machine is initially linked to the new virtual resource.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.

Old state

None.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.28: CreateVR Action
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StartVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual resource from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” virtual resource.
None.
All the physical resources linked to the virtual resource must
be “Active”.
The virtual resource must be attached to a virtual instance.

Intended result
Other results

The virtual resource is put in the “Active” state.
If the virtual resource cannot be activated because any of its
linked physical resources is “Inactive” or “Suspended”, a set
of StartPR or ResumePR actions (see tables 5.37 and 5.39)
with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
resource is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.29: StartVR Action
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StopVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual resource from “Active” or “Suspended” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” or “Suspended” virtual resource.
None.
The virtual resource must be attached to a virtual machine.
The virtual machine the virtual resource it is attached to must
be “Inactive”.
OR
If the virtual machine the virtual resource is attached to is in
the “Active” state, the stopping of the virtual resource must
not reduce the amount of “Active” resources attached to the
virtual machine under the requirements of its virtual appliance.
OR
If the virtual machine the virtual resource is attached to is
in the “Suspended” state, the stopping of the virtual resource
must not reduce the amount of “Active” or “Suspended” resources attached to the virtual machine under the requirements of its virtual appliance.

Intended result

The virtual resource is put in the “Inactive” state.
Any information stored in the virtual resource is lost.

Other results

If the virtual resource cannot be stopped because its linked
virtual machine is “Active” or “Suspended”, a StopVM action (see table 5.15) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
resource is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Active or Suspended.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.30: StopVR Action
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DestroyVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action removes an existing virtual resource from the environment.
An “Inactive” virtual resource.
None.
The virtual resource must not be attached to a virtual instance.
The virtual resource must not be monitored by an alarm.

Intended result

The virtual machine is removed from the environment.
The capacity of any physical resources linked to the virtual
resource are updated.
The links between any physical resources and the virtual resource are severed.

Other results

If the virtual resource cannot be removed because it is “Active” or “Suspended”, a StopVR action (see table 5.30) with
the appropriate target might be suggested.
If the virtual resource cannot be removed because it is still
attached to a virtual machine, a DetachVR action (see table
5.22) with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If the virtual resource cannot be removed because it is being
monitored by an alarm, a DestroyAL action (see table 5.46)
with the appropriate target might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

None.
Table 5.31: DestroyVR Action
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ResumeVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual resource from “Suspended” to “Active”.
A “Suspended” virtual resource.
None.
All the physical resources linked to the virtual resource must
be “Active”.
The virtual resource must be attached to a virtual instance.

Intended result
Other results

The virtual resource is put in the “Active” state.
If the virtual resource cannot be activated because any of its
linked physical resources is “Suspended”, a set of ResumePR
actions (see table 5.39) with the appropriate targets might be
suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
resource is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Suspended.

New state

Resume.
Table 5.32: ResumeVR Action
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SuspendVR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a virtual resource from “Active” or “Inactive” to “Suspended”.
An “Active” or “Inactive” virtual resource.
None.
The virtual resource must be attached to a virtual machine.
The physical resource(s) linked to the virtual resource must
be “Active” or “Suspended”.
The virtual machine the virtual resource it is attached to must
be “Inactive” or “Suspended”.
OR
If the virtual machine the virtual resource is attached to is
in the “Active” state, the suspension of the virtual resource
must not reduce the amount of “Active” resources attached
to the virtual machine under the requirements of its virtual
appliance.

Intended result

The virtual resource is put in the “Suspended” state.
Any information stored in the virtual resource is kept.

Other results

If the virtual resource cannot be suspended because any of its
linked physical resources is “Inactive”, a set of ResumePR or
StartPR actions (see tables 5.39 and 5.37) with the appropriate targets might be suggested, depending on which lifecycle
type the offending resources support.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the virtual
resource is left in the previous state and the environment is
unchanged.

Old state

Active or Inactive.

New state

Suspended.
Table 5.33: SuspendVR Action
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ModifyVR
Description
Target
Parameters

This action modifies a virtual resource.
An “Active” or “Suspended” virtual resource.
The physical resource(s) that will host the virtual resource.
The physical resource(s) that will no longer host the virtual
resource, if they exist.

Prerequisites

All non-previously linked physical resources must be of a type
that can be linked to the virtual resource.
All non-previously linked physical resources must be in a state
that matches the already linked physical resources and the
lifecycle supported (check table 5.27).
The virtual resource must be attached to a virtual machine.
The virtual machine the virtual resource it is attached to must
be “Inactive”.
OR
If the virtual machine the virtual resource is attached to is
in the “Active” state, the modification of the virtual resource
must not reduce the amount of “Active” resources attached
to the virtual machine under the requirements of its virtual
appliance.
OR
If the virtual machine the virtual resource is attached to is in
the “Suspended” state, the modification of the virtual “Active” or “Suspended” resource must not reduce the amount of
resources attached to the virtual machine under the requirements of its virtual appliance.

Intended result

The information contained in the virtual resource must be
conserved, even if this implies actually moving it from some
physical resources to others.
The appropriate links of the virtual resources with the physical
resource are created and/or destroyed.
Table 5.34: ModifyVR Action (I)
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ModifyVR
Other results

If any non-previously linked physical resources are not in the appropriate state (“Suspended” or “Active”), a set of ResumePR,
SuspendPR or StartPR actions (see tables 5.39, 5.40 and 5.37)
with the appropriate targets might be suggested, depending on
which lifecycle type the offending resources support.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, nothing is
changed and the environment is left in the initial state.

Old state

“Active” or “Suspended”.

New state

The same as the old state.
Table 5.35: ModifyVR Action (II)
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5.6

Physical Resources

As was the case with physical machines, physical resources feature a subset of the
actions available for their virtual counterparts. Again, the physical machines have
been studied in their own section, due to their particular characteristics, and so they
will not be included in this section. The physical resources that can be targeted by
the actions described in this section are the following:
• Processing unit.
• Memory.
• Storage unit.
• Network interface.

5.6.1

Resource Capacity Management

An important topic when considering resources, and the relationship between virtual
and physical resources, is their capacity. The name capacity has a different meaning
for each type of resource, and represents what that particular resource can offer to
the virtual machine (if it is a virtual resource) or the virtual resource(s) (if it is a
physical resource) using it.
As presented in figure 4.7, there are eight types of resources, half of them virtual
and the other half physical, which can be paired as follows:
• Processing units and virtual processing units.
• Memory and virtual memory.
• Storage units and virtual storage units.
• Network interfaces and virtual network interfaces.
Network interfaces and virtual network interfaces are a special case, since they do not
have an intrinsic connection, so a relationship between their characteristics cannot
be inferred. The reasoning behind this is that a virtual network interface might not
be actually using a physical network device at all. For instance, network packets
exchanged between two virtual machines deployed into the same hardware never
leave the physical machine.
But the other three resource pairs have a similar structure and a relationship between
the virtual and physical counterparts can be easily established. These resource
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Virtual Memory

Storage Unit

Virtual Storage Unit

Cores

Cores

TotalSize

Size

TotalSize

Size

Capacity assigned
to virtual resources

Assigned

-

Assigned

-

Assigned

-

Capacity reserved
for the physical
machine

Reserved

-

Reserved

-

Reserved

-

Virtual

Processing Unit

Resource capacity

Processing Unit

Memory

elements share some attributes that characterize their capacity. These are shown in
table 5.36.

Table 5.36: Resource Attributes and Capabilities
Note that physical resources are characterized by three attributes, while virtual
resources by only one. This is by the nature of the resources themselves: a physical
resource can sustain several virtual resources, and therefore it is necessary to record
several values. Meanwhile, a virtual resource can only be linked with one virtual
machine, and hence all its capacity will be used by that particular virtual machine.
All these attributes are integers, so operating with them is easy, and the unit they
are measuring depends on the specific resource we are talking about:
• Processing unit and virtual processing unit: CPU cores.
• Memory and virtual memory: Megabytes.
• Storage unit and virtual storage unit: Megabytes.
• Network interface and virtual network interface: Megabits per second
(throughput attribute).
Capacity of physical resources is committed in the instant the virtual resources are
created with the CreateVR action (table 5.28) or modified using the ModifyVR action (tables 5.34 and 5.35), even when the virtual resources are still in the “Inactive”
state. This is done to prevent overcommitting, and leaving the system in an unusable state. In the same way, capacity is only freed when the virtual resources are
removed through the DestroyVR action (table 5.31).
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In all situations, when the capacity of a virtual resource is increased/reduced, the
assigned capacity of the involved physical resource must be also increased/reduced
by the same amount.
Also, it is important to note that there is no built-in limitation in the management
actions to force virtual resources linked to physical resources in a particular physical
machine, to be attached to virtual machines linked to that physical machine. This
restriction is enforced by the information model, introduced in chapter 4.

Formal Definition of the Relationship Between Resources
I have defined a formal definition of the relationship between physical and virtual
resources, attending to their type, which uses set theory and first order logic expressions. Each pair of physical and virtual resource types is treated separately:
Processing units and virtual processing units: Let ppu be a processing unit
type of resource. ppu is defined as a tuple that contains five elements and two sets of
elements: ppu = ⟨T ype, Arch, Speed, Cores, Assigned, Reserved, V P U ⟩. Elements
T ype, Speed, Cores, Assigned and Reserved corresponds to the processing unit
type, speed, cores, assigned, and reserved attributes, respectively. Arch is a nonempty
set corresponding to the supported architecture attribute. V P U is defined as the set
of n virtual processing units that make use of the capacity provided by ppu.
Every vpu ∈ V P U is defined as a tuple that contains three elements and a set of
elements: vpu = ⟨T ype, Arch, Speed, Cores⟩. Elements T ype, Speed, and Cores
corresponds to the processing unit type, speed, and cores attributes, respectively.
Arch is a nonempty set corresponding to the supported architecture attribute.
The contents of a particular tuple are identified using a subindex. For instance
Coresppu refers to the Cores of the ppu tuple. Knowing all this, the relationship
between processing units and virtual processing unit can be expressed as:

Assignedppu + Reservedppu ≤ Coresppu
= T ypeppu
∀vpu ∈ V P Uppu Archvpu = Archppu



Speedvpu = Speedppu


T ypevpu


n


Coresvpu = Assignedppu

vpu=1
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The left hand side of equation 5.1 amounts to the CPU cores in ppu that are no longer
available for new virtual processing units, since they have been already assigned to a
virtual processing unit or reserved for the hypervisor. Reserved might not be always
present. If it is not, it is considered to be 0. Therefore, the cores still available in
ppu are:
Availableppu = Coresppu − (Assignedppu + Reservedppu )

(5.4)

Equation 5.2 models the compatibility constraint between processing units and virtual processing units, and equation 5.3 determines how the assigned attribute is
calculated.
Memory and virtual memory: Let pm be a memory type of resource.
pm is defined as a tuple that contains four elements and one set of elements:
pm = ⟨T ype, Size, Assigned, Reserved, V M ⟩. Elements T ype, Size, Assigned
and Reserved corresponds to the memory, memory type, total size, assigned, and
reserved attributes, respectively. V M is defined as the set of n virtual memory
resources that make use of the capacity provided by pm.
Every vm ∈ V P U is defined as a tuple that contains two elements: vm =
⟨T ype, Size⟩. Elements T ype, and Size corresponds to the virtual memory type,
and size attributes, respectively.
Again, the contents of a particular tuple are identified using a subindex. Knowing
all this, the relationship between memory and virtual memory can be expressed as:
Assignedpm + Reservedpm ≤ Sizepm
∀vm ∈ V Mm , T ypevm = T ypepm
n


Sizevm = Assignedpm

(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)

vm=1

The left hand side of equation 5.5 amounts to the megabytes of memory pm that are
no longer available for new virtual memory elements, since they have been already
assigned to a virtual memory or reserved for the hypervisor. Reserved might not
be always present. If it is not, it is considered to be 0.
Therefore, the memory space still available in pm is:
Availablepm = Sizepm − (Assignedpm + Reservedpm )
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Equation 5.6 models the compatibility constraint between memory and virtual memory elements, and equation 5.7 determines how the assigned attribute is calculated.
Storage unit and virtual storage unit: Let psu be a storage unit type of resource. psu is defined as a tuple that contains four elements and one set of elements:
psu = ⟨T ype, Size, Assigned, Reserved, ASIG⟩. Elements T ype, Size, Assigned
and Reserved corresponds to the storage device type, total size, assigned, and reserved attributes, respectively. ASIG is defined as the set of n space assignments
to virtual storage units.
Every asig ∈ ASIG is defined as a tuple that contains two elements: asig =
⟨T arget, Amount⟩ Element T arget corresponds to the virtual storage unit the space
is assigned to, and Amount corresponds to the space assigned.
Every T arget represents a virtual storage unit, defined as a tuple that contains two
elements and a set of elements: vsu = ⟨T ype, Size, U SIN ⟩. Elements T ype, and
Size corresponds to the volume type, and size attributes, respectively. U SIN is
defined as the set of m uses of space of storage units that the virtual storage unit is
making.
Every usin ∈ U SIN is defined as a tuple that contains two elements: usin =
⟨Origin, Amount⟩. Element Origin corresponds to the storage unit the space is
assigned from (already formalized), and Amount corresponds to the space received.
As in the previous resources, the contents of a particular tuple are identified using
a subindex. Knowing all this, the relationship between storage units and virtual
storage units, from the former to the latter, can be expressed as:

Assignedpsu + Reservedpsu ≤ Sizepsu
∀asig ∈ ASIGpsu , T ypeT argetasig = T ypepsu
n


(5.9)
(5.10)

SizeT argetasig ≥ Assignedpsu

(5.11)

Amountasig = Assignedpsu

(5.12)

asig=1
n

asig=1

The left hand side of equation 5.9 amounts to the space in Megabytes in su that
is no longer available for virtual storage units, since it has been already assigned to
other virtual storage units or reserved for the hypervisor. Reserved might not be
always present. If it is not, it is considered to be 0.
Therefore, the space still available in psu is:
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Availablepsu = Sizepsu − (Assignedpsu + Reservedpsu )

(5.13)

Now I will express the relationship between storage units and virtual storage units,
from the latter to the former. Let vsu be a virtual storage unit, already formalized.
The aforementioned relationship can be expressed as:

∀usin ∈ U SINvsu , T ypevsu = T ypeOriginusin
m


AssignedOriginusin ≥ Sizevsu

(5.14)
(5.15)

usin=1
m


Amountusin = Sizevsu

(5.16)

usin=1

Equations 5.10 and 5.14 model the compatibility constraints between storage units
and virtual storage units, and equations 5.11 and 5.15 determine the limits of the
assigned attribute for storage units and the size attribute for virtual storage units.
Finally, equations 5.12 and 5.16 determines how these two attributes are calculated.
It is important to emphasize that a virtual storage unit can borrow capacity from
several storage units. This is the reasoning behind the two, more complex, set of
equations for these resources.

5.6.2

Physical Resouces Management Actions

The management actions available for virtual resources are the following:
• StartPR: table 5.37.
• StopPR: table 5.38.
• ResumePR : table 5.39.
• SuspendPR : table 5.40.
There are some aspects about these actions important enough to be commented on,
but not included in the tables themselves. These comments are specially useful for
a proper implementation of the actions.
StartPR: There are no prerequisites since it is impossible for a physical resource
to exist without being attached to a physical machine.
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StopPR: Since a minimum amount of physical resources is always needed for a
physical machine to work (that is, to be in the “Active” or “Suspended” states), it is
not possible to execute a StopPR action over a resource if that execution would make
the physical machine unusable. To stop one of these virtual resources a StopPM
(table 5.24) action must be executed over the physical machine beforehand. Also,
StopPR cannot be invoked over a physical resource with “Active” (not “Suspended”)
virtual resources attached.
ResumePR: A physical resource must support the energy saving lifecycle (as depicted in figure 4.4) to be the target of this action.
SuspendPR: Note that a virtual resource that makes use of a physical resource
does not need to support the same lifecycle as the latter.
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StartPR
Description
Target

This action changes the state of a physical resource from “Inactive” to “Active”.
An “Inactive” physical resource.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result
Other results

The physical resource is put in the “Active” state.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical resource is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Inactive.

New state

Active.
Table 5.37: StartPR Action
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StopPR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a physical resource from “Active” or “Suspended” to “Inactive”.
An “Active” or “Suspended” physical resource.
None.
The physical resource must not have any “Active” virtual resource attached.
The physical machine the physical resource it is attached to
must be “Inactive”.
OR
If the physical machine the physical resource is attached to
is in the “Active” or “Suspended” state, the physical resource
must not be the only one of its type (processing unit, memory,
storage unit or network interface) in a state different from
“Inactive” attached to the physical machine.

Intended result

The physical resource is put in the “Inactive” or “Suspended”
states.
Any information stored in the physical resource is lost.

Other results

If the physical resource cannot be stopped because its linked
physical machine is “Active” or “Suspended”, a StopPM action (see table 5.24) with the appropriate target might be
suggested.
If the physical resource cannot be stopped because it has “Active” virtual resources attached, a set of StopVR actions (see
table 5.30) with the appropriate targets might be suggested.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical resource is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active or Suspended.

New state

Inactive.
Table 5.38: StopPR Action
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ResumePR
Description
Target

This action changes the state of a physical resource from “Suspended” to “Active”.
A “Suspended” physical resource.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result
Other results

The physical resource is put in the “Active” state.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical resource is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Suspended.

New state

Resume.
Table 5.39: ResumePR Action
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SuspendPR
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites

This action changes the state of a physical resource from “Active” or “Inactive” to “Suspended”.
An “Active” or “Inactive” physical resource.
None.
The physical resource must not have any “Active” virtual resource attached.
The physical machine the physical resource it is attached to
must be “Inactive” or “Suspended”.
OR
If the physical machine the physical resource is attached to is
in the “Active” state, the physical resource must not be the
only one “Active” of its type (processing unit, memory, storage
unit or network interface) attached to the physical machine.

Intended result

The physical resource is put in the “Suspended” state.
Any information stored in the physical resource is kept.

Other results

If the physical resource cannot be suspended because any of
its linked virtual resources is “Active”, a set of SuspendVR or
StopVR actions (see tables 5.33 and 5.30) with the appropriate
targets might be suggested, depending on which lifecycle type
the offending resources support.
If the physical resource cannot be suspended because its linked
physical machine is “Active”, a SuspendPM or StopPM action
(see tables 5.26 5.24) with the appropriate target might be
suggested, depending on which lifecycle type the offending
physical machine supports.
If an error during the execution of this action arises, the physical resource is left in the previous state and the environment
is unchanged.

Old state

Active or Inactive.

New state

Suspended.
Table 5.40: SuspendPR Action
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5.7

Monitoring Elements

Since an up to date vision of the environment is of utmost importance to take
informed decisions about its management, the monitoring elements of the model
deserve their own set of management actions. These actions target three elements,
as can be seen in figures 4.8 and 4.9:
• Virtual Journal
• Physical Journal
• Alarm
Although the core element of the environment status model is the entry, I have
not defined any management actions that target it. Both entry and measurement
creation and destruction are monitoring, not management, actions. However, both
journal types are controlled by the management system, which will use them to
monitor the behavior and status of both physical machines and virtual instances.
It is important to remember that virtual journals are linked with virtual instances,
and not virtual machines. This is needed to enable a continuous monitoring of a
specific instance through migrations. Section 5.3.1 contains an explanation of the
relationship between virtual instances and virtual machines during a migration.
The management actions available for monitoring elements are the following:
• CreateVJ: table 5.41.
• DestroyVJ : table 5.42.
• CreatePJ: table 5.43.
• DestroyPJ : table 5.44.
• CreateAL: table 5.45.
• DestroyAL : table 5.46.
Note that there are no Start or Stop action in this list, since the monitoring elements
are not resources, and therefore they do not implement the resource lifecycle. As in
previous sections, each action is described using a table and a small paragraph with
further clarifications.
CreateVJ: Since the target of this action is a virtual instance, this means that
the virtual machine that will be monitored is already part of a cloud component.
This is why there are no additional requirements for this action. This action only
creates the virtual journal, buts does not configure any aspect of it. This task is the
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responsibility of the monitoring system. Note that this action might also involve
the creation of an application report.
DestroyVJ: There are no conditions for the removal of a virtual journal. This
action can be performed whatever the state the monitored virtual machine is in.
However, a virtual machine detached from a cloud component cannot have a virtual
journal, and therefore this action must be invoked before any DetachVM action
(table 5.9) is performed, if the virtual instance has a virtual journal. This action
might involve the destruction of an application report.
CreatePJ and DestroyPJ: These actions impose even fewer requirements than
the previous two, since a physical machine does not need to be attached to a cloud
component to work.
CreateAL: The alarm element can work with both physical and virtual resources.
All alarms are created with a set of thresholds that cannot be modified afterwards.
If a different threshold is required or one is no longer relevant, the existing alarm
should be destroyed using the DestroyAL action and recreated. The relatively low
complexity of this element and the absence of a proper lifecycle does not justify a
modify action.
DestroyAL: This action might be invoked whatever the state the monitored resource is in. It is important to remember that, if a virtual resource has an alarm,
the latter must be destroyed using this action before a DestroyVR action is invoked.
Concerning application reports, they are automatically created when the first virtual
journal for an application is created, and automatically destroyed when the last virtual journal for an application is destroyed. They are simple elements with nothing
but an ID, so they do not need specific management actions.
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CreateVJ
Description
Target
Parameters

This action creates a new virtual journal.
The virtual instance that the virtual journal will monitor.
None.

Prerequisites

The virtual instance cannot be already monitored by another
virtual journal.

Intended result

If an application report for the cloud application did not exist
yet, a new one is created.
The virtual journal is created and linked to the targeted virtual
instance and the corresponding cloud component.
The monitoring elements concerned with this virtual journal
are configured to start producing entries for the virtual machine’s virtual resources.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.
Table 5.41: CreateVJ Action
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DestroyVJ
Description
Target

This action removes an existing virtual journal from the environment.
A virtual journal.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result

The virtual journal and all its entries are removed from the
environment.
If the virtual journal was the only one linked to an application
report, that application report is also removed.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.
Table 5.42: DestroyVJ Action
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CreatePJ
Description
Target
Parameters

This action creates a new physical journal.
The physical machine that the physical journal will monitor.
None.

Prerequisites

The physical machine cannot be already monitored by another
physical journal.

Intended result

The physical journal is created and linked to the targeted physical machine.
The monitoring elements concerned with this physical journal are configured to start producing entries for the physical
machines’s physical resources.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.
Table 5.43: CreatePJ Action

DestroyPJ
Description
Target

This action removes an existing physical journal from the environment.
A physical journal.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result

The physical journal and all its entries are removed from the
environment.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.
Table 5.44: DestroyPJ Action
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CreateAL
Description
Target
Parameters
Prerequisites
Intended result

This action creates a new alarm.
The resource that the alarm will monitor.
The characteristics of the alarm, along its thresholds.
None.
The alarm is created and linked to the targeted resource.
The monitoring of the targeted resource begins.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is created and the environment is left in the initial state.
Table 5.45: CreateAL Action

DestroyAL
Description
Target

This action removes an existing alarm from the environment.
An alarm.

Parameters

None.

Prerequisites

None.

Intended result

The alarm and all its thresholds are removed from the environment.

Other results

If an error during the execution of this action arises, no element is removed and the environment is left in the initial
state.
Table 5.46: DestroyAL Action
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5.8

Summary of Management Actions

Once all the actions are presented and their effects described, it is immediate to see
that they can be expressed as a combination of an action type and an element type.
The former represents the kind of action: the meaning of the operation; and the
latter represents the target: which element or elements can be subjected to it.

Physical Journal

Alarm

Create

*

*

*

*

*

*

Destroy

*

*

*

*

*

*

Start

*

*

*

*

*

*

Stop

*

*

*

*

*

*

Resume

*

*

*

*

Suspend

*

*

*

*

Attach

*

*

Detach

*

*

Migrate

*

Virtual Machine

Virtual Journal

Physical Resource

Virtual Resource

Physical Machine

Cloud Component

Cloud Application

This classification is shown in table 5.47. When a combination of an element type
and an action type is possible, it is marked with an ’*’.

Modify

*

Table 5.47: Action Types and Element Types
Some combinations are not possible. This might be due to:
• The combination being already covered by another action, like the creation
of cloud components, which is covered by the CreateCA action. This reason
covers combinations CreateCC and DestroyCC.
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• The limits of the management system’s responsibilities, like its inability to
create or destroy physical machines, since this is a task that only human operators can perform. This reason covers combinations CreatePM, DestroyPM,
CreatePR, DestroyPR, AttachPR, DetachPR and Modify PR.
• The characteristics of the elements themselves, like the impossibility of cloud
applications to be suspended and resumed (since they do not have the “Suspended” state). This reason covers every combination not covered by the
previous two reasons.
In this table there are two action types that can only be combined with one element
type: Migrate and Modify. Their existence is due to the special characteristics of the
element types they operate over, and it is not possible to encompass their functions
into other action types.
Also, it could stand to reason for Migrate and Modify to be seen as two names for
the same action type, since they have many similarities and both are used to target
elements (virtual machines or resources, respectively) that are not in the “Inactive”
state. However, regardless these similarities, they show some differences that merit
to keep them separated:
• Migrate only severs links and creates new ones, while Modify also changes
attributes of elements.
• Modify and Migrate represent two different underlying processes, with different
meanings even if they have similar structures.
Finally, I could have defined a MigrateVR action, for moving a virtual resource from
one or several physical resources to others. But this action is not really needed,
since this process can be fully represented within the confines of the already existing
ModifyVR action.

5.9

Management Actions Preconditions

If preconditions for the execution of an action are not fulfilled, appropriate actions
might be suggested, but never executed nor enforced. This is central to the ideas of
action independence and avoidance of cascading effects that were introduced at the
beginning of this chapter.
A complete list of the actions that could be suggested depending on the original
action and the unfulfilled precondition is shown in table 5.48.
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Action

Suggested Actions

Reason

StartCA

StartCC

Cloud component not “Active”

DestroyCA

StopCA

Cloud application not “Inactive”

StopCC
tachVM

and/or

De-

Cloud component “Active” or with virtual machines attached

StartCC

StartVM / ResumeVM

Not enough “Active” virtual machines

StopCC

StopCA

Cloud application not “Inactive”

DetachVM

Virtual machine already attached

StopVM

Virtual machine not “Inactive”

StopVM

Virtual machine not “Inactive”

DestroyVJ

Virtual Journal monitoring

StartVR / ResumeVR

Virtual resource not “Active”

StartPM / ResumePM

Physical machine not “Active”

DetachVM

Virtual machine attached

DetachVR

Virtual resource attached

StopVM

Virtual machine “Active”

StartVR / ResumeVR

Virtual resource not “Active”

ResumePM

Physical machine “Suspended”

SuspendVM

SuspendPM / ResumePM

Physical machine “Inactive”

MigrateVM

StartVR / ResumeVR

Not enough “Active” virtual resources

StartPM / ResumePM

Physical machine “Inactive”

DetachVR

Virtual resource already attached

StopVR

Virtual resource not “Inactive”

StopVR

Virtual resource not “Inactive”

StartPM

StartPR / ResumePR

Physical resource “Inactive”

StopPM

StopVM

Hosting not “Inactive” virtual machine

ResumePM

StartPR / ResumePR

Physical resource not “Active”

SuspendPM

StopVM / SuspendVM

Virtual machine “Active”

AttachVM
DetachVM
StartVM
DestroyVM

ResumeVM

AttachVR
DetachVR
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StartVR

StartPR / ResumePR

Physical resource not “Active”

StopVR

StopVM

Virtual Machine is not “Inactive”

DetachVR

Virtual resource still attached

StopVR

Virtual resource not “Inactive”

DestroyAL

Alarm monitoring

ResumeVR

ResumePR

Physical resource “Suspended”

SuspendVR

StartPR / ResumePR

Physical resource “Inactive”

ModifyVR

StartPR / SuspendPR /
ResumePR

Newly linked physical resources in incorrect state

StopPM

Physical machine not “Inactive”

StopVR

Virtual resource not “Inactive”

SuspendVR / StopVR

Virtual resource “Active”

SuspendPM / StopPM

Physical machine “Active”

DestroyVR

StopPR
SuspendPR

Table 5.48: Suggested Actions and Reasons

5.10

Management Actions Reversibility

In the introduction to this chapter I stated that management actions must always
be reversible. That is, they must have an opposite action that “undoes” the change
made in the environment. The opposite for every action is shown in table 5.49.
Note that in some cases this table has several entries for the same action, since the
opposite action depends not only on the original action, but also in the state in
which the target element was when the action was executed. As an example, the
opposite of the SuspendVM could be either StartVM (if the virtual machine was
originally “Active”) or StopVM (if the virtual machine was originally “Inactive”).
Also, there are two actions that deserve additional comments on this regard: MigrateVM (see tables 5.19 and 5.20) and ModifyVR (see tables 5.34 and 5.35). These
are the only situations in which the target and parameters of the opposite actions
(which are in both cases the same as the original) cannot be inferred completely
from the originals, and extra information is needed. For both actions it is necessary to keep an image of the targets before they are executed. This is the only
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way of knowing in which physical machine a virtual machine originally was, or the
attributes of a resource before a modification.
Action

Old state

New state

Opposite

Notes

Cloud Applications
CreateCA

None

Inactive

DestroyCA

Parameters of CreateCA
are the target of DestroyCA

StartCA

Inactive

Active

StopCA

Same target

StopCA

Active

Inactive

StartCA

Same target

DestroyCA

Inactive

None

CreateCA

Parameters of CreateCA
are the target of DestroyCA

Cloud Components
StartCC

Inactive

Active

StopCC

Same target

StopCC

Active

Inactive

StartCC

Same target

AttachVM

Unchanged

Unchanged

StartCA

Same target and parameters

DetachVM

Unchanged

Unchanged

CreateCA

Same target and parameters

Virtual Machines
CreateVM

None

Inactive

DestroyVM

StartVM

Inactive

Active

StopVM

Same target

StopVM

Active

Inactive

StartVM

Same target

StopVM

Suspended

Inactive

SuspendVM

Same target

DestroyVM

Inactive

None

CreateVM

ResumeVM

Suspended

Active

SuspendVM

Same target

SuspendVM

Active

Suspended

StartVM

Same target

SuspendVM

Inactive

Suspended

StopVM

Same target
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AttachVR

Unchanged

Unchanged

DetachVR

Same target and parameters

DetachVR

Unchanged

Unchanged

AttachVR

Same target and parameters

MigrateVM

Unchanged

Unchanged

MigrateVM

Infer parameters from original MigrateVM

Physical Machines
StartPM

Inactive

Active

StopPM

Same target

StopPM

Active

Inactive

StartPM

Same target

StopPM

Suspended

Inactive

StartVM

Same target

ResumePM

Suspended

Active

SuspendPM

Same target

SuspendPM

Active

Suspended

StartPM

Same target

SuspendPM

Inactive

Suspended

StopPM

Same target

Virtual Resources
CreateVR

None

Inactive

DestroyVR

Parameters of CreateVR
are the target of DestroyVR

StartVR

Inactive

Active

StopVR

Same target

StopVR

Active

Inactive

StartVR

Same target

StopVR

Suspended

Inactive

SuspendVR

Same target

DestroyVR

Inactive

None

CreateVR

ResumeVR

Suspended

Active

SuspendVR

Same target

SuspendVR

Active

Suspended

StartVR

Same target

SuspendVR

Inactive

Suspended

StopVR

Same target

ModifyVR

Unchanged

Unchanged

ModifyVR

Parameters of CreateVR
are the target of DestroyVR

Infer parameters from original ModifyVR

Physical Resources
StartPR

Inactive

Active

StopPR

Same target

StopPR

Active

Inactive

StartPR

Same target
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StopPR

Suspended

Inactive

SuspendPR

Same target

ResumePR

Suspended

Active

SuspendPR

Same target

SuspendPR

Active

Suspended

StartPR

Same target

SuspendPR

Inactive

Suspended

StopPR

Same target

Monitoring
CreateVJ

-

-

DestroyVJ

Parameters of CreateVJ are
the target of DestroyVJ

DestroyVJ

-

-

CreateVJ

Parameters of CreateVJ are
the target of DestroyVJ

CreatePJ

-

-

DestroyPJ

Parameters of CreatePJ are
the target of DestroyPJ

DestroyPJ

-

-

CreatePJ

Parameters of CreatePJ are
the target of DestroyPJ

CreateAL

-

-

DestroyAL

Parameters of CreateAL
are the target of DestroyAL

DestroyAL

-

-

CreateAL

Parameters of CreateAL
are the target of DestroyAL

Table 5.49: Opposite Actions

5.11

Resource and Virtual Machine Attachment

The idea of “attachment” and the actions related to it (AttachVM, DetachVM,
AttachVR, DetachVR) deserve an extended explanation. It is important to keep in
mind that for a virtual resource or a virtual machine to be de/attached, it must
always be in the “Inactive” state, independently of the lifecycle supported. The
reason for this requirement is that no virtual resource or virtual machine can work
inside the cloud environment without being attached to the appropriate element.
At the same time, a virtual machine or virtual resource could be detached and then
attached to a different element.
This effectively introduces another state, “Detached”, in which newly created virtual
resource and virtual machines must be before they satisfy the requirements to truly
join the cloud application. This is shown in figure 5.4. To not include “Detached”
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into the list of available states for these elements is a conscious design decision,
in order to avoid additional complexity. There is no information in a hypothetical
“Detached” state that is not already conveyed by the links between elements in the
information model.

Suspended

Stop

Start

Stop

Inactive/
Attached

Detach

Active

Suspend

Start

Stop
Inactive/
Attached

Attach
Inactive/
Detached

Suspend

Resume

Active

Detach

Attach
Inactive/
Detached

Basic Status
Lifecycle

Energy Saving
Status Lifecycle

Figure 5.4: Lifecycles with “Detach”

Also, in the same way that physical machines and physical resources cannot be
creater nor destroyed, they cannot neither be attached or detached. How physical
elements are linked depends on the actual physical hardware and cannot be modified
within the confines of the management system.
Finally, this new “Detached” state forces a look back at the comparison between
the cloud application’s and CAMP application’s lifecycles (see section 5.1 and table
5.1). The “Upload” state in CAMP’s application lifecycle could be considered as
a kind of “Detached” state for cloud applications, if for compatibility reasons it is
necessary to establish a one-on-one mapping between CAMP’s and my the cloud
application’s lifecycles. Even so, I propose that “Detached” should be limited only
to virtual machines and virtual resources.
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5.12

Energy Saving Lifecycle Support

The decision to support a combination of resources, physical machines and virtual
machines with different lifecycles (basic and energy saving, as seen in figure 4.4)
has the implication that an element supporting the energy saving lifecyle might be
using another element which does not. All possible occurrences of this situation
are shown in tables 5.50 (for virtual machine) and 5.51 (for physical machines and
virtual resources).
Virtual Machine

Requirements
Physical Machine

Virtual Resources

Inactive

Any state

Not present / Any state

Suspended

Suspended / Active

Suspended / Active

Active

Active

Active

Table 5.50: Required States for Virtual Machines
Physical Machine / Virtual Resource

Requirements
Physical Resources

Inactive

Any state

Suspended

Suspended / Active

Active

Active

Table 5.51: Required States for Physical Machines and Virtual Resources
Both tables depict the states in which a used element must be to enable a given
state for the using element. For instance, if a virtual machine wants to be put in
the “Suspended” state, all its linked virtual resources must be in the “Suspended”
(if they support it) or “Active” states.

5.13

Horizontal and Vertical Scalability

The difference between horizontal and vertical scalability was explained in section
2.5, but it could be summarized as follows:
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• Horizontal scalability is achieved by adding more resources to the system.
• Vertical scalability is achieved by adding more capacity to the already existing resources of the system.
For reasons that will become apparent in chapter 6, it is important to make a
distinction between the management actions that help to achieve each scalability
type. This information is presented in table 5.52. This table omits the actions that
do not enable neither horizontal or vertical scalability.
Name

Horizontal Scal.

AttachVM

*

DetachVM

*

CreateVM

*

DestroyVM

*

AttachVR

*

*

DetachVR

*

*

CreateVR

*

*

DestroyVR

*

*

ModifyVR

Vertical Scal.

*

Table 5.52: Horizontal and Vertical Scalability for Management Actions
From the table it can be seen that all actions that target a virtual machine are
related to horizontal scalability. This means that in the proposed system this type
of scalability is achieved by adding or removing virtual machines.
At the same time, the actions that create/destroy and attach/detach resources serve
a double purpose, and therefore it is important to make a distinction based in
the circumstances surrounding their use. These actions contribute to horizontal
scalability when they operate over resources destined to virtual machines not already
operating in a cloud application. The opposite, when the resources are added to (or
removed from) running virtual machines, constitute vertical scalability.
Following from this reasoning, it can be concurred that ModifyVR is only useful for
vertical scalability, since it targets resources that cannot be in the “Inactive” state,
an ability that finds its use in upgrading or downgrading the capacity of a running
instance.
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Putting everything together the distinction can be summarized as follows: adding
or removing virtual machines constitutes horizontal scalability, while changing the
features of an attached and not “Inactive” virtual machine (adding, removing or
modifying resources) constitutes virtual scalability.
Note that in this section I am using the term “scalability” in its broadest sense;
that is, covering both scaling up and down. If a distinction between scalability
and elasticity must be made, the actions that in any way remove or reduce the
amount of resources available are only enabling the latter, not the former. Therefore,
DetachVM, DestroyVM, DetachVR, DestroyVR, and the uses of ModifyVR that
reduce the capacity of a virtual resource, would only realize elasticity, not scalability.

5.14

Summary

In this chapter, building from the foundation laid down by the information model
proposed in chapter 4, I have listed all the management actions needed to manage
a private cloud infrastructure. These actions were designed to be atomic, reversible
and independent, and I have included the specifications needed to design a management system around them. Such specifications included target, parameters, requirements, all possible results of their execution and every change of state that they
could produce.
I have explained how the management actions are a combination of an action type
and a target, indicated which combinations are valid and explaining how both horizontal and vertical scalability can be achieved with them. I have also included , for
the sake of convenience, a list of preconditions for each action. I have demonstrated
the reversibility of each action through the application of an opposite action.
In this chapter I have proposed several possible lifecycles, and have devoted some
space to discuss the compatibility of the proposed approach with other approaches’
lifecycles, including a small explanation on the meaning of the resource attachment
idea.
Finally, I used the actions that targeted resources to demonstrate how the environment’s resource capacity is assigned and managed.
These actions will be used by the management architecture to build high-level management sequences. I will devote the next chapter to this management architecture
and the management engine it serves.
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Chapter 6
Management Architecture and
Engine
The already defined information model (chapter 4) and management actions (chapter 5) provide the management system with a clear picture of the environment and
the ways to make changes over it. I will devote this chapter to explain how a
complete management system can be designed around these contributions.
Since the proposed system is built upon the autonomic computing paradigm, it is
important to understand how all components fit in this structure and which parts
still need to be defined. The autonomic element was shown in figure 2.7 in chapter
2, but it is also shown here for convenience.

AUTONOMIC ELEMENT
Manager
Analyze

Plan
Knowledge

Sense

Execute

Sensor

Effector

Figure 6.1: Autonomic Element
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This work’s already stated contributions fit in the schema depicted at figure 6.1 in
the following ways:
• The contributions in chapter 4 (cloud information model) correspond to the
Knowledge and determine the information that the Sensors retrieve.
• The contributions in chapter 5 (management actions) define what the Effectors
can do and which elements they can affect.
Therefore, to complete the architecture there is still need for two components:
• An architecture where the actual Sensors (that use the information model)
and the Effectors (that use the management actions) can be realized.
• A management engine that fulfills the Manager’s role and, more particularly,
the Analyze and Plan steps.
Therefore, in this chapter I explain how I have designed the architecture and the
management engine. I have aimed to close these two gaps, but I also kept in mind
that their features and limitations must be shaped by the previously defined cloud
information model and the management actions.

6.1

System Architecture

The system’s architecture is split in two different levels; each with different concerns
and responsibilities: the Infrastructure Manager (IM) level and the Application
Managers (AMs) level. As their names indicate, the former is concerned with the
management of the whole infrastructure, and the latter is in charge of managing
applications deployed on top of it.
A simple view of this two-tier system is depicted in figure 6.2. The picture shows
that the AMs are only responsible for one application and they only see their part
of the virtual environment, while the IM is concerned with the physical environment
and all applications deployed on top of it (through the AMs). Therefore, the system
will be made up of one IM and as many AMs as applications.
This division was motivated by two ideas:
• The separation of concerns between the actors in the consumer level and the
provider level (see section 4.1 and figure 4.1): This separation is achieved by
making the IM the interface for the stakeholders that work at the provider
level, and the AMs the interfaces for the stakeholders at the consumer level.
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Virtual
Machine

Figure 6.2: Simple View of the Management Architecture
• The organization of the cloud environment in several cloud applications (see
section 4.2): This is achieved by making each AM responsible for one cloud
application.
Following this schema, each cloud application running inside the cloud is managed
by an AM, which is responsible for the set of components that comprise its assigned
application, but is completely oblivious to the actual physical systems on which these
components are running, or the other applications deployed in the cloud. AMs are
virtual appliances themselves, and are deployed into the same environment as the
applications they manage.
Regarding the IM, there is only one in the environment, and it is responsible of managing the physical infrastructure, controlling the lifecycle of AMs, monitoring the
physical resources, assigning them to already running AMs, reserving some of them
for future cloud applications already scheduled, changing the current assignment to
fit management policies, or stopping virtual and physical machines to save energy.
In this architecture, the responsibility for creating and assigning virtual machines
lies on the IM, which works on the basis of the information provided by all the
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AMs. This way, AMs can be concerned with optimizing their assigned application,
while making requests for more resources or offering unused ones to the IM. At the
same time, the IM can focus on managing the infrastructure without being burdened
with the low-level status of every application running. As was already explained,
the separation between AMs enables different stakeholders to operate in the same
environment, ensuring privacy and data isolation.
A detailed view of this architecture is shown in figure 6.3.
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Monitoring Server
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Application
Manager

Application
Manager

Monitoring Server

Monitoring Server

Monitoring Server

Monitoring
Client

Monitoring
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Monitoring
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Monitoring
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Monitoring
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Monitoring
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Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine

Virtual
Machine
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Machine
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Cloud Technology

Physical Machine

Monitoring
Client

Monitoring
Client

Hypervisor

Figure 6.3: Management System Architecture
This picture depicts a cloud environment with an Authentication Manager, the IM,
three AMs and two physical nodes with several virtual machines deployed on top of
them. The image shows three types of interactions:
• Management interactions: Solid lines. Represent the communication between
the AMs, the IM, the Authentication Manager, the cloud technology used
and the hypervisors. They involve the Managers, for communication between
the architecture’s management modules; and the Effectors, for communication
between the managed elements and the management modules.
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• Monitoring interactions: Dotted lines. Represent the population of the model
through the acquisition of the environment’s state. They involve the Sensors.
• Configuration interaction: Dashed lines. Represent the virtual machines’ configuration performed by the AMs. These interactions are out of the scope of
this work.
For the sake of clarity, figure 6.3 does not show the monitoring interactions for the
middle AM, neither the configuration interactions for the rightmost AM. Note that
the Infrastructure Manager is outside the cloud technology itself. This division is
made following the idea that feedback control systems that make scaling decisions
need to be decoupled from the cloud provider. This separation has already been
proposed in the literature [81].
The rest of this section is divided in two subsections, one for each of the gaps
in the autonomic element that needed to be filled: the Sensors (the monitoring
architecture) and the Effectors (the actuators architecture).

6.1.1

Monitoring Architecture

This section will cover all monitoring interactions (dotted lines) from figure 6.3.
In the proposed monitoring architecture, the information is retrieved from both the
physical and virtual machines by pairs of instrumentation agents named monitoring
clients and monitoring servers. As can be seen in figure 6.3, each virtual machine
has one or more monitoring clients, connected to monitoring servers inside the AM
that manage the cloud application that VM belongs to. In a similar way, the IM also
has one or more monitoring servers, paired with monitoring clients residing inside
every physical machine in the environment. This way, the virtual resources’ state is
relayed to the AMs, while the status of their physical counterparts is relayed to the
IM. Note that this status is expressed using the model presented in chapter 4.
Regarding the information monitored, both physical and virtual machines must
collect the basic status and usage of the system’s resources of the system, namely
CPUs, memory, network and storage (either in the physical or virtual versions, see
figure 4.7). This data is used to asses the usage level of virtual resources at any
given moment, and to check if the physical resources are in the correct state and the
chosen placement is not degrading their performance. This information can also be
used to match the utilization of virtual and physical resources.
On top of that, the AMs might also collect high level information about the application they manage, in order to evaluate the SLA compliance of the different
components and the application as a whole. This data and the way it is retrieved is
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specific to each application type, but it is particularly interesting for the Service type
applications. If this high-level data is captured, it is also processed and stored in
the same way as the info for low-level resources. Hence, a virtual machine can have
several types of monitoring clients, each for data of a specific nature and connected
to a different monitoring server. This is not the case for the physical machines, since
there are no high-level applications on top of them, only virtual instances. Because
of this, the IM will usually have only one monitoring server, concerned with low-level
resources.
By default, the information retrieved by the AMs is kept to themselves, although
it can be relayed to the IM if a request for it is made. But since the IM is only
concerned with the state of resources, the shared information cannot include higherlevel data, as this will preclude the IM from being application-independent and will
violate the separation of concerns. This means that only resource-level information
is exchanged this way.
An important point when discussing agents is the opaqueness of the monitoring, that
is, the advantages and disadvantages of black-box and white-box approaches, as presented in section 2.5.2. The proposed system is following a grey-box approach, in
which the AMs have intimate knowledge of the applications but the IM is not participant to this information. To realize this vision and properly populate the proposed
information model, the monitoring clients must follow the white-box approach, since
they only communicate with the manager responsible for their observed resources.
Monitoring clients should not put a big burden in the monitored resources, so they
need to be as lightweight as possible. Following this reasoning, the proposed architecture does not add to the clients any functionality not already provided by the
specific monitoring technology, and the only requirement I have imposed is that
they need to be able to communicate with another host. Monitoring clients’ implementation details and communication protocol are not specified in the architecture.
Examples of existing technologies suitable for this task are CollectD, Nagios or Zabbix, but others could be also used.
In contrast, monitoring servers do have some extra features. The most immediate
is that they must aggregate the information retrieved by all the clients paired with
them, but monitoring servers are also in charge of processing the raw data retrieved,
translating it into the information model, maintaining their view of that model
properly populated and assessing the relevance of the information received. These
features are performed by a model transformation module, which interacts with the
technology-specific monitoring server.
Finally, it is important to note that AMs are virtual appliances themselves, deployed
into the same environment as the applications they manage. This way, they can be
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monitored using the same infrastructure, agents and information model already in
used for the environment and the other applications. However, due to their critical
responsibilities, AMs should always receive the highest priority in virtual machine
selection policies.
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Figure 6.4: Monitoring Interactions
With all this put together, monitoring interactions (dotted lines in figure 6.3) can
finally be realized. Figure 6.4 depicts a sequence diagram with these interactions’
details, involving a monitoring client, its corresponding server and AM, and the IM.
Note that this figure includes the communication between the IM and the AMs in
regards to monitoring, so some management interactions also take part in the sequence. As explained before, the IM might ask the AMs for new data or information
regarding a particular resource.

6.1.2

Actuators Architecture

This section will cover the management interactions (solid lines) from figure 6.3
between the Infrastructure Manager, the Authentication Manager and the cloud
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environment (through the IaaS technology). Note that some of the interactions
between the IM and the AMs where already explained in section 6.1.1, while other
will be detailed in section 6.2.1.
One of the actuators infrastructure’s task, as can be seen in figure 6.3, is to interact with the selected cloud technology (or technologies) used for the private IaaS
environment. Each solution has its own capabilities and management interfaces,
and the proposed architecture must be able to work with as much technologies as
possible, decoupled from any particular solution. Part of this objective is achieved
by the model and management actions already proposed, but these contributions by
themselves cannot fulfill it.
Therefore, while designing the actuators architecture I kept in mind that, although
the proposed model is generic enough to support most technologies, a transformation
from this model to the internal representation specific for each cloud technology is
still necessary. Similarly, a translation between the generic management actions and
the operations enabled by each cloud technology must be provided. The proposed
actuators architecture, which takes this fact into account, is shown in figure 6.5.
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Figure 6.5: Actuators Architecture
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Looking at the picture, it can be seen that the architecture is divided in three
separate layers:
• The topmost layer, named Control Layer, in charge of providing an interface
to the management engine that will be presented in section 6.3. It makes use
of the set of services offered by the Management Layer to execute the management actions, and it is feed with information expressed using the proposed
model and management actions. This layer can be connected with several
interfaces to better suit the desired scenario.
• Under it lies the Management Layer, the heart of the architecture. This layer
is composed by two sets of interfaces that define the capabilities of the system
and one or more implementations of such interfaces. One set of interfaces is
built around the possible action types and the other around the possible targets
(see section 5.8). Therefore, this layer has been designed with a foundation
on the available management actions. Each implementation of these interfaces
realizes the management actions for a particular private IaaS technology.
• The lowest layer is the Client Layer, composed of the actuators that are actually connected to the physical systems and the interfaces provided by the
IaaS solution. Note that the system is able to support several infrastructure
technologies by design. The translation to each IaaS solution specific model
from the proposed one is performed here.
The aim of this division is to support: a) several interfaces to the actuator architecture (so it could also be used by a human operator or other management engines),
b) several IaaS solutions, and c) several interface technologies within a particular
solution.
With the architecture already defined, in the following sections I will detail the
component that will take the information retrieved by the monitoring architecture
and decide on the management actions that must be executed by the actuators
architecture to achieve a management objective: the management engine.
The rest of the chapter is divided in two sections, one for the AMs, and the other
for the IM. Note that both the IM and the AMs are much more than just the
management engine. Therefore, for the sake of brevity, until the end of this chapter,
when I write about the Infrastructure Manager, I will be referring only to the part
of the IM that corresponds to the management engine, and the same when writing
about the AMs.
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6.2

Application Manager

As I have stated before, every Application Manager is concerned only with the application it needs to manage. This separation of concerns is, as I explained before,
needed for the realization of the provider and consumer levels that I introduced in
section 4.1 (see figure 4.1). But, more important to the topic at hand, this division
of responsibilities implies that the Application Manager is the only entity in the
system that has complete and detailed information of the behavior and characteristics of its application. This implies that the Infrastructure Manager does not know
anything about the purpose or behavior of applications, attending only to where its
components are deployed and their basic status.
This follows the grey-box approach [90], with each AM having an intimate knowledge
of its application (white-box) and the IM observing all applications from the outside
(black-box). I believe this is the most sensible approach, since, as Bose et. al. [94]
put forward, to achieve the best results, the application provider (in my proposal,
the IaaS consumer), and not the environment provider (in my proposal, the IaaS
provider), should be the one that characterizes the application while deployed in the
environment, during the on-boarding phase (introduced in section 2.5.3).
Moreover, the on-boarding activity is specially important for applications hosted in
private IaaS clouds, since they offer the IaaS customer the ability to fine-tune the
characteristics of each virtual machine, instead of forcing him or her to rely in the
stock combinations typically offered by public IaaS solutions.
In this schema it is not possible for the Infrastructure Manager to know the intricacies and behavior of each application under different conditions, and from that
information to devise a strategy. Following this approach, the application’s AM is
the expert in the application’s behavior and particularities, the responsible for developing its management strategy, and the one which asks the IM for the resources
needed for the application to work properly. Therefore, each Application Manager
must be fine-tuned to serve the needs of its particular application. And to properly
fulfill this task, the AM must go through the already mentioned on-boarding phase.
However, not all the strategy and behavior of each Application Manager needs to be
built form scratch. In section 4.2 I divided cloud applications in three broad types:
a) Services, b) Big Data Jobs, and c) Instance Reservations.
I described each type’s characteristics and their differences from a management
perspective, coalescing that information in a figure that, for convenience, I also put
here (figure 6.6).
Following from this division, I propose three broad types of Application Managers,
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Figure 6.6: Cloud Application Types
one for each cloud application type. I will explain how each one works, but before
delving into that topic, it is necessary to introduce how AMs communicate with the
IM.

6.2.1

AMs and IM Communications

Communication between the AMs and the IM, attending to the management of the
environment’s entities, is always initiated by the AM, and its structure is similar to
the classic request-response model.
The communication from the AMs to the IM is in the form of requests. A request is
a tuple which contains four elements:
request = ⟨RequestID, T arget, T ime, M odel⟩

(6.1)

The RequestID is a unique identifier for the request. Target is an element specific
for each application type, and it will be explained later. Time is a timestamp, a
time period, or a time factor. It has several uses, depending on the application type
and the request type, although its most common function is to indicate when the
changes to the environment asked by the request should start to take place.
Finally, Model is an instantiation of the virtual dimension of the information model
that contains the elements that need to change to implement the request in the
environment. Therefore, Model will contain the elements shown in figure 4.6 and,
optionally, figures 4.8 and 4.9. The Model might be serialized in different formats,
depending on the way in which the tuples are sent to the IM: for instance, using
XML. It is important to note that Model only contains the virtual environment’s
parts that differ from its current state, and not a representation of the whole environment. Also, this change might imply adding resources to the application, removing
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resources, or even both. Therefore, a request is not just a “desire” from the AM of
what it “wants” to happen, but an indication of what changes in the environment
are needed to produce a specific result (the Target) in the managed application.
For each request, the IM gets back to the AM with one or more responses. A response
is a tuple which contains five elements.

response = ⟨ResponseID, RequestID, Result, T ime, M odel⟩

(6.2)

The ResponseID is a unique identifier for the response. RequestID is the identifier
of the request that the response answers to. Result can be either ACCEPT, if the
request will be fulfilled, or DENY, if it will not. Therefore, a request must be fulfilled
completely or not at all. Time is a timestamp that marks when the response starts
to be valid. The last element of the tuple, Model, is an instantiation of the virtual
dimension of the information model that contains the changes performed by the IM
to implement the request in the environment. In some instances the Model element
might be empty.
If the Time in the request is a timestamp, it is reached, and no response has been
received yet, the AM will assume that the request has been denied and will act as if
a response with a result of DENY, a Time equal to the one in the request, and an
empty Model was received.
Any given response is assumed to be valid from the Time specified in it until either:
• The application is nor longer “Active”.
• The nearest later Time from other responses to the same request.
In other words, the response is valid until the application ends or another response
overwrites it for a later Time.
Note that this means there can be several responses to the same request. This is
because any given request is active during a certain amount of time, so it is perfectly
possible that the IM would decide not to fulfill that request during some segments
of that span, but do for others. Since a request is usually asking for resources to
maintain a certain level of functionality in the application, the system priorities
might change with time and an application can get more or less resources later on.
All considered, this is just the generic view of requests and responses. I will analyze
how they are used in the context of each application type in the following sections.
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6.2.2

Instance Reservation Type Application Managers

This is the easiest type of Application Manager to build, and therefore it has the
briefest on-boarding phase of the three. During this phase, the IaaS Consumer
performs a limited test run of the desired instances in the environment, and makes
a decision over the following:
• The instance types.
• The instance types’ characteristics.
• The amount of instances of each type.
These three values are fixed for the duration of the application’s execution, so the
only aspect left to decide is the beginning and end times. After these decisions, the
IaaS Consumer builds a model with the elements needed to fulfill his or her needs.
It is important to note that these needs are static for the application’s whole life,
and hence they cannot change, neither for adding nor removing resources.
Finally, the AM will communicate these needs to the IM with two requests:

StartReq = ⟨StartReqID, RESERVATION, StartT ime, M odel⟩
EndReq = ⟨EndReqID, END, EndT ime, NULL⟩

(6.3)
(6.4)

Both follow the structure specified in equation 6.1, previously in this chapter.
Equation 6.3 represents the initial reservation of the resources needed. In it, the
RESERVATION keyword in the Target element indicates to the IM that the application needs all the resources during the whole execution; any less resources and the
application will not work at all. StartTime specifies the start time of the application.
Finally, Model contains all the virtual resources, in the form of virtual appliances,
that will be needed.
Equation 6.4 models the end of the reservation. Having the END keyword as Target
shows to the IM that the application will finish its execution and the specified
EndTime. The Model element is left as NULL, since from this time onward, this
application will no need any resources.
These two requests are sent together. This way, the IM can work knowing in advance
when the application will finish and, therefore, no longer needs the resources. If
everything goes well for the application and its needs can be fulfilled, the IM will
answer with these two responses:
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StartResp = ⟨StartRespID, StartReqID, ACCEPT, StartT ime, M odel⟩
EndResp = ⟨EndRespID, EndReqID, ACCEPT, EndT ime, NULL⟩

(6.5)
(6.6)

Both follow the structure for responses shown in equation 6.2. Equation 6.5 is the
response to the request in equation 6.3, and shows that the reservation of resources
will be performed. Equation 6.6 is the response to the request in equation 6.4, and
shows that the application will end at the intended time. The elements of these
responses are self-explanatory.
If the petitions would have been denied, responses in equations 6.5 and 6.6 would
be the same, but with the DENY keyword instead of ACCEPT.

6.2.3

Big Data Job Type Application Managers

As can be seen in figure 6.6, Big Data Jobs have several defining characteristics:
they work within the confines of a deadline, the minimum amount of resources
needed to honor that deadline is difficult to calculate, and the completion time is
shortened when more resources are assigned to the application, having the effect
of freeing those same resources faster. Moreover, extra resources cannot be added
after the Big Data Job has started to run. These factors have consequences for the
on-boarding phase and the communication between the IM and AM.
The on-boarding phase is specially important for these applications. The IaaS consumer have to study its Big Data Job application carefully, to ensure that he or she
can know with a high confidence:
• The minimum amount of resources for the application to run.
• The time the application needs for finishing a given job with this minimum
amount of resources.
• The effect that providing more resources has in the time the application takes
for finishing.
All these values are, as could be imagined, estimates. They are important to not
overprovision resources (saving money), and to enable the IM to decide on how many
resources it has to give to the application, for it to finish before a certain date.
When the on-boarding phase is finished, this information is fed to the AM, which will
use it to build the proper requests for the IM. The AM will send the two following
mandatory requests:
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BDReq = ⟨BDReqID, MINTIME, M inimumT ime, M odel⟩
DLReq = ⟨DLReqID, DEADLINE, DeadlineT ime, NULL⟩

(6.7)
(6.8)

And as many optional requests of the following kind:

M RReq = ⟨M RReqID, MORERES, SavedT ime, M odel⟩

(6.9)

Equation 6.7 represents the smallest setup of the Big Data Job application. In it,
the MINTIME keyword in the Target element indicates to the IM that the resources
specified in the Model element are the minimum that this application needs to run.
MinimumTime specifies the amount of time that this smallest setup will take to
complete the current job.
Equation 6.8 models the deadline for the job that the application must perform. The
DEADLINE keyword in the Target element shows this fact, and the DeadlineTime
indicates when the aforementioned deadline is due. Finally, the Model element is left
as NULL, since from the deadline onward this application will no need any resources.
Also, the minimum resources were sent as the Model element of the request shown
in equation 6.7.
Requests following the format shown in equation 6.9 tell the IM how providing more
resources initially will reduce the time it takes for the application to finish. The
MORERES keyword tells the IM the purpose of this request, and the SavedTime
shows how much time is saved by providing the extra resources in Model. SavedTime
can be modeled either as a time reduction factor (i.e. 0.75 ∗ time) or a time period
(i.e. time−20mins). The IM will assume that this request can be applied repeatedly,
shortening the finishing time several times if doing so. This is a simplistic view, but
the unpredictability of this application type and the difficulty associated with more
advanced metrics makes more complex approaches unfeasible.
Again, all these requests are sent together. If everything goes well for the application
and its needs can be fulfilled, the IM will answer with these two responses:

BDResp = ⟨BDRespID, BDReqID, ACCEPT, StartT ime, M odel⟩
DLResp = ⟨DLRespID, DLReqID, ACCEPT, EndT ime, NULL⟩
And zero or more of the following responses:
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M RResp = ⟨M RRespID, M RReqID, ACCEPT, SavedT ime, M odel⟩

(6.12)

Equation 6.10 is the response to the request in equation 6.7, and shows that at least
the minimum set up of the application will be performed, and when the application
will start to run (StartTime). Equation 6.11 is the response to the request in equation 6.8, and shows that the deadline will be honored and when the application is
expected to end (EndTime). Equation 6.12 is the response to the request in equation 6.9, and indicates that more resources will be added to save time following the
schema in the request identified by MRReqID.

6.2.4

Service Type Application Managers

Services are, by definition, characterized by a SLA built using several Service Level
Objectives (SLOs), which determine how the application is supposed to behave under
different loads and circumstances. From these SLOs a set of operational policies are
built, again, during the on-boarding phase [191]. Operational policies are pairings of
a condition (or a set of conditions) and an action (or a set of actions). For instance:
“if the CPU usage of more than half the web servers is over 80%, add another web
server instance.”
Conditions are usually defined as triggers or thresholds, both at the virtual machine
and the service level. For the former, the model introduced in section 4.4 can be
used, while the latter requires application-specific monitoring solutions. Conditions
could also be dependent on the time of the day (i.e. “during office hours”) or be a
specific time themselves (i.e. “at midnight”).
Conditions are important, since in this management architecture they will trigger
the sending of requests to the IM asking for the resources needed or giving back the
unused resources.
Like in the previous application types, Service applications also specify the start
and end times to the IM through the following requests:
StartReq = ⟨StartReqID, SERVICE, StartT ime, M odel⟩
EndReq = ⟨EndReqID, END, EndT ime, NULL⟩

(6.13)
(6.14)

As can be seen in equation 6.13, the keyword for these applications is SERVICE. In
this request, Model serves the same purpose as in the Big Data Job applications: it
is the minimum amount of resources needed for the application to work at all.
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Another important aspect of Service applications is that the request depicted in
equation 6.14 is optional, since an application of this type could conceivably be
running for as long as the infrastructure itself is active, without a planned end time.
However, the AM could, at any given moment, send a request of this type, setting
up a new end time were none existed or modify an existing one.
The responses from the IM to these requests are, if they are accepted, as follows:

StartResp = ⟨StartRespID, StartReqID, ACCEPT, StartT ime, M odel⟩ (6.15)
EndResp = ⟨EndRespID, EndReqID, ACCEPT, EndT ime, NULL⟩
(6.16)
They are self-explanatory.
Going back to the topic of policies, when a condition is triggered, the AM sends to
the IM one of the following two requests:

ARReq = ⟨ARReqID, ADDRES, StartT ime, M odel⟩
RRReq = ⟨RRReqID, RMVRES, StartT ime, M odel⟩

(6.17)
(6.18)

Equation 6.17 models a petition for more resources, and equation 6.18 the release
of unused resources. They are identified by the keywords ADDRES and RMVRES,
respectively. It is important to note that both of them have a StartTime, indicating
when the change needs to be performed. This allows for the IM to plan ahead,
knowing in advance if a specific application will need more or less resources in the
future. Also note that there is no equivalent to equation 6.14 for these applications,
since equation 6.17 could be considered the opposite action to 6.18, and vice versa.
The responses for these requests if they are accepted, are the following:

ARResp = ⟨ARRespID, ARReqID, ACCEPT, StartT ime, M odel⟩
RRResp = ⟨RRRespID, RRReqIDACCEPT, StartT ime, M odel⟩

(6.19)
(6.20)

It is important to point that, in these responses, the Model might not be the same
as in the requests. For instance, the IM could have decided to hand some of the
resources asked, but not all.
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6.2.5

On Vertical Scalability

I have decided to not devote any request nor response to the modification of already
existing resources, which, as was explained in chapter 5, it is necessary to provide
vertical scalability.
Whereas traditional applications typically make use of vertical scalability, applications designed with the cloud computing paradigm in mind typically request more,
discrete hardware. This is because, in the end, vertical scalability is inherently limited: a virtual machine can only grow so much before it cannot get more resources,
since all physical machines have limits. Since this situation is ultimately bound to
happen, the only remaining solution for enabling the grow of applications is horizontal scalability, which also offers some other added benefits, like increased availability
and fault tolerance.
On the other hand, if one only considers horizontal scalability, it is relatively easy
to find a fixed set of resources (CPU cores, memory or any other type) that offers
the best performance per cost ratio. This target machine can be found, as was
already mentioned before, during the on-boarding phase. Once this target system
is set, implementing horizontal scalability is straightforward: deploy more copies of
the target system and let a load balancer distribute the work among them. For this
strategy to be efficient, all nodes should be as homogeneous as possible [192].
Others have, in fact, suggested that application developers should build their solutions with horizontal scalability in mind, putting forward similar points to those
exposed here [193]. Abbot and Fisher [194] also give examples of real-world applications and deployments in order to put forward that vertical scalability is no longer
feasible. Moreover, most IaaS solutions have decided to support only horizontal
scalability and some operating systems do not support the scale up of hardware
resources.
For all these reasons, I have decided to design the management engine with support
to just horizontal scalability. The added complexity that vertical scalability would
represent do not compensate for their limited usefulness.

6.2.6

Request and Response keywords

Table 6.1 shows a brief summary of all the keywords for the AM-IM communication.
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Keyword

Applications

Request / Response

RESERVATION

Reservation

Request

SERVICE

Service

Request

END

Reservation / Service

Request

MINTIME

Big Data Job

Request

DEADLINE

Big Data Job

Request

MORERES

Big Data Job

Request

ADDRES

Service

Request

RMVRES

Service

Request

ACCEPT

All

Response

DENY

All

Response

Table 6.1: Keywords summary for AM-IM communication

6.3

Infrastructure Manager

During this chapter I have explained how the Application Managers send requests for
resources to the IM. After gathering this information, the Infrastructure Manager
determines the high-level management sequences to execute, and transforms these
high-level actions into a series of management actions (see chapter 5).
The Infrastructure Manager is responsible for all the environment’s resources, and
it is the IM which assigns physical to virtual resources, modeling this assignment
from the set of requests that has received from the AMs. For the IM to perform this
task, the management problem must be formalized in an easily processed way.

6.3.1

Management Problem Formulation

At its essence, the management problem that the Infrastructure Manager must solve
is the proper placement of virtual machines in physical machines, attending to the
resource needs of the former and the limitations of the latter. This makes the
problem lay in the field of resource placement. However, it is important to consider
that the IM must also adapt to changes in resource’s demands from the applications
over time. Therefore, the aim of the Infrastructure Manager is to achieve a maximum
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utilization of the environment and reducing the use of resources when they are not
needed.
To this end, the Infrastructure Manager must place n virtual machines i ∈ V M
into m physical machines j ∈ P M . Each virtual machine needs several resources
of type r ∈ R. Each of these needs is represented as a variable vir , which indicates
the amount of the resource type r that the virtual machine i needs. At the same
time, each physical machine can provide several resources, also of type r ∈ R. This
is represented as the variable pjr , which shows the amount of the resource type r
that the physical machine j offers.
For a virtual machine i to be able to use a resource that the physical machine j
offers, the former must be deployed onto the latter. This is represented with the
binary variable dij , which can take the following values: 1 if i is deployed onto j, or
0 if it is not. These are the decision variables of the problem.
A virtual machine i can only be deployed onto a physical machine j if all j’s resource
needs can be satisfied by p:

dij = 1 =⇒ ∀r ∈ R, vir ≤ pjr

(6.21)

Also, several virtual machines can be deployed inside the same physical machine,
and therefore their combined resource’s need cannot be higher than the physical
machine’s resources:

∀j ∈ P M, ∀r ∈ R, pjr ≥

n


dij vir

(6.22)

i=1

Equation 6.22 models that, for each virtual machine i deployed onto it, a physical
machine j must deduce i’s needs from its pool of available resources. This prevents
two virtual machines from using the same resources.
Also, it is important to model that a virtual machine can only be deployed onto one
physical machine:

∀i ∈ V M,

n

j=1
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Note that the inequality in equation 6.23 shows that a virtual machine could end
not being deployed at all. To force deployment the aforementioned inequality must
be changed to an equality. This distinction allows the IM to give absolute priority
to certain virtual machines over others.

Managed Resource Types
The values of the variables vir and pir depend on the resource type. Resource
capacities were modeled in section 5.6.1, and the IM will use some of them. The
already explained capacities take the form of the following resource types.:
• Resource type c ∈ R represents the number of CPU cores. It is modeled by the
processing unit and virtual processing unit elements of the information model.
• Resource type m ∈ R represents MBs of memory. It is modeled by the memory
and virtual memory elements of the information model.
• Resource type h ∈ R represents MBs of hard disk. It is modeled by the storage
unit and virtual storage unit elements of the information model.
Note that it would be easy to add more processing units (like GPUs), memory (like
graphical memory), or storage unit (like SSD) types to the problem easily. They
would be just another type of resource ∈ R, and they will be treated in the same
way as the already existing types by the IM.
As I already explained in section 4.3.1, I will not consider network throughput as a
resource to be optimized, since datacenter’s network topology tend to be designed
to achieve a uniform high capacity.
Moreover, I will neither consider the hard disk resource type for the problem, since
[154] shows that the high transfer rates of a datacenter network, compared with the
low speed of magnetic disks, makes this decision not very relevant. Tang. et. al.
also agree with this vision [120]. In fact, it is usual in datacenters for the storage
units to be in NASes or other specialized equipment inside the network, instead of
in the same physical machines that host the VMs. This approach also eases the
burden that virtual machine migration imposes on the network, since only the VM’s
memory image (and not the hard disk) needs to be transferred to the new host.
This formulation is similar to the one proposed by Speikamp and Bichler [133] for
virtualized data centers.
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Infrastructure Manager Objectives
The aims that the IM seeks to achieve must also be formalized as part of the problem.
Since the IM is concerned with the placement of virtual machines over physical
machines, I have defined the following objectives:
To achieve maximum utilization of the environment: The usage rate of the
environment’s physical machines must be as high as possible. The only reason for not
deploying a virtual machine is that the environment does not have more resources.
I will measure this objective with two ratios, the higher the better:

Used CPU cores
Available CPU cores
Used memory
Memory use ratio =
Available memory
CPU use ratio =

(6.24)

Other way of measuring the environment’s utilization level is counting how many
virtual machines can be placed before a deployment fails because a lack of resources.
Therefore, this objective can also be measured as the amount of VMs placed before
a deployment failure (or before n deployment failures).
To reduce the use of non needed resources: The environment must keep as few
physical machines in the “Active” state as possible. A physical machine is inactive
if it has no virtual machines attached to it. This is represented with the binary
variables aj , which can take the following values: 1 if j is “Active”, and 0 if it is
not. To model the behavior of these variables equation 6.22 must be modified:

∀j ∈ P M, ∀r ∈ R, aj pjr ≥

n


dij vir

(6.25)

i=1

I will measure this objective with the following ratio, the lower the better:

PM use ratio =

Active PMs
Environment’s PMs

(6.26)

Note that, in case of conflict between both objectives, the first one has priority.
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6.3.2

Two Phases Approach

To fulfill these objectives I have divided the IM’s management process in two phases:
consolidation and dynamic. This phases are alternating, that is: the IM goes from
the consolidation to the dynamic phase, and vice versa.
I have settled on this division following the idea that a private IaaS environment
spends long stretches of time with relatively few new deployments and removals of
VMs; but also experiences short bursts with lots of virtual machines’ movements,
when new applications are started and old components removed. This simple lifecycle is shown in figure 6.7.

Consolidation
Phase
Cloud application deployment/removal
OR
VM deployment/removals > threshold
OR
Periodic scheduled consolidation time

Consolidation
actions
finished
Dynamic
Phase

Figure 6.7: IM Lifecycle
Therefore, the IM is initially in the dynamic phase, but when one of the following
events happens the system goes into the consolidation phase:
• The amount of virtual machines that need to be placed and/or removed surpasses a certain threshold (≥ 10% of the environment’s total resources).
• A cloud application is deployed or removed, and therefore, its components and
their virtual appliances need to be realized or retired.
• An already scheduled time for periodic consolidation (when the environment’s
resource usage is low) is reached.
Since these two phases show very different characteristics, a method that is feasible
for one cannot perform well for the other, and this fact is the underlying motivation
for the division: to solve the placement problems in two very different situations:
• A static problem, in which a big amount of virtual machines must be placed
and removed, and this information is known in advance (consolidation phase).
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• An online problem, in which only the next virtual machine to place or remove
is known, and no assumptions about the future demands can be done (dynamic
phase).
Therefore, dividing the problem in two subproblems will help to tackle its inherent
complexity, using techniques more adequate to each situation.
Concerning the impact of the consolidation phase, it is important to note that the
migration of a virtual machine also affects the performance of other VMs co-located
in both the origin and destination physical machines [112].
Therefore, it is advisable to migrate several virtual machines to and from the same
physical machine at the same time, if the network capacity can deal with it. However,
it is important to chose the best time possible to make this migration, that is,
when the demand is at its lowest (hence the scheduled consolidations) or when the
migration itself is unavoidable (when a big movement of VMs is needed).

6.3.3

Consolidation Phase

During the consolidation phase the IM must solve a static problem where many
VMs have to be placed. Considering the needs of the system and, after looking
at the state of the art regarding these problems (specially section 2.5.4), I have decided on a mixed integer programming (MIP) approach for the consolidation phase.
Although several approaches could probably satisfy the first objective (maximum
utilization), MIP seems more suited to achieve the second (not using unneeded resources).
Therefore, a MIP solver will be at the core of this phase, and the proposed algorithm
will revolve around it.

Mixed Integer Programming Problem
A MIP problem is expressed as a set of constraints and an objective function, which
will be maximized or minimized (see section 2.5.4 for a detailed explanation). For
the consolidation phase, the constraints can be obtained from the formulation shown
in section 6.3.1. From equations 6.25 and 6.23 I defined the following constraints:
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∀i ∈ V M,

n


dij = 1

j=1

∀j ∈ P M, aj pjc ≥

n


dij vic

i=1
n


∀j ∈ P M, aj pjm ≥

dij vim

i=1

∀j ∈ P M, aj ∈ {0,1}
∀i ∈ V M, ∀j ∈ P M, dij ∈ {0,1}

(6.27)

The first line of equation 6.27 forces every virtual machine to be deployed (note the
equals sign). The second and third lines ensures that the resource limits (in this
case for CPU and memory) are respected. Finally, the last two lines are used to
make variables aj and dij binary, so a physical machine can only be either on or off,
and a virtual machine must be deployed on a particular physical machine or not at
all.
These constraints by themselves try to achieve the maximum utilization objective
(equations 6.24), in the sense that the system will try to place as many virtual
machines as possible while respecting them. However, to fulfill the other objective
(equation 6.26), to not use unneeded resources, I will be using this objective function:

minimize:

m


aj c j

j=0

(6.28)
In equation 6.28, cj represents the cost of having physical machine j turned on. The
higher the cost, the more expensive it is to have that particular machine active.
Hence, if we want just to minimize the amount of active physical machines, this cost
will be set as the same value for all machines:

∀j ∈ P M cj = 1

(6.29)

Likewise, if we want to achieve the opposite: to spread the load to as many physical
machines as possible, the only thing needed to do is change the minimize in equation
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6.28 to maximize and use the cost in 6.29. This schema could be useful to attain a
higher reliability.
This cost value also enables the fine tuning of the system’s behavior. For instance,
although it is usually cheaper to have a single big physical machine turned on than
using several smaller ones of a combined equivalent capacity, we might want to
split the load: to have both small and big physical machines active. This could be
desirable to avoid that the small machines are almost never used, something that
could lead to statistically more hardware failures in the big PMs in the long run.
In this scenario, we would set the cost as a factor of the PM’s resources. This way,
several small PMs will have the same cost as an equivalent bigger one:
∀j ∈ P M cj = pjm + pjc · r

(6.30)

In equation 6.30, r is the core to memory ratio of the environment, and is calculated
this way:
m

r = j=0
m

j=0

pjm
pjc

(6.31)

Finally, we could also assign specific costs to particular physical machines, so they
will be used more or less frequently. These costs could be changed periodically to
force a balanced use of the environment’s hardware and have more realistic predictions of physical failures.
All put together, the problem that the MIP solver must tackle is as follows:

minimize:

m


aj c j

j=0

subject to: ∀i ∈ V M,

n


dij = 1

j=1

∀j ∈ P M, aj pjc ≥

n


dij vic

i=1
n


∀j ∈ P M, aj pjm ≥

dij vim

i=1

∀j ∈ P M, aj ∈ {0,1}
∀i ∈ V M, ∀j ∈ P M, dij ∈ {0,1}
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Consolidation Phase Algorithm
Building upon the MIP problem formulation, I have developed the following approach for the consolidation phase. It is shown in algorithm 6.1.

Algorithm 6.1 Consolidation Phase
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:

function Placement(VEnv,PEnv)
◃ Function to call at this phase
Solution = Solve(VEnv,PEnv,Parameters)
◃ Calling the MIP solver
if (Solution = N U LL) ∧ (size of VEnv ≥ 2) ∧ (size of PEnv ≥ 2) then
VEnv1,VEnv2 = Split(VEnv)
◃ Split the environment
PEnv1,PEnv2 = Split(PEnv)
Solution1 = Placement(VEnv1,PEnv1) ◃ Call the function recursively
Solution2 = Placement(VEnv2,PEnv2)
if (Solution1 = N U LL) ∨ (Solution2 = N U LL) then
return NULL
else
return Solution1 + Solution2
end if
else
return Solution
end if
end function
function Split(Env)
◃ Helper function to split environments
Sort Env by capacity, biggest first
Env1 = Empty environment ◃ Half the machines to each sub-environment
Env2 = Empty environment
i=0
while i < size of Env do
M = GetElement(Env,i)
◃ Gets element i from Env
if i is even then
add M to Env1
else
add M to Env2
end if
i++
end whilereturn Env1,Env2
end function
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This algorithm is made up of two functions: Placement (line 1) and Split (line 18).
Placement is called when the consolidation phase begins, and it accepts as arguments
the virtual environment that needs to be placed (V Env), in the form of a collection
of virtual machines, and the physical environment whose resources are going to be
used (P Env), as a collection of physical machines with or without virtual machines
already deployed onto them.
The Placement function tries to solve the placement problem by calling the MIP
solver (line 2). However, even if the problem is feasible, the times it takes to be
solved is highly dependent on the amount of variables to evaluate. Since this number
of variables is (amountV M s · amountP M s ) + amountP M s , the problem’s complexity
is quadratic, in the order O(n · m).
Therefore, the time Solve takes to find a solution could become too large if there
are many virtual machines to place or the physical environment is very big. To
cope with this problem I have set up a maximum time that the MIP solver can
take to find a solution. If that time is reached and none has been found, the Solve
function will return NULL. Based on experimentation, I have set up this time to be
60 seconds; if the solver has not found a solution by that time, it usually takes more
than 20 minutes or even hours to finish.
As an aside, the number of constraints do not heavily impact the time needed to
solve the problem. Moreover, in some instances the problem might be solved in less
time, since the tree to explore is pruned by the additional constraints. Therefore,
the amount of resource types to consider for this problem can be raised without
special concerns.
Going back to the algorithm, if the solver returns a NULL value, the next step
will be to split both the physical and virtual environments in two halves (lines 4
and 5). After doing this, the algorithm will try to solve each of these two halves
independently (lines 6 and 7), by calling the Placement function recursively. This
means that the environment can be split further, if that is necessary. This way,
an intractable problem can be divided into smaller problems that can be solved in
reasonable time. A strategy similar to this was suggested by Qian [126].
For this split to not affect the quality of the solution, it is important to create two
sub-environments which are as similar to each other as possible. To fulfill this aim,
I have also defined the function Split, which tries to balance both sub-environments
as much as possible. In this function, for the sorting of the environment (line 19),
the capacity is calculated using the cost function in equation 6.30. Note that this
split is performed in the same way with both physical and virtual environments.
When doing the former, the actual (instead of total) capacity of physical machines
is considered, since there could be virtual machines already deployed onto them. In
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chapter 7 I will show that this approach is feasible.
Finally, Solutions are expressed as a collection of deployment actions, in the following
form: {V M, P M }, where V M is the virtual machine to be placed and P M the
physical machine targeted. Therefore, several Solutions can be added together (line
11).

6.3.4

Dynamic Phase

During the dynamic phase the IM must solve an online problem where each time
a single VM has to be placed without knowledge of the virtual machines that will
need to be placed later. This problem is very different than the one tackled during
the consolidation phase, and therefore a MIP approach is not feasible. In the next
section I will compare the dynamic phase with the online bin packing problem, to
determine if an approach based on it or a variation could be used in this context.
Online Bin Packing Problem
In the online bin packing problem, the input is a sequence of items of sizes (0,1],
which need to be packed into bins of capacity 1. Several items can be packed
together, but their combined size cannot surpass that of the bin. Since it is an
online situation, the algorithm to solve the problem receives the items one at a
time, and it has to decide on which bin to place an item in before the next one
arrives. The algorithm usually needs to choose between placing the item in one of
the already open bins or opening a new one.
The dynamic phase of the placement problem shown in this section can be equated
to an online bin packing problem, considering the virtual machines as the items
and the physical machines as the bins. However, this placement problem has several
characteristics than makes it different from the standard online bin packing problem:
• The items and the bins have two sizes (CPU and memory), so the problem
turns into multidimensional online bin packing.
• The bins do not always have the same size, so the problem turns into variablesized online bin packing.
• Traditional online bin packing problem assumes an infinite amount of bins,
and try to place the items in as few bins as possible. However, the amount of
bins in the proposed scenario is not infinite, so the problem turns into finite
online bin packing.
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With all these put together, it can be seen that the problem presented here is more
difficult than the ideal scenario that characterizes the classical online packing. It is
a two-dimensional variable-sized finite online packing problem. All in all, I think
that an approach based on the algorithms for online bin packing could be useful for
tackling the dynamic phase. Some in the literature already suggested as much [133]
and at least one very recent work had some successes following this approach [111].
I have also studied the algorithms shown in the work of Berkey et. al. [195], which
compares several algorithms for the two-dimensional finite bin-packing problem.
They conclude that the best heuristics for this problem are those that try to make the
maximum use of the remaining space in a bin. This is a family of algorithms called
Best-Fit. However, it is important to keep in mind that the problem featured in this
paper is offline. Therefore, even if some lessons can be learned, their algorithms can
be used as-is for the dynamic phase.
Along similar lines, but much more recently, Epstein et. al. [196] have evaluated
several families of algorithms for online bin packing. Among them, the family of
Harmonic algorithms seems to fare among the best. An Harmonic algorithm [197]
classifies items in different classes, attending to their size. This algorithm never
puts items of different classes into the same bin, and therefore, each bin has a
corresponding class. Also, only one bin for each class is kept open, and when an
item of that class does not fit into the already opened bin, that bin is closed and
another, empty one is opened. Epstein et. al. have proven that Harmonic algorithms
with more classes fare better than those with less.
Seiden [198] proposed a variation of the Harmonic algorithm in which there are two
classes of items and, although they aim to keep them separated, there are some open
bins in which items of both classes are allowed at the same time. This algorithm
tries to place items of each class together with items of that same class, but when
that is not possible they are put into bins of a yet indeterminate class, in the hope
that they can be combined later.
Chang et. al. [140] have created an algorithm for multidimensional bin packing
that splits the items in two groups: those bigger than half the bin size, and those
smaller. Then they try to find the item of one class that complements the size of a
specific item of the other, and put both together into a bin. The problem with this
algorithm is that it gives good results with one dimension but do not fare much well
with higher dimensions. Other approached to solve the multiple dimension problem
is to aggregate all dimensions into a new one called “volume” [89].
However, not all characteristics of the placement problem during the dynamic phase
restrict our options. In fact, one important difference between the online bin packing problem and our problem is that the latter allows for the relocation of items
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to different bins. This is achieved thanks to virtual machine migration. Others
[111] have proposed this approach before. This problem is called relaxed online bin
packing [199].
Online Phase Algorithm
Learning from all these approaches, I have developed a heuristic to solve the online
phase problem. It is shown in algorithms 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4.
Algorithm 6.2 shows the Placement function, called every time a new virtual machine
needs to be deployed during the online phase, and the global elements used by the
heuristic. For this proposal, I have divided both the virtual machines in three classes:
• CPU-Heavy: If the virtual machine demands comparatively more CPU cores
than memory MBs.
• Memory-Heavy: If the virtual machine demands comparatively more memory MBs than CPU cores.
• Balanced: If the virtual machine’s demands are balanced.
I have also divided the physical machines in three classes:
• CPU-Heavy: If the physical machine has comparatively more CPU cores
available than memory MBs.
• Memory-Heavy: If the physical machine has comparatively more memory
MBs available than CPU cores.
• Balanced: If the physical machine’s available resources are balanced.
It is important to note that, since a physical machine’s available resources can
change according to the virtual machines deployed onto it, the virtual machine can
also change classes during execution. To determine which class a particular machine
belongs to, the first step is to calculate the core to memory ratio of the physical
environment (line 5). This is done through equation 6.31. Then we must decide on
two boundaries, the CPU-heavy threshold (line 6) and the memory-heavy threshold
(line 7). These two values are dependent on the environment’s shape, but I have
found that values of 1.15 for the former and 0.90 for the latter produce an useful
class spread.
How these boundaries and the core to memory ratio are used to classify virtual
an physical machines is shown in functions ClassifyVM (line 18) and ClassifyPM
(line 29), respectively. For the sake of clarity, I have omitted the calls to these
functions in the algorithm, but ClassifyVM is called once for every virtual machine,
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Algorithm 6.2 Online Phase - Part I
1: PEnv
◃ Physical Environment
2: CPUPMs
◃ List of cpu-heavy PMs, taken from PEnv
3: MemPMs
◃ List of memory-heavy PMs, taken from PEnv
4: BalPMs
◃ List of balanced PMs, taken from PEnv
5: core2mem
◃ Core to memory ratio of PEnv
6: CPUThr
◃ CPU-heavy threshold
7: MemThr
◃ Memory-heavy threshold
8: RecMax
◃ Maximum recursive migrations
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:
38:

function Placement(VM)
Solution = Try2Place(VM,N U LL)
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = Migrate(VM,0,N U LL)
end if
return Solution
end function

◃ Function to call at this phase

function ClassifyVM(VM)
◃ To classify virtual machines
MemPerCPU = (VM needed memory) / (VM needed CPU)
if M emP erCP U > CP U T hr · core2mem then
return VM is CPU-heavy
else if M emP erCP U < M emT hr · core2mem then
return VM is memory-heavy
else
return VM is balanced
end if
end function
function ClassifyPM(PM)
◃ To classify physical machines
MemPerCPU = (PM available memory) / (PM available CPU)
if M emP erCP U > CP U T hr · core2mem then
return PM is CPU-heavy
else if M emP erCP U < M emT hr · core2mem then
return PM is memory-heavy
else
return PM is balanced
end if
end function
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and ClassifyPM is called after every deployment or retirement of a virtual machine
from a physical machine. The global variables CPUPms (line 2), MemPMs (line
3) and BalPMs (line 4) are collections of all the physical machines of each type
available at the environment at any given time.
Going back to the Placement function, it takes a virtual machine and first tries to
place in a physical machine of the environment, using the Try2Place function, and if
this approach fails, it then tries to make space for the virtual machine trough migrations of the already deployed virtual machines. Try2Place is detailed in algorithm
6.3 and Migrate in algorithm 6.4.
In the Try2Place function I make use of the already defined classes to find the optimal
place for a virtual machine. Following this idea, the function first determines which
class the virtual machine belongs to. Then, it tries to find a physical machine to
place following these directives:
If the virtual machine is CPU-heavy or memory-heavy, the function will try to place
it, in order:
1. A physical machine of the same class using Best-Fit with the resource it is not
heavy (lines 41 and 49).
2. A physical machine of the balanced class using Worst-Fit with the resource it
is heavy (lines 43 and 51).
3. A physical machine of the opposite class using Worst-Fit with the resource it
is heavy (lines 46 and 54).
And if the virtual machine is balanced, the function will try to place it, in order:
1. A physical machine of the balanced class using Best-Fit with both resources,
using the core to memory ratio (line 57).
2. A physical machine of the most numerous of the other two classes using WorstFit with the resource that class is not heavy (lines 59 and 64).
3. A physical machine of the least numerous of the other two classes using WorstFit with the resource that class is not heavy (lines 61 and 66).
The aim of this strategy is to combine the advantages of the Best-Fit (close tight
gaps) and the Worst-Fit (leave wide enough gaps open) approaches to tackle the
problem of having two orthogonal resource types. The class division enables the
heuristic to move physical machines between classes through the deployment of
virtual machines. This technique compensates for the resource imbalances that
a particular machine might have and reduces the possibility of having a physical
machine with a resource type exhausted and the other almost unused.
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Algorithm 6.3 Online Phase - Part II
39:
40:
41:
42:
43:
44:
45:
46:
47:
48:
49:
50:
51:
52:
53:
54:
55:
56:
57:
58:
59:
60:
61:
62:
63:
64:
65:
66:
67:
68:
69:
70:
71:

function Try2Place(VM,ForbiddenPMs)
if V M is CPU-Heavy then
◃ VM is cpu-heavy
Solution = BestFit(VM,CPUPMs - ForbiddenPMs,Mem)
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,BalPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU)
end if
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,MemPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU)
end if
else if V M is Memory-Heavy then
◃ VM is memory-heavy
Solution = BestFit(VM,MemPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU)
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,BalPMs - ForbiddenPMs,Mem)
end if
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,CPUPMs - ForbiddenPMs,Mem)
end if
else
◃ VM is balanced
Solution = BestFit(VM,BalPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU+Mem)
if (Solution = N U LL) ∧ (sizeof CP U P M s ≥ M emP M s) then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,CPUPMs - ForbiddenPMs,Mem)
if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,MemPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU)
end if
else if Solution = N U LL then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,MemPMs - ForbiddenPMs,CPU)
if (Solution = N U LL) then
Solution = WorstFit(VM,CPUPMs - ForbiddenPMs,Mem)
end if
end if
end if
return Solution
end function
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To finish the explanation of the Try2Place function, note that it accepts a ForbiddenPMs argument. This argument is a collection of the physical machines on which
the placement of the given virtual machine is impossible. This feature is used by
the Migrate function, as I will explain later in this section.
However, if Try2Place is unsuccessful, the system will try to take advantage of the
migration capabilities of a virtualized environment, calling the Migrate function (line
72). When designing this function I took into account the impact that migration
can have in the environment’s network. This impact is directly proportional to the
memory footprint of the virtual machine to be moved, and therefore, it is always
preferable to move smaller rather than bigger virtual machines.
Migrate is shown in algorithm 6.4, and accepts three arguments: the virtual machine
which needs more space to be deployed, the recursive index of this migration (how
many times the Migrate function has been called recursively before) and a list of
forbidden physical machines.
The recursive index (Rec in the listing) is important, since it is used to enable
recursive migrations. A recursive migration is a migration performed to make space
for another virtual machine that is, in turn, being migrated to make space to a
third. In the proposed heuristic, the limit to recursive migrations is set in the global
variable RecMax. Therefore, if RecMax is 0, recursive migrations are disabled.
Migrate begins by compiling a list of the physical machines that are candidates to
receive the original virtual machine (VM), and sorts them by the difference between
the needs of the virtual machine and the resources available in each physical machine.
Again, this is performed using the core to memory ratio. Then, the function iterates
over this list of physical machines in order, making for each one a list of all the virtual
machines already hosted in it that would need to be migrated to make space for VM.
The function tries to fill this list with the smaller virtual machines first (to reduce
the migration’s impact) and does not consider virtual machines bigger than VM.
The function searches for a place to move each of these virtual machines by calling
the already detailed Try2Place function and, if unsuccessful and the recursive limit
has not been reached, by calling Migrate recursively. Note that in this call of Migrate
the recursive index is increased by 1 and the physical machine the virtual machine
is already deployed onto is added to the forbidden list. This way, a virtual machine
cannot be migrated to a physical machine where any of the virtual machines that
motivated this movement was in.
Finally, if all virtual machines required to make space for VM can be moved, the
function returns such movements as a solution. If at least one of them cannot be
migrated, the algorithm moves on to the next physical machine in the candidates
list (line 96).
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Algorithm 6.4 Online Phase - Part III
72: function Migrate(VM,Rec,ForbiddenPMs)
73:
CandidatePMs = PEnv - ForbiddenPMs
74:
Sort CandidatePMs by the needs of VM, less needed capacity first
75:
for all PM in CandidatePMs do
76:
DeployedVMs = virtual machines already deployed in PM
77:
Remove virtual machines ≥ VM (any resource type) from DeployedVMs
78:
Sort DeployedVMs by size, smallest first
79:
ToMigrateVMs = empty collection of virtual machines
80:
TotalSolution = N U LL
81:
for all DepVM in DeployedVMs do
82:
Add DepVM to ToMigrateVMs
83:
if Removing ToMigrateVMs from PM makes space for VM then
84:
for all MVM in ToMigrateVMs do
85:
Solution = Try2Place(MVM,ForbiddenPMs+PM)
86:
if (Solution = N U LL) ∧ (Rec < RecM ax) then
87:
Solution = Migrate(MVM,Rec+1,ForbiddenPMs+PM)
88:
end if
89:
if Solution =
/ N U LL then
90:
TotalSolution = TotalSolution + Solution
91:
end if
92:
end for
93:
if TotalSolution has solutions for all MVM in ToMigrateVM then
94:
return TotalSolution
95:
else
96:
break
◃ Go to line 75, try next PM
97:
end if
98:
end if
99:
end for
100:
end for
101:
return N U LL
102: end function
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Online Phase Algorithm Worst-case Complexity
To finalize with the section devoted to the online phase, I will study the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm under the worst-case scenario. Since
the system will be operating under heavy environment utilization ratios, this is the
most interesting scenario. This complexity will be heavily dependent on the limit to
recursive migrations. For the analysis, n is the physical machines in the environment.
The computational complexity of the Try2Place function (algorithm 6.3) is based on
the complexity of the Best-Fit and Worst-Fit algorithms. Since both have a worstcase complexity of O(n), the worst-case complexity of Try2Place is the following:

3 · O(n) = O(n)

(6.33)

For the Migrate function (algorithm 6.4), the complexity varies with the limit to
recursive migrations. When this limit is set to 0 (no recursive migration allowed),
the worst-case complexity is as follows:

n · T oM igrateV M s · O(T ry2P lace(n − 1)) =
n · 3 · O(n − 1) =
O(n(n − 1)) ≈
O(n2 )

(6.34)

In equation 6.34 I have assumed that no more than 3 virtual machines might need
to be moved (ToMigrateVMs) to make space for another virtual machine. Note that
the Try2Place function is called with n−1 physical machines, since the host in which
the virtual machine already is deployed into is forbidden. Finally, since n ≫ 1, I
have assumed that O(n(n − 1)) ≈ O(n2 ).
The complexity when the limit to recursive migration is bigger than 0 is as follows:

n · T oM igrateV M s · O(T ry2P lace(n − 1)) · O(M igrate(n − 1, limit − 1)) =
n · 3 · (n − 1) · O(n2·limit ) =
O(n(n − 1)n2·limit ) ≈
O(n2+2·limit )
(6.35)
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In equation 6.35, limit is the limit to recursive migrations. Note that each time
Migrate is called recursively, the limit is reduced by 1 and an extra physical machine
is added to the forbidden list. Apart from that, I have made the same assumptions
as in equation 6.34.
Putting all this together, the worst-case complexity of the proposed algorithm is the
following:

Without migration: O(n)
With migration: O(n) + O(n2+2·limit ) = O(n2+2·limit )

6.3.5

(6.36)

Virtual Machine Selection Policies

I have stated that the IM has the responsibility of placing and removing virtual
machines from the physical environment, and this section has explained how that
process is performed. But it is also necessary to select, with a basis on the AMs’
requests, which virtual machines should be placed. This selection process is defined
through a virtual machine selection policy.
Although it is not the aim of this contribution to detail the best possible policy, since
a policy’s performance is highly dependent on the environment’s characteristics, it
is still important to specify how policies can be defined.
TotalResources represents the total amount of physical resources available at the
system, and it is a tuple with as many elements as the size of R (the set of all
resource types). Therefore, for this system it will be a tuple with two elements; one
for CPU cores, and the other for memory MBs:

T otalResouces = ⟨trc , trm ⟩

(6.37)

The elements of TotalResources are calculated as follows:

∀r ∈ R, trr =

n


pjr

(6.38)

j=1

NeededResources represents the maximum amount of virtual machine’s needs that
the AMs have expressed through their request. NeededResources has the same format
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as TotalResources, shown in equation 6.38. Therefore, the policy has the responsibility to trim NeededResources until all its elements are lower than the corresponding
elements in TotalResources.
VM is the set of all virtual machines that the AMs have requested, and VMC is
the set of virtual machines that the system will try to place in the environment.
Therefore, V M C ⊆ V M . This subset is chosen following a given virtual machine
selection policy. Policies can take into account for their decision process each application’s type (see figure 6.6), minimum setup, deadlines and relative value, and the
TotalResources of the environment. It is important no note that the policies only
determine which virtual machines will be placed, and not where.
Depending on which phase the IM is on (consolidation or dynamic), the policies will
call the function Placement in algorithm 6.1, or the function Placement in algorithm
6.2, respectively. Therefore, all policies must be designed to work in both phases.

Sample Basic Policy
This section shows a sample basic policy that uses the features of the IM. To represent the relative value of applications for the IM, in this policy each application
has a priority number, the higher the better. The aim of this policy is to fulfill a
minimum setup for all applications, and then assign the surplus resources to the
applications by priority.
For building the policy, it is important to consider that Instance Reservations follow
an all-or-nothing approach: either they have all the resources needed or they will not
have any at all. Similarly, Big Data Jobs also need a minimum amount of resources
to finish before their deadline, and adding more resources shortens this time, but
does not produce an improved result. Therefore, only Services can really benefit
from extra resources. In a sense, giving more resources to a Big Data Job benefits
other applications, since that makes the Big Data Job finish earlier, and those other
applications can use the freed resources sooner.
Therefore, before executing the policy the IM will calculate the following sets of
virtual machines for each Big Data Job application:
• Original deadline set: Virtual machines needed to ensure that the application
finishes before the deadline.
• Half-time deadline set: Virtual machines needed to ensure that the application finishes before the middle point between the actual time and the original
deadline.
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Algorithm 6.5 Sample Basic Policy
1: Applications
2: CommittedVMs
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:

◃ Applications to be deployed
◃ Virtual machines that will be deployed

for all APP in Applications, ordered by priority do
if (APP is Instance Reservation) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs to CommittedVMs
else if (APP is Big Data Jobs) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for original deadline to CommittedVMs
else if (APP is Service) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for basic service to CommittedVMs
end if
end for
for all APP in Applications, ordered by priority do
if (APP is Big Data Jobs) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for half-time deadline to CommittedVMs
else if (APP is Service) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for gold service to CommittedVMs
end if
end for
for all APP in Applications, ordered by priority do
if (APP is Big Data Jobs) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for quarter-time deadline to CommittedVMs
else if (APP is Service) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP VMs for platinum service to CommittedVMs
end if
end for
repeat
for all APP in Applications, ordered by priority do
if (APP is Big Data Jobs) ∧ (there are enough resources) then
Add APP extra VM to CommittedVMs
end if
end for
until There are not enough resources
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• Quarter-time deadline set: Virtual machines needed to ensure that the application finishes before the middle point between the actual time and the
half-time deadline.
Along the same lines, the IM will also calculate the following sets of virtual machines
for each Service application:
• Basic Service: Virtual machines needed to provide a minimum deployment of
the application.
• Gold Service: Virtual machines needed to provide a deployment of the application, in which it has extra resources available, to cope with rises in demand.
• Platinum Service: Virtual machines needed to provide a deployment of the
application, in which it has even more extra resources available, to cope with
very high rises in demand.
Algorithm 6.5 shows this policy as is applied during the consolidation phase.
For the online phase, the IM will retire virtual machines when requested and give
the freed resources to the application (this can only happens with Services) at the
lowest level (basic, then gold, then platinum) with the highest priority. Along the
same lines, if a request for a virtual machine arrives, the physical environment
is at its limit, and the requesting application is in the same level (basic, gold or
platinum) and has a higher priority than the application with less priority, then a
machine is removed from the lower-prioritized application and given to the requester.
Finally, if a Big Data Job or an Instance Reservation Job finishes or starts, another
consolidation phase kicks in.
Even if this policy is simple, it can serve well for most private environments if
they are properly sized. With that said, more ample or scarce environments could
probably benefit from more aggressive or conservative policies, respectively. If more
complex policies are needed, a more advanced schema like the Contract Net Protocol
[200] could be used.

6.4

Summary

In this chapter I have explained how, from the information model and management
actions presented before, a management system that fulfills the objectives established in chapter 3 can be built.
I began the chapter describing a reference architecture in which all other contributions of this work can be integrated, in order to realize the structure typical of
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autonomic systems. I divided the proposed architecture in two blocks: a monitoring
architecture, where the sensors of the autonomic loop fits, and an actuators architecture, which fulfills the same role for the effector part of the loop. The monitoring
architecture I described is based in a set of monitoring servers and clients that communicate with each other, in order to relay the relevant information to the AMs and
IM. Meanwhile, the actuators architecture is divided in three layers, so it is be able
to support several infrastructure and interface technologies.
More importantly, the described architecture is two-tiered, with a layer made of
Application Managers (AMs), each responsible for one cloud application, and an Infrastructure Manager (IM), which manages the physical infrastructure. This schema
enables a separation of concerns, follows the information model, and allows for the
development of AMs specially suited to a particular application.
This chapter also describes the heart of the autonomic loop: the management engine.
I divided the study of this component in two sections: one devoted to the AMs and
the other to the IM. The former explains the communication between the AMs
and the IM, and how this communication is able to take advantage of the different
peculiarities of the three cloud application types.
The IM is focused on solving the virtual machine placement problem. Before the
description of the IM proper, I established two metrics to measure the IM’s solution
quality: to achieve a maximum utilization of the environment and to reduce the use
of unneeded resources. In order to fulfill these two objectives I proposed a lifecycle
with two phases: consolidation and online. I formulated the consolidation phase
problem as an integer program and developed an heuristic for the online phase:
OBPM (Online Bin Packing with Migration). OBPM was based in previous online
packing approaches and considered the migration capabilities typical of virtualized
environments. Finally, I have also studied the worst-case computational complexity
of OBPM.
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Chapter 7
Experimental Validation
In this chapter I will detail how I have validated all the contributions of this work.
As such, the chapter is divided in four sections, one for each contribution, in the
order they were described in this document.
Although the system was designed to be solution-agnostic, when validating the
contributions that required a real-world example I have always chosen OpenStack
as the target private IaaS solution. This was due to the popularity and importance
of OpenStack at the time of this writing. On top of that, its open nature allows for
delving inside its code if any problem arises.
With that said, the development of implementations, adaptations or interfaces to
other technologies should be straightforward. Again, thanks to the modular design
of the proposed system.

7.1

Information Model Validation

This contribution was covered in chapter 4, and was published in [201]. The information model has been indirectly validated by being used in the other contributions
of this work. It was implemented using EMF and Java and XML bindings were
developed for it.
To validate the ability of this model to adapt to a real IaaS solution, a translation
between the proposed model and OpenStack’s internal model has been defined. This
development was part of a master thesis [202] and released as an open source project.
Table 7.1 shows the mapping between the proposed information model and the
OpenStack representation. Some rows include elements that are present in one
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Proposed Model

OpenStack Model

Virtual Instance

Virtual Machine (Server)

Virtual Appliance

Image
Flavor
Name
Security Group
Metadata

Virtual Memory

Flavor (RAM )

Virtual Storage

Flavor (Disk)
Volume

Processing Unit

Flavor (CPU )

Virtual Network Interface

Virtual Network

Owner

Tenant

Physical Machine

Host

-

User

Initial Configuration

Key Pair

-

Floating IPs

Table 7.1: Mapping Between OpenStack’s and Proposed Models

model but not in the other. For instance, the Virtual Appliance element has no direct
counterpart in the OpenStack environment, and instead a correspondence to several
elements of the OpenStack model that together capture the same meaning has been
made. It is important to note that, even when they are placed in different relative
areas inside their own model, most components of every private IaaS solution can be
traced to the elements of the proposed model. There are exceptions, though, like the
User and Floating IPs. But in these cases the culprits are always relevant to specifics
of each implementation, and can be managed inside the Manager Implementation
sublayer of the actuators architecture (see section 6.1.2) without hampering the view
of the environment. This mapping was published in [203].
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7.2

Management Actions Validation

This contribution was detailed in chapter 5.
To validate the management actions I will demonstrate how high level management
action sequences (to be used by the actuators) can be built by combining the lowlevel proposed management actions. I have built three examples.
Add a new virtual machine to an existing cloud application: This sequence
is illustrated in algorithm 7.1. In it, each action has its target and corresponding
parameters inside parenthesis, and V A, V M , P M , P R, V R, AL, and V J stand
for virtual appliance, virtual machine, physical machine, physical resource, virtual
resource, alarm, and virtual journal respectively.
Note that the monitoring of elements is optional. Also, this sequence does not
start the newly created virtual machine. To perform that, a StartVM action is still
required.
Algorithm 7.1 Add a virtual machine to a cloud component
1: CreateVM(VA,VM,PM)
2: for all requirementsV A do
3:
CreateVR(PR,VR)
4:
AttachVR(VM,VR)
5:
if stateP R == “Inactive′′ then
6:
StartPR(PR)
7:
else if stateP R == “Suspended′′ then
8:
ResumePR(PR)
9:
end if
10:
if monitoring alarms for VR required then
11:
CreateAL(VR)
12:
end if
13: end for
14: if stateP M == “Inactive′′ then
15:
StartPM(PM)
16: else if stateP M == “Suspended′′ then
17:
ResumePM(PM)
18: end if
19: AttachVM(CC,VM)
20: if monitoring journal for VM required then
21:
CreateVJ(VJ)
22: end if
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Completely remove a virtual machine from the environment and free
its reserved resources: For this high-level sequence it is important to put the
elements in the “Inactive” state before performing the detachment (see figure 5.4)
and completely remove all involved elements.
The sequence is illustrated in algorithm 7.2. In it, each action has its target and
corresponding parameters inside parenthesis, and V M , V R, V J and AL stand for
virtual machine, virtual resource, virtual journal, and alarm, respectively.
Algorithm 7.2 Completely remove a virtual machine
1: if stateV M =
/ “Inactive′′ then
2:
StopVM(VM)
3: end if
4: if ∃V J linked to V M then
5:
DestroyVJ(VJ)
6: end if
7: DetachVM(VM)
8: for all VR linked to VM do
9:
if stateV R =
/ “Inactive′′ then
10:
StopVR(VR)
11:
end if
12:
if ∃AL linked to V R then
13:
DestroyAL(AL)
14:
end if
15:
DetachVR(VM,VR)
16:
DestroyVR(VR)
17: end for
18: DestroyVM(VM)
Migrate an existing virtual machine to a new host and remove the original: This is an example of how to build an even more complex sequence using
others. It simply uses the previously introduced algorithms 7.1 (which will be called
AddVM) and 7.2 (which will be called RemoveVM) and adds two extra actions. The
complete sequence is shown in 7.3
Algorithm 7.3 Migrate a virtual machine
1: AddVM(VM2,VA,PM,CC)
2: MigrateVM(VM1,VM2)
3: RemoveVM(VM1)

◃ Algorithm 1
◃ Algorithm 2

Although not shown in the example, AddVM as defined in algorithm 7.1 could also
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receive PRs, ALs and VJ as optional parameters.
Sequences like these three samples are part of the actuators architecture’s implementation, which will be discussed later, in section 7.3.2.

7.3

Management Architecture’s Validation

This contribution was covered in chapter 6, and an early version of it was published
in [201] and [203]. Since the management architecture explanation was divided in
the monitoring and actuators architectures, I will devote one section to each one.
The monitoring architecture was implemented as part of Celorio’s master thesis
[204], and the actuators architecture as part of Peirano’s master thesis [202]. Both
implementations were developed for the OpenStack IaaS solutions, for the reasons
already stated at the beginning of this chapter.

7.3.1

Monitoring Architecture

The implementation of the monitoring architecture used CollectD as the monitoring
solution. We had the option of either have CollectD preinstalled on every virtual
machine to be deployed, or install and configure CollectD at boot time. Since
modification of virtual machine’s images is a considerable burden on the developer,
and the CollectD daemon needs to be configured anyway, we opted for the latter
approach.
To install this software on virtual machines during boot time we used cloud-init.
This solution accepts installation scripts with a sequence of actions. It is supported
by several IaaS solutions, among them our chosen option: OpenStack. However, if
cloud-init were not available, it is usual for virtual machines to support the execution
of user scripts during boot, with the aim of configuring the virtual machine’s services.
Concerning OS compatibility, although CollectD is a UNIX solution, there is a
Windows application called SSC Serv that is compatible with CollectD.
CollectD works by collecting system performance data periodically. It has a modular
design, with several plugins, each built to gather data from a specific application
or service, or to write to a particular storage medium. One of these, the network
plugin, can listen for other CollectD daemons that are transmitting their data, or
send its collected information via the network. We used this plugin to enable the
connection between the monitoring clients and servers.
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Our information requirements were fulfilled by the following CollectD plugins, installed in the monitoring clients: cpu, memory, df (for disk usage) and interface.
Also, every monitoring server has a CollectD daemon installed with the network
and rrdtool (for round robin databases) plugins. These CollectD daemons listen to
the network for incoming data and store said information in a round robin database
(one for each monitored machine). We chose round robin databases because they
are specially designed for storing monitoring data. This structure is used in both
virtual and physical levels.
To test this setup we used two different scenarios, both deployed into a three-node
OpenStack cloud where monitoring, cloud management and virtual machine traffic
shared the same physical link.

Scenario 1: Service Application
The first scenario was a traditional multi-tier web application, which corresponds to
the Service application type in the proposed application taxonomy. We used Apache
Olio, a tool that simulates the behavior of a teleconference application. This cloud
application is composed of three components: the Olio PHP web application running
on top of an Apache server, a MySQL database for data storage, and a mock service
for geolocation that we called Geocacher. We used Apache JMeter to test the
load capacity of the application. JMeter tests were executed from another virtual
machine inside the same cloud. The aim of this scenario is to test the ability of the
monitoring architecture to accurately measure and compare resource utilization in
a real setup. If everything works properly, we will be able to compare the data from
the physical and virtual environments.
This scenario creates a user and logs in. That user then registers a new event,
searches for events with a specific tag and signs up to attend to a conference. To
find Olio’s load limit we ran two different test batches. During the first, several
sequential tests with a duration of 50 seconds each were run, increasing the number
of clients after each iteration. We ran tests with 100, 500, 1000, 1500 and 2000
users, starting each batch at the closest even minute after the previous test ended.
We extracted the network data from the cloud application’s virtual journal and
compared it to data extracted from the physical node journal, this way making use
of the information model.
Figure 7.1 shows the data received by each network interface, including the virtual
interfaces in the host. In the picture, each virtual network interface (vnet) in the
physical machine has been paired with its corresponding interface in a virtual appliance, by virtue of shading them with the same hue. This way, the correlation
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Figure 7.1: Network Traffic In Scenario 1
between them can be more easily perceived.
For the second batch we launched a series of sequential tests with 2000 user sessions
during a five-minute window, and little to no waiting time between them. The aim of
these tests was to put the application under heavy load, so it would show a growing
resource consumption slope. When we reached the maximum virtual machine’s
load (in this case it was limited by memory), the machine ceased to respond to
data request. This showed that if the monitored machine is under a high load, the
monitoring client will stop reporting to its corresponding server.
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Figure 7.2: Memory Used In Scenario 1
Figure 7.2 shows the memory utilization for both the virtual and physical memories
involved in this scenario. It is interesting to find that while the virtual memory is
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occupied and released after use, physical memory is not released as quickly. Because
of this, it is safe to assume that after the second peak in Olio’s memory utilization,
its hosting physical machine started to swap memory.
It is important to note that the tests ran in this scenario are a good example of the
process that must be performed during the on-boarding phase (see section 6.2). It
can be used to better dimension the virtual machines. In the example shown we
found that the virtual machine was limited by memory, and therefore we should
change its CPU to memory resource ratio.

Scenario 2: Big Data Job Application
The other scenario tested was a Big Data Job application type: a Hadoop cluster
composed of three separate virtual machines, one serving as master and the remaining two as slaves. The master node (NameNode and JobTracker) and one slave node
(DataNode and TaskTracker) virtual machines were deployed onto the same physical
machine, while the other slave node was running on another physical machine.
The aim of this scenario is, again, to put the monitoring architecture to the test, this
time with a different application type while showing how the setup interacts with
the IaaS technology. The tests also tries to show an unbalanced deployment and
elaborate on how an AM could be prepared to deal with that situation. The setup is
shown in figure 7.3. Solid lines represent monitoring interactions, and dashed lines
management interactions.
For the test, we tried a benchmarking process on this cluster. Using the tools included in the Hadoop suite, we generated 10GB of random data, and then proceeded
to sort that data and validate the sorting. The monitoring architecture collected
information from the physical and the virtual machines during the execution. This
data was used to visualize and review the application’s behavior and how the job
impacted the virtual and physical machines. With this test we wanted to find if,
as was expected, a heterogeneous Hadoop cluster behaves poorly. Again, this is
another example of why the on-boarding test of cloud applications is important.
For the first stage, we generated the random data using 10 mappers that wrote
approximately 1GB each. All the data ended up on just one of the nodes, the
fastest one, and, due to some additional temporary files being needed between the
map and reduce cycles, the total disk size turned out to be too large to be sorted
on the assigned partition (20 GB), so 4 GB of data were deleted, and we ended up
with only 6 GB of random data for sorting.
When running the second stage, sort, the virtual machine deployed on the more
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Figure 7.3: Monitoring Architecture Scenario 2 Setup
powerful physical machine (Core 2 Duo E6600) needed a much longer time to finish
its share of jobs than the Hadoop node deployed on the other physical machine
(Core i7 2600k). When this faster node finished its tasks, it was forced to sat idly
for a long time, waiting for the slow node to finish its work.
During the third and final stage, the validation of the sorting, a very similar situation
arose. A node was being used to its full capacity, while the other had plenty of
available resources. This can be seen in figure 7.4.
It can be concluded that actively monitoring all components of a cloud application
might enable an AM to correct anomalous situations, where resources are not being
properly allocated. A carefully designed Application Manager could take actions in
response to this behavior (although normally just for future tasks), like asking the
IM for the reallocation of some virtual machines or the creation of new instances.
Having the data collected enables the AM to make informed decision: what the
current situation really is and what actions can be taken to avoid similar problems
in the future, or even correct the actual one.
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Figure 7.4: CPU Utilization In Scenario 2

7.3.2

Actuators Architecture

In section 6.1.2 I described the actuators architecture, explaining how it is divided
in three layers: Control Layer, Management Layer and Client Layer. In order to
validate this approach, these layers were detailed. Therefore, a more complete view
of this architecture is shown in figure 7.5
I will explain the details of each layer in the following subsections. I will also describe
how they were implemented and show a test scenario using the complete actuators
architecture.
Control Layer
This layer is in turn divided in two sublayers: the Control Interface and the HighLevel Managers.
The Control Interface is the layer that connects the actuators architecture to the
management engine. It is designed to be able to support several interfaces at the
same time. The motivation for this schema is that different situations or users
(machine and/or human) could advise for different management interfaces. Samples
of these interfaces are command-line tools or an administration web page for a human
operator, and a web services machine to machine interface for the management
engine.
Under the Control Interface lies the High Level Managers layer, which mediates
between the aforementioned interface implementations and the Management Layer.
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This layer provides to the Control Interface two components: the actuator part of
the IM, responsible for executing the management actions; and the Authentication
Manager, in charge of observing and enforcing the security model for the private
cloud, assessing that each stakeholder can only access their own resources.
The Authentication Manager component is split from the Infrastructure Manager
because of security’s importance in an environment with several stakeholders. This
separation also makes easier to support the different approaches to security and protection that each IaaS solution features. It is necessary to have a common interface
that abstracts from these differences and complexities.

Management Layer
This layer is again divided in other three: General Interfaces, Management Interfaces
and Manager Implementations.
The General Interfaces sublayer offers six interfaces. Five of them cover all the
action types that can be applied over the environment’s elements, and the sixth
provides authentication services. Under the General Interfaces lie the Management
Interfaces. This sublayer particularizes the five action types of the upper level to
specific elements of the information model.
Therefore, the layer has interfaces for cloud applications, cloud components, virtual
and physical machines, virtual and physical resources, virtual and physical journals,
and alarms. These interfaces extend the General Interfaces that can be applied over
the element type they cover.
These relationships are depicted in figure 7.5. For instance, the cloud component
manager only extends the Start/Stop interface, since these are the only action types
that can be applied over this element. On contrast, the virtual machine manager
extends all the upper layer’s interfaces. This is derived from table 5.47, which
explains how all the proposed management actions are made by combining an action
type and a target. More information about this was provided in section 5.8.
Alongside these interfaces is, again, an authentication manager interface, used by
the Authentication Manager.
All the interfaces in the Management Interfaces level are in turn implemented in
the remaining sublayer: Manager Implementations. Since this implementation has
to be tailored for each cloud technology, it is here where the adaptation between the
proposed information model and management actions, and the solution’s specific
features, is performed. Therefore, the General Interfaces must be implemented for
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each cloud technology we desire to support. If this is done properly several solutions
could be used at the same time through a common interface.
Client Layer
Finally, in the Client Layer is where the actuators that connect the architecture to
the actual infrastructure is realized. This adaptation is achieved through one or more
client modules, each designed to work with the combination of a particular interface
technology and IaaS solution. These modules are connected with the appropriate
component in the Manager Implementations layer and interact with the environment
proper.
Implementation
As I said before, to validate the actuators architecture it is not enough to design a
detailed view of the architecture; we also need to produce a transformation between
the proposed and the OpenStack models and an implementation of the architecture
shown in figure 6.5. Since the former was already shown in section 7.1, this section
will be concerned with the latter.
An implementation of the actuators architecture was developed in Java, and it includes two interfaces for the Control Layer (a web application and an m2m REST
interface) and the Manager Implementations and Client Layer for the OpenStack
solution. Although this was mostly programming work, there is an aspect that deserves commenting on. Quantum is an OpenStack module that provides advanced
high level network management, enabling the definition of L2 and L3 network topologies and multiple networks across different virtual machines and tenants. However,
Quantum was in early development while validating the proposed approach, and
the OpenStack interface not fully supported it. Therefore, the development of the
Client Layer involved modifying some OpenStack code, something that the design
of the actuators architecture would have normally prevented. For connecting to
OpenStack we used its REST interface.
Test Scenario
For testing the developed system we set up a private network with 5 physical machines, as shown in figure 7.6. One of the physical machines (Controller) serves
as a gateway and it is connected through the Internet through an extra network
interface. Both the actuators architecture and the OpenStack cloud controller were
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deployed onto this physical machine, and therefore the Controller acted as the IM
of this environment.
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Figure 7.6: Actuators Architecture Validation Setup
We ran the following batch of tests to verify that the architecture is working properly:
1. Create a virtual appliance.
2. Create an OpenStack virtual network.
3. Create and start a virtual machine.
4. Suspend and resume a virtual machine.
5. Modify the virtual resources of a virtual machine.
6. Stop and delete a virtual machine.
Create a Virtual Appliance
The creation of a virtual appliance is specially interesting since, as was explained
in section 7.1, the virtual appliance element in the proposed model corresponds to
five elements in the OpenStack model: name, image, flavor, security groups and
metadata.
For this test we tried the following sequence of actions. Each one is listed with the
desired result:
1. Create a virtual appliance with correct parameters: The virtual appliance is
successfully created.
2. Create a virtual appliance with the same virtual resources as the previous one
but with a different image: The virtual appliance is successfully created. The
virtual resources already defined for the previous action are also used here.
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3. Create a virtual appliance with exactly the same parameters as the previous
one: No virtual appliance is created, and the already created virtual appliance
info is returned.
4. Create a virtual appliance with incorrect parameters: No virtual appliance is
created.
After running the test sequence we finished with two virtual appliances, both of
them referencing the same set of virtual resources, which can be seen in the following
listing:
Listing 7.1: Allocated Virtual Resources
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+
| ID |
Name | RAM | Disk | Eph | Swap | Vcpu | rxtx | Public | extra |
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+
| 1 | InfManager1 | 100 | 1 | 0 |
| 1 | 1.0 | True | {} |
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+

While running the third test, since the virtual appliance was already created, the
system returned its information instead of creating a new one:
Listing 7.2: Virtual Appliance Information Returned
+ - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - -+
| ID | NAME
| VRID |
IMAGEID
| SECGROUP |
+ - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - -+
| 1 | Test1 .1 | 1
| 6306009 a - a797 -4108 | default |
+ - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - -+

Create an OpenStack Virtual Network
To create a virtual network interface in OpenStack, it is first necessary to define a
virtual network. For this test we tried the following sequence of actions. Each one
is listed with the desired result:
1. Create a virtual network with correct parameters: The network is successfully
created.
2. Create a virtual network with the same parameters: No network is created,
and the already created network info is returned.
3. Create a virtual network with incorrect parameters: No network is created.
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The results are as expected. The virtual network characteristics, as seen by OpenStack, are shown in the following two listings:
Listing 7.3: Network Definition
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| id
| name
| subnets
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| 20172 d4d -84 dd -4 ac1 | public | 539786 e7 -0 e14 -4 d64
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+

Listing 7.4: Subnet Definition
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| Field
| Value
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| allocation_pools |{" start ":"10.10.10.2" ," end " :" 10 .1 0. 10 .2 54 "} |
| cidr
| 10.10.10.0/24
|
| dns_nameservers |
|
| enable_dhcp
| True
|
| gateway_ip
| 10.10.10.1
|
| host_routes
|
|
| id
| 539786 e7 -0 e14 -4 d64
|
| ip_version
| 4
|
| name
|
|
| network_id
| 20172 d4d -84 dd -4 ac1
|
| tenant_id
| b cb 94 05 07f 64 47 77 84
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+

Create and Start a Virtual Machine
With a virtual appliance and a virtual network defined, the system is in the position
of starting a new virtual machine that uses both. For this test we tried the following
sequence of actions. Each one is listed with the desired result:
1. Create a virtual machine from a virtual appliance and a virtual network and
start it: The virtual machine is successfully created and started.
2. Create another virtual machine using the same virtual appliance and virtual
network and start it: The virtual machine is successfully created and started.
3. Create another virtual machine with incorrect parameters and start it: No
virtual machine is created.
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At the end of the process we expected to find two virtual machines attached to the
same virtual network. This result can be seen in the following listing:
Listing 7.5: Virtual Machines
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| ID
| Name
| Status | Networks
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| aa3a4aee -05 ed -42 c5 | Test1 .1459488| ACTIVE | public =10.10.10.4|
| 919174 d9 - adc9 -4 b45 | Test1 .14 e2917 | ACTIVE | public =10.10.10.5|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+

Suspend and Resume a Virtual Machine
For this test we suspended and resumed the two virtual machines already created,
through the following sequence of actions. Each one is listed with the desired result:
1. Suspend the first virtual machine: The virtual machine is successfully suspended.
2. Suspend the second virtual machine: The virtual machine is successfully suspended.
3. Resume the first virtual machine: The virtual machine is successfully resumed.
4. Resume the second virtual machine: The virtual machine is successfully resumed.
Between the second and third actions and after the last we checked the state of the
virtual machines, to see if they were properly suspended and resumed. The following
listing shows the two virtual machines when suspended;
Listing 7.6: Virtual Machines
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| ID
| Name
| Status | Networks
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| aa3a4aee -05 ed -42 c5 | Test1 .1459488| SUSPENDED | public =10.10.10.4|
| 919174 d9 - adc9 -4 b45 | Test1 .14 e2917 | SUSPENDED | public =10.10.10.5|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
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Modify the Virtual Resources of a Virtual Machine
For this test we just took one of the already existing virtual machines and doubled
the amount of virtual memory it has, through the definition of a new set of virtual
resources. The intended result was produced and the new virtual resources set can
be seen in the following listing:
Listing 7.7: Allocated Virtual Resources
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+
| ID |
Name | RAM | Disk | Eph | Swap | Vcpu | rxtx | Public | extra |
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+
| 1 | InfManager2 | 200 | 1 | 0 |
| 1 | 1.0 | True | {} |
+ - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - - -+ - - - - -+

Stop and Delete Virtual Machine
For this test we stopped and deleted the two virtual machines already created,
through the following sequence of actions. Each one is listed with the desired result:
1. Stop the first virtual machine and delete it: The virtual machine is successfully
stopped and deleted.
2. Stop the second virtual machine and delete it: The virtual machine is successfully stopped and deleted.
3. Stop a non-existent virtual machine and delete it: No virtual machine is
stopped.
At the end of this test we can see that the two virtual machines are no longer in the
environment:
Listing 7.8: Virtual Machines
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
| ID
| Name
| Status | Networks
|
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - -+ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -+
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7.4

Management Engine’s Validation

This contribution was covered in chapter 6. To validate the management engine I
implemented the IM as described in section 6.3.
I have implemented the consolidation phase algorithm (algorithm 6.1) using Java,
using GLPK as the integer programming solver. GLPK is one of the best open source
solution for solving mixed integer programming problems, and uses a combination of
straight IP methods, LP relaxation and some heuristics to find the optimal solution.
Since GLPK first solves the problem using LP, it is possible to set the gap from this
optimal solution, and the solver will stop searching for a better solution if it has
already found one within this gap. I have configured GLPK with a gap of 4% set a
maximum execution time of 60 seconds (as explained in 6.3.3), and set the cost of
each physical machine as 1 and the objective function as minimize. From now on I
will refer to this approach as ILP.
I have also implemented the online phase algorithm (algorithms 6.2, 6.3 and 6.4)
using Java. I have created three variants of this algorithm:
• Without migration. From now on OBP (Online Bin Packing).
• With migration (not recursive). From now on OBPM (OBP with migration).
• With recursive migration. From now on OBPM RX (with X being the maximum recursion limit).
The aim of these multiple versions of the approach was to find the relative impact
in the solution quality that migration and its recursive variants has. To use as a
baseline to compare my proposed solutions, I have also implemented the following
heuristics:
• First-Fit.
• Best-Fit.
• Worst-Fit.
• Simple Harmonic with 2 classes.
I have decided to compare my proposal with these approaches because, as explained
in section 6.3.4, they have worked well for the kind of problems that the management
engine needs to solve. Other approaches were either based in integer programming
formulations (section 2.5.4) similar to my ILP approach, and therefore will produce
similar results, or are not applicable as-is to the problem at hand.
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7.4.1

Test environments

To test the proposed solutions I have simulated a physical environment with 72
physical machines. Their sizes range from machines with 16 cores and 32 GBs of
RAM to machines with 72 cores and 256 GBs of RAM. Moreover, this environment
features comparatively more machines of the smaller than the bigger sizes, and
machines have different core to memory ratios. Since the time needed to perform
the actual deployment (executing the management actions) is not relevant to this
contribution, a simulation is enough to test the proposed approach.
Although other simulations [111, 133, 135] assume environments with less physical
machine variants and, in fact, might feature bigger physical machines, I decided on
this setup intentionally to make the problem harder. This way, datacenters with
higher variation in hardware features can be targeted by this proposal, and old
hardware does not need to be decommissioned as quickly, getting higher benefits
from a given CAPEX (capital expenditure, money spent in fixed assets, physical
machines in this case).
To test this physical environment I have defined three virtual environment scenarios:
• Balanced Environment: A virtual environment in which virtual machines’
CPU and memory requirements are balanced. This does not mean that all
machines feature the same core to memory ratio, but most machines are not
particularly CPU or memory-heavy. This virtual environment features machines of all sizes.
• Unbalanced Environment: A virtual environment in which virtual machines’ CPU and memory requirements are skewed to the former.Although
this environment contains virtual machines of several types and sizes, on average they tend to fall on the side of CPU-Heavy. I chose CPU as the more
restricting resource since the literature [205] suggests that this is the bottleneck of most applications. With that said, an environment skewed to memory
will produce the same results, since the approaches tested do not favor one
resource type over the other. Again, this environment contains machines of
all sizes.
• Extreme Environment: A virtual environment in which virtual machines’
CPU and memory requirements have an extremely high variation and no proportion whatsoever among them. This way, the core to memory ratio of these
virtual machines vary from 1 core for each 64 MBs of RAM (8 cores and 512
MB) to 1 core for each 32 GBs of RAM (1 core and 32 GB). Like the previous
environment types, this one contains machines of all sizes.
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I have set up these environments with the aim of having a virtual machine to physical
machine ratio between 5.5:1 and 6:1. Others [111] have used much more higher ratios
(20:1), but I based my virtual machine sizes in Amazon AWS offerings, so I believe
that the ratios I have chosen are more realistic. On top of that, higher ratios make
the problem easier, and it is better to test the proposal in tougher environments.
All simulations were run in a laptop with an Intel i5 processor and the Java VM
machine was limited to 1 CPU core and 512 MBs of maximum memory. This
reasoning behind this is that I did not want the IM to take much resources to
produce its results.
The simulator was custom made (developed in Java), and takes as input a set of
virtual and physical machines with the characteristics specified in the information
model (chapter 4). The virtual machines were either taken from a previously defined
pool or generated randomly within certain parameters, depending on the scenario.
The simulator takes special care in using the same input for all heuristics in a given
iteration, and produces an environment with virtual machines deployed onto physical
machines, ensuring that no physical machine exceeds its limit. As a result, it also
returns text files with the metrics that will be shown in the following sections. From
these metrics the simulator also builds CSV files, that were in turn used to generate
the figures that will appear later in this chapter.

7.4.2

Consolidation Phase Tests

In section 6.3.1 I defined two IM objectives, and for the consolidation phase I evaluated how all approaches fares in reducing the use of non needed resources
(equation 6.26). To this aim, I ran 100 simulations for each virtual environment type
and compared the results obtained with each approach. For each of these simulations 200 virtual machines were produced at random, and the IM was asked to place
them. Since this test corresponds to the consolidation phase, all virtual machines
requests were sent to the IM in just one batch.
The results of this experiment can be seen in figure 7.7.
The chart shows how many physical machines were used by each approach. Therefore, the lower the number the better the result. All OBP approaches’ results were
combined into one, since the low utilization rate of the environment at this point
(∼ 50%) precludes migration from having any impact on the results.
ILP fares much better than any other approach, validating the decision to use it for
the consolidation phase. It is also interesting to see that with ILP there is only a
slight variation in the result quality with the more difficult extreme environment.
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Figure 7.7: Physical Machines Used In Consolidation Phase: All Environments
It is important to note that in some cases the ILP solver was not able to find a
solution with the specified gap in just 60 seconds. In those instances, the space was
split as shown in algorithm 6.1 and the solutions for both sub-environments were
combined. Splitting the space did not produce results of noticeable lower quality, so
this fact validates the feasibility of this approach.
Finally, the figure shows that Worst-Fit works surprisingly well in the particular case
of the unbalanced environment. This is because an environment heavily skewed to
one of the two resource types is in some ways very similar to a problem with just
one resource.

7.4.3

Consolidation + Online Phases Tests

For the second set of tests I settled on a simulation of the combination of consolidation and online phases. I evaluated how all approaches fared against the maximum
utilization of the environment objective. I used several metrics to evaluate this
degree of success.
The simulation is divided in two phases:
1. A consolidation phase, in which the IM will receive a batch of 200 virtual
machines randomly taken from the chosen environment.
2. An online phase, in which the IM will receive requests to deploy a new virtual
machine or remove an existing one, one at a time. This phase will finish when
the IM has failed to deploy 5 virtual machines. This will happen when the IM
is unable to find a place where the request virtual machine can fit. The virtual
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machines to remove will be chosen at random from the already deployed ones.
As with the consolidation phase, the new virtual machines will be taken from
the chosen environment.
I ran 400 simulations for each virtual environment type and compared the results
obtained with each approach. These simulations were organized as follow:
• For the first 100 simulations the IM received no requests to remove a virtual
machine.
• For the next 100 simulations the IM received 1 request for removal for each 3
requests for deployment.
• For the next 100 simulations the IM received 1 request for removal for each 5
requests for deployment.
• For the last 100 simulations the IM received 1 request for removal for each 10
requests for deployment.
By varying the frequency at which virtual machines are removed I expected to determine if any approach works better when the environment is experiencing frequent
removal requests, a process that tends to create difficult to fit gaps in the physical
machines.
For these simulations I have tested setups with ILP for the consolidation phase and
OBP (all variants) for the online phase, and setups with just OBP (all variants) for
both the consolidation and online phases. This was done to determine if the use of
ILP during the consolidation phase (which I already found is the best option) makes
OBP produce noticeable worse results during the online phase.
I have divided the results charts for these tests in six blocks of three: each block
for a different metric, and each chart within a block for each of the three virtual
environments. I will explain the reasoning behind each metric and the conclusions
obtained from analysing its results.
In the graphics for these simulations I have omitted the Simple Harmonic 2 approach.
The results produced by this heuristic were of much worse quality than the other
approaches, and showing them in the charts made them more difficult to read.
Figures 7.8 to 7.10 show the combined resources utilization rate (considering both
CPU and memory) when a deployment was not possible. This is the average value
for the 5 deployment failures (remember that the simulation finishes when 5 virtual
machines cannot be placed) and accurately represents at which point the IM was
unable to make a better use of resources. Therefore, this metric follow the formula
stated in equation 6.24.
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Figure 7.8: Average Resource Utilization When Failures: Balanced Environment
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Figure 7.9: Average Resource Utilization When Failures: Unbalanced Environment
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Figure 7.12: Average CPU Utilization When Failures: Unbalanced Environment
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Figure 7.13: Average CPU Utilization When Failures: Extreme Environment
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Since in most cases CPU is the more limiting resource, I have also included figures
7.11 to 7.13, which show the same metric but only considering the CPU.
It is clear to see that all strategies that use OBP or any of its variants achieve consistently much better results than the other approaches, for all three environments.
Moreover, when considering just the more limited resource (CPU), the utilization
rate with OBP variants is extremely high, in some cases even reaching 99%.
It can also be seen that adding migration (OBPM vs. OBP) always produces a noticeable improvement. However, the same cannot be said about recursive migration
(either at level 1 or 2), with only minor increases. Moreover, in some cases recursive migration produced slightly worse results, since the recursive rearrangement of
virtual machines produced an environment in which it was more difficult to find
adequately sized gaps.
On the topic of using just OBP or ILP+OBP, it is interesting to see that the answer
to that question depends on the environment type chosen: a balanced environment
favors just OBP, while unbalanced and extreme environment’s simulation produces
better results when ILP is used in the consolidation phase, specially the former,
in which the difference is very noticeable. This is due to the previous packing of
virtual machines in as few physical machines as possible that ILP performs during
the consolidation phase. It is important to remember that ILP cannot be used in this
simulation by itself, since by design it cannot accept an schema in which deployment
requests are made one by one.
Finally, it is important to note that although a higher virtual machine removal
frequency degrades the result quality, this effect is less noticeable when using ILP
for the consolidation phase. Again, this is due to the tight packing that ILP produces
during the consolidation phase, and suggests that, while using ILP+OBP, removing
a virtual machine deployed during the online phase has more impact in the achievable
resource utilization than removing one deployed during the consolidation phase. It
can also be seen that the removal of virtual machines has less impact in the result for
balanced and extreme environments. These results show that, for the moment, the
best solution is ILP+OBPM, with ILP+OBPM R1 as a close second. ILP+OBPM
R2 cannot differentiate enough from ILP+OBPM R1 to be worth the extra time
the heuristic takes to run.
Figures 7.14 to 7.16 show the other way to measure the maximum utilization
of the environment objective suggested in the section 6.3.1: how many virtual
machines can be deployed before the first failure. Note that I allowed the simulation
to run up until 5 failures occurred, but this metric it is still interesting, since it gives
more insight into the effects of different migration strategies.
From these figures it can be concluded that migration, either recursive or not, always
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Figure 7.14: Deployments Before 1st Failure: Balanced Environment
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Figure 7.15: Deployments Before 1st Failure: Unbalanced Environment
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Figure 7.16: Deployments Before 1st Failure: Extreme Environment
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has a positive impact in this metric. This produces a situation in which recursive
migration can delay the first deployment failure at the cost of leaving the environment in a state in which it will be more difficult to place future virtual machines.
Interestingly, for this metric ILP+OBP fare better than just OBP in more scenarios
than with the resource utilization metric, making OBP superior only in the balanced
environment with no virtual machine removals. Either way, all approaches based on
OBP are superior to the other heuristics.
Similar to the last metric, figures 7.17 to 7.19 show how many virtual machines can
be deployed before five failures (when the simulation ends). This shows the system’s
ability to continue working after a setback, allowing for the placement of smaller
virtual machines where a bigger one could not, or the wait for future removals to
place more virtual machines in the freed resources.
The data shown here confirms what was learned from the previous figures:
ILP+OBP works better than just OBP for avoiding deployment failures, but OBP
achieves better utilization ratios.
All considered, the more important metric is the virtual machines successfully deployed, so it can be concluded that ILP+OBPM, (or ILP+OBPM R1 when no
virtual machines removal are expected) is the preferred approach.
To complete the analysis, figures 7.20 to 7.22 show the CPU cores deployed before five failures, while figures 7.23 to 7.25 show the memory MBs deployed under
the same conditions. Again, these figures show that the virtual machine removal
frequency has the biggest impact on the unbalanced environment.
These metrics, coupled with the previous results show an interesting situation: while
ILP+OBP is capable of deploying more virtual machines than just OBP before 5
failures, the total amount of CPU cores and memory MBs deployed by the latter is
higher than by the former. This means that just OBP can find itself in situations
where it can place big machines that ILP+OBP cannot, but in the long term this
successful placement makes finding a gap for other virtual machines more difficult
later on.
All put together, the differences between the solution quality of just OBP and
ILP+OBP are small. Which one is better depends on the environment’s shape.
This, coupled with the fact that ILP is the best solution for the reduce the use
of non needed resources objective, leads to the conclusion that the best way to
achieve both objectives is using ILP+OBPM or ILP+OBPM R1, with negligible
differences between the two approaches.
Therefore, this data validates the approach for the management engine proposed in
chapter 6.
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7.5

Summary

In this chapter I have validated all the contributions previously presented (chapters
4, 5 and 6). The next chapter will serve as a closure for this document, and will
summarize all contributions and briefly introduce some ideas for future work that
arose during the development of this work.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions and Future Work
In the preceding chapters I have analyzed the state of the art of cloud computing
and its management, extracted a set of objectives from that analysis, and tried to
fulfill them through several contributions.
Finally, I will close this document reflecting on the contributions described, assessing
if they serve to achieve the outlined objectives. After discussing this topic, I will
also mention several future research lines which were identified during the execution
of this work and could lead to interesting future developments.

8.1

Main Contributions

The aim of this work was to design a modular and application-aware autonomic
management system for private cloud infrastructures. Although the complete implementation of a complete system was out the scope of this work (since this is a
research effort and not a commercial product), all the management system’s elements, features and the way they achieve their stated goals needed to be detailed,
and some of them even fully realized, to test if the approach was valid.
This work’s objectives, as were stated on chapter 3, are:
To define an information model that captures all the relevant information
about the managed environment.
This objective materialized as the contribution detailed in chapter 4. To achieve this
objective I began by comparing how different cloud standards model the stakeholders
involved in operations over private IaaS environment. Inspired by this, I categorized
the managed environment in two levels (provider and consumer), each paired with
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its own stakeholders, and two information dimensions (static and dynamic). I also
classified cloud applications in three types (Services, Big Data Jobs and Instance
Reservations), studied how each of them behaves, which aspects need to be managed
and how to take advantage of their particularities.
From these foundations I built an information model focused on the application that
achieves a separation of concerns between the physical and virtual environments,
while at the same time allowing for the establishment of a correspondence between
them. The model was created with the aim of retaining compatibility with other
approaches and has the resource element at this core. The information model is,
in turn, divided in five smaller models: cloud applications, physical environment,
virtual environment, environment status and alarms.
In the validation I have demonstrated that this model captures all the data needed
to manage the system, since the other contributions where developed against it. On
top of that, a transformation to the OpenStack own model was developed, which
proves that it is easy to make this approach work with existing solutions.
To define a set of management primitives that covers all the operations
needed for the management of the environment.
This objective took the form of the set of management actions presented in chapter
5. These actions were designed to be atomic, reversible and independent. They were
made of the pairing of an action type and a target, and all of them were properly
specified. Such specifications included target, parameters, requirements, all possible
results of their execution and every change of state that they could produce.
The approach taken for the design of the management actions that involved virtual
machines (including migration) were justified, showing their compatibility with other
approaches’ lifecycles. On top of that, the actions that targeted resources were used
to demonstrate how the environment’s resource capacity is assigned and managed.
I demonstrated that the proposed actions are reversible and independent (the atomic
property is dependent on the implementation technology) and, more importantly,
that they cover all the operations needed for the management of the environment,
enabling both horizontal and vertical scalability. Again, these actions were used
to build other contributions and several high-level management sequences were included in this document to ascertain this fact.
To define a management engine that, from the actual state of the environment and a set of scheduled applications, can produce a sequence of
management primitives that optimize the use of the environment.
This objective was realized as the management engine introduced in chapter 6. This
engine was designed to be two-tiered, with a layer of Application Managers (AMs),
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each responsible for a particular cloud application, and an Infrastructure Manager
(IM), responsible for the management of the physical infrastructure. This schema
enables a separation of concerns and a better tailoring of each AM to its application.
For the AMs’ design, I took advantage of the cloud application types to explain how
the three types communicate with the IM through a set of requests and responses.
I also explained the importance of the on-boarding phase in cloud applications.
For the IM, I established the characteristics of the placement problem, explained
how the resources will be managed and gave two objective metrics to measure the
ability of the IM to optimize the infrastructure: to achieve a maximum utilization
of the environment and to reduce the use of unneeded resources.
To fulfill these two objectives I proposed an IM design in which the management
system experiences a lifecycle composed of two phases: consolidation and online.
This approaching to modeling the problem was motivated by the real use that a
private infrastructure experiences. I used an integer programming solution (ILP)
for the management of the consolidation phase and developed my own heuristic
for the online phase. This heuristic (OBPM) was based in previous online packing approaches and took advantage of the migration capabilities characteristic of
virtualized environments.
I validated my proposal for the IM through a set of simulations, which demonstrated
that the ILP+OBPM approach fares better than other solutions for the two metrics
I settled on earlier. Therefore, this contribution is able to optimize the use of the
environment and produce a valid deployment sequence.
To define a modular reference architecture which encompasses all other
contributions.
This objective was fulfilled by one of the contributions presented in chapter 6; a
reference architecture in which all other contributions were integrated, to realize
the autonomic loop that defines autonomic systems. In this loop, the management
engine covered the knowledge part, while the information model filled the role of
knowledge. This contribution completed the loop by specifying how sensors and
effectors fit into the system’s architecture.
For the sensors, I developed a monitoring architecture, based in a set of monitoring
servers and clients, which interact with each other to relay the relevant information
to the AMs and IM. This architecture was implemented using open-source monitoring tools, and was demonstrated in two scenarios (a Hadoop cluster and a traditional
web application) deployed into a private IaaS cloud built using OpenStack.
For the effectors I designed a modular actuators architecture in three layers, able
to support several solutions (to avoid data and vendor lock-in) and user interfaces.
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This architecture uses the proposed model and is built around the management
actions. To validate this approach, a sample implementation with support for one
cloud solution (OpenStack) and two interfaces (REST for m2m and a web page for
human operators) were developed.

8.2

Future Work

During the development of this work I identified several research lines that could
not be fully pursued because of time constraints or lack of manpower. However, it
is still interesting to at least enumerate them.
The most immediate task is the implementation of the missing components of the
architecture, in order to be able to put it to work within a real private infrastructure. These remaining parts are mostly glue and connecting interfaces, lacking real
scientific value, but they still require extensive work. When the full management
architecture could be used with a proper environment, we will be able to run more
tests and learn from its behavior. This could lead into the development of ways to
automate test and release cycles for cloud applications, with a special focus in the
on-boarding phase. A way to automatically choose the best virtual machine sizes
for each application would complement the high utilization ratio achieved by the
proposed management engine.
Other way of further optimizing the performance obtained from the environment
could be the development of several virtual machine selection policies. These policies
would enable a finer and more efficient scheduling and cost model.
It would also be interesting to implement the actuators architecture’s modules
needed to support private IaaS technologies other than OpenStack. This will open
the doors to the management of a cloud environment built upon several technologies.
An environment such as this could take advantage of each solution’s best features
while minimizing its drawbacks. Pursuing this idea even further, the architecture
could be modified, probably through the use of a standard like jclouds or making
it compatible with Apache Brooklyn, in order to implement cloudbursting to public IaaS solutions. This matter will include the difficult topic of deciding where to
physically put the managers themselves when working with several infrastructures.
Along the same lines, the monitoring architecture would benefit from being tested in
larger cloud environments. It is important to assess the behavior of the architecture
in more complex situations and to test its scalability for larger environments. For
instance, the monitoring traffic could have a non-negligible impact in some scenarios.
With this knowledge, a strategy to select windows for transmitting monitoring info
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could be designed, reducing the burden on the environment’s network. Finally,
monitoring agents for information at application level (such as SLA compliance
related metrics) are also desirable.
Looking at picture 3.1, it can be seen that the proposed system does not cover
the fault functional area and only partially covers the configuration. Concerning
the former, the presented management architecture is currently being extended for
the development of a online failure prediction system [206], aiming to realize the
self-healing model of the autonomic computing paradigm. About the latter, the
automatic configuration of cloud applications is an interesting research topic by
itself, and deserves a deeper look into it.
Finally, during the implementation of several components, we had to confront the
realities of actual products and how to apply the proposed system to them. This
shed light on some interesting facts, like the pressing need for a more fine-grained
network configuration support in clouds (already established in the literature [207]),
and how to use the improved network customization features offered by solutions
like OpenStack Quantum to achieve this end.
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